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lntroduction

NOTES

INTRODUCTION
Socialprychologyis a flornishing discipline. It explores ihe most essentialquestions

ofthe 
^tu*un 

piyclie \Mry do peopie help or harm others? How do influence

protbssionals get people to do wirat they u''ant and how'can they inoculate

ihemselves agui,",rt ih. professic,nals' sometimes-insidious persuasiontactics? Why

do social relationships exert such porn'erlirl e{lbcts on pei:ple's physical health?

These are some of the questions that everyone has in their minds, and Social

Psychclogy provides answers to these questions, and it does so with clever,

ingenious iesearch methods. Social psycheilogy is the study ofthe relations betrveen

pJople and groups. Scholars in this interdisciplinary area are typically either

pry.t otoglrir or sr:ciologists, though all social psy'chologists ernploy both the

individuat and the group as their units o f analysis.

Despite their similarity, psychological and sociological tesearchers tend to

difFer in their goals, approaches. methods and terminology. They also tbvour

separate acadenric journals and profbssional societies. The greatest periocl of
coilaboration between sociologists and psychologists was during the years

immediatelyfbllowingW'orldWar II" Aithoughthere hasbeenanincreasing isolation

and speciaiization in recent -vears, some degree of overlap and influence remains

between the two disciPlines"

This book, Advanced Social Psycholog"'willintroduce the students to

some of the research and other methods used by social psychologists. Social

psychologists are trained in rigorous experimental methods within the academic

Aisciptine ofpsychology. Their approachto the field focusses onthe individualand

attempts to explain how the thouglits, feelings, and behaviour of individuals are

influenced by other people. Psychologically-oriented researchers emphasize the

immediate social situation and the interaction betweenperson and situation variables'

Their research tends to be empirical and quantitative, and it is often centred around

laboratory experiments. but thers are some computationalmodelling efforts inthe

field. Contemporary social ps,vchology is 'characterized by a fundamental

commitment to the experimental method'. Psychologists who study social

psychology are interested in such topics as attitudes, social cognition, cognitive

di*.onurr.", social influence, and interpersonal behaviour, including altruism and

aggression. All these aspects and charaeterlstics of social psychology are discussed

inthisbook.

The book is written sh'ictly in SIM (Self-Instructional Material) format for

distance learning, and each unit starts with an Introduction and Unit Objectives.

Then, the detailed content is presented interspersed with CheckYour Progress

qu.rtLnr. A Summary is provided at the end ofthe unit for quick revision. Each

unit also has a list ofKeyTerrm and Questions and Exercises.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

It is an establishedfact that humans are socialbeings. We almost alwals seekthe
cornpany of others. Even though we value our privacy, yet we wish to stay
connected with others. Hunnn beings in their social context form the subject matter
ofthe studyofsocialpsycholory. Thebasis ofhuman interactionhasbeenexplained
historically with the help of several interpretations.

Plato (The Republic) views it as arising out ofthe need to meet olr wants.
Since one person is often insufficient to take care of all his wants, collective
functioning becomes useful. According to Hobbes (The Leviathaz) without social
interaction, man is solitary poor, nasty and brutish. So, societal interaction was
seen as a refinement. Locke (Essay on Human Understanding) argued that
social interaction is necessary for the preservation of society. Darwin's theory of
evolution also has the concept ofsocial adaptation for surviral So socialbehaviour
has been the subject ofinrmense interest all along the ages. At no tinrc is an individual
separate from his/her social context.

In this unit, you will learn social psychology in detail, along with its nature,
goals and scope.You will also learn the various research methods adopted in
studying social psycholo gy.

Self-lnstructional Materiql 3
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1.1 T]NIT OBJECTIVES

After going tlrough this unit, you will be able to:

o Understand and define social psychology

e Stuciy the relations betr,veen social psychology and other social sciences

o Learn about socialbehaviour

o Understand the socialthought

o Get an overview.ofresearch methods in social psychology

1.2 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGy: At{ OVERVIEW

Other people are central to our lives because we are in a social relationship with
thern. The presence ofothers may be real (as when y'ou are in a classroom, party,
movie house, etc.), or imagined (you think ofrvhat your friend would feel not
being invitedto tlre housewamring ceret,ony). So, one definition ofsocialpsychology
is that it is the scientific srudy of the nature and causes of individual behaviour in a
social situation. The term 'behaviour' incrudes thoughts an<i feelings. Social
psychologry is the study ofsocial behaviour and the mental experience ofpeople in
social contexts. Many authorities view it as occupfng the area between sociology
on the one hand and individual psychology on the other. It includes the study of
social interaction and communication, both verbal and non-verbal, behaviour in
groups' social attitudes and persuasion, interpersonal attraction and social
relationships, leadership and social influence, aggression and anger, altruismand
helping behaviour, attribution and social cognition, bargaining and negotiatiol,
conformity and social influence processes, cooperation and competition, group
decision-making, group dyumics, leadership and group performance, obedience
to authority, prejudice and inter-group conflict, self-presentation and impression
management, sex roles, sexual behaviour, social learning and socialization.

The birth date ofsocialpsychology is often given as 1 908, when two influential
earlytexts byMcDougall(apsychologist) and Ross (a sociologist) werepublished,
but the field did not really evolve a separate identity of its own until the mid- 1930s
and did not gain momentum until after world war II. The early development of
social psychologywas dominated by theories and research generated in the United
States, although many ofthe most influential pioneers, including Fritz Heider and
Kurt Lewin, were emigrants from Europe. Aft er the foundation o f the European
Association ofExperimental Social psychology in 1967, pressure began to build
towards reducing the global dominance ofAmerican social psychology. European
social psychology has rnaintained the American tradition ofexperimental research,
but has also tended to give more prominence to non-experimental approaches,



such as discourse analysis, social representations research and various qualitative

metho&s.

World lYar II and its impact

After a decade of little progress, World War II and later part showed growth in
several directions. The role ofgroup membership and its influence on individual
behaviour, personality traits and social behaviour was explored. The cognitive
dissonanoe theory cieveloped by Festinger (1957) was another landrnark. The

theory focussed onhow humanbeings disliked inconsistencybetweentheir attitudes

and behaviour and proposed that there was a motivation to reduce it. This opened

up a significant research area. This gave impetus to the study of social attraction,

pro-social or helping behaviour, social perception, stereotypes and a host ofother
related topics. Such types of research led to the growth of the applied field in

socialpsychology. Areas like health, organizations, legalprocess and environmental

issues were studied in terms ofthe individual in these contexts.

Looking to the {i.rture it becomes clear that issues like ethnicity, migration,

conflicts, catastrophes (natural and otherwise), population, effects oftechnology,
and so on would gain a lot ofirnportance. The esseflce ofthe focus i.s bound to be

the contextualization of social behaviour airned at human welfare.

The links of social psychology to psychology

The emergence of socialpsychologywasverygradual. So, no clearmarkers are

identifiable. Asmentioned, the earliest use ofthe term socialpsycholoryis credited

to William McDougall (1908), who published a book titled Introduction to
Psychctlogy based on the noticn of instincts. This view'does not enjoy much

currency in modern times. The second recorded evidence is a book r,vritten by
F'.H. Aliport (1924),calledSoczal Psycholog,,. Heproposedthat socialbehaviour

arises from several factors including the presence of others and their actions. This

view is much closer to present day interpretation.

These were followedbythe definitive studies oftwo pioneersMazafer Sherif
and Kurt Lewin. Sherif ( 1935) studied social noffns by which any group rules

were developed for managrng a set ofinclividuals. Lelvin, tippiu and White (1939)

studied leadershrp and group processes. Thismarked the beginning ofthe systematic

scientific study of social psychology.

Origins of social psychology

The word'social' lus been traced to the Sanskrit word 'sacati''rvhich means

'follorvs' or'accompanies'. This is also relatedto the Latintenn 'socialis'. The

Greek and the Roman languages also have 'sharing' as one of the concepts

associated with social.

Aristotle in his treatize on politics indicated an instinctual basis for man's

social interactions in society. These linguistic explorations speak about the
recognition ofsocial interactions as the main stayofhuman existence.

An Introdttction to
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1.3.1 Nature and Goal of Social psychology

According to psychologist GordonAllport, social psychology is a discipline that
uses scientific methods 'to understand and explain how the thought, feiling and
behaviour ofindividuals are influenced bythe actual, imaginecl or itrrpti"d pr.J*no,
ofother humanbeings' (1985). Social psychology looksat a wide iange ofsocial
topics, including group behaviouq social perception, leadership, non-verbal
behaviour, conformity, aggressiein andprejudice. It is important to note that social
psychology is not just about looking at social influences. Socialperception and
social interactionare also vital to understanding social behaviour.

The goal of social psychology is to understand cognition and behaviour as
they naturally occur in a social context, but the very act ofobserving people can
influence and alter their behaviour. For this reason, many social piyclrobgy
experiments utilize deception to conceal or distort certain aspects ofin. study.
Deception nmy include false cover stories. frlse participants (known as confederates
or stooges), false feedback given to the participants" and so on.

The practice ofdeception has been challenged by some psychologists who
maintain that deception under any circumstance is uncthical, anclthat othei r:esearch
strategies (e.g. role-playing) should be used instead. Unfortunately. research has
shown that role-playing studies do not produce the same resulti as deception
studies and this has cast doubt on their vaiidity. in adclition to deception,
experimenters have at times put people into potentially uncomfor-table or
embarrassing situations (e.g., the Milgram experiment. Starford prison e.xperiment),
and this has also been criticized for etlical reasons.

1.3 NATURE, GOAL AND SCOPE OF SOCIAL
PSYCHOLOGY

ru prurEur rrrE rlBlrs anu wclr-oemg or research paltlclpants, and at the
same time discover meaningful results and irsights into human behaviour, virtually

To protect the rights and well-being of research partici nd at the

all socialpsychology resear ch mmt pass an ethical rel'iew prccess. At most colleges
and universities, this is conducted by an ethics committie c:'fi"rstitutional rev[w
board. This group examines the proposed research to make sure that no harm is
done to theparticipants, and that the benefits ofthe studyoutweigh anypossihle
risks or discomforts to people taking part in the studv.

Furthermore, a process of infonned consent is often used to make stire that
volunteers knowwhat willhappen inthe experiment and understandthat theyare
allowed to quit the experiment at any time. A debriefing is tvoically done at the
conclusion ofthe experiment in orderto rer.eal any deceptions used ind generally
make sure that the participants are unharmed by the procedures. roday, mosi
research in social psychology involves no more risk of hann than can be expected
from routine psychological testing or normal daily activities.

1.3.2 Scope of Social Psychology

An underlying assumption in the developrnent of social ps,vehology has been the
beliefthat some aspects of human flature are the sa,ne rn all cultur,,s anrl across



history. So, although we want to understand the extent to which our behaviour
changes in different social and cultural contexts, we are fairly confident that there

are some important and basic aspects ofhuman nature which are not affected by
changes in social circumstances. Indeed, if there were no cofilmon bases for
comparison, differences and similarities across cultures could not be assessed at

all This mears that social psychologists are interested in variations in social reactions

and their origins and in the consistency or predictability ofhumanbehaviour. In the

twenty-five years after World War II, social psychology continued to be an active
growing fieldofscientific enquiry. Attentioncontinuedto be focussedonthe influence

ofgroups and group membership on individual behaviour, but the field expanded

into virtually every area ofsocial interaction. [n the introduction to the very influential

Handbook of Social Psychologt published shotly after World W'ar II, Gordon
Allport ( 1954) argued strongly that we can improve our social rvelfare via the

systematic application of social science and, in particular, social psychology. This

optimistic view of social psychology is held even more strongly today. The 1954

edition ofthe Handbook of Social Psychologt also assigned great importance to
the role ofmethodology in the complex fleld ofsocialpsychology, and development

ofresearch methods in this area is still continuing today.

In the last twenty-five years, the development of social psychology has

continued withthe addition ofnew areas ofresearch such as attribution-how we
infer the causes ofbehaviour of others and of ourselves-the study of gender

roles and gender-role stereotlping and the study ofhelping orprosocialbehaviour.

Underlying the recent developments in social psychology have been two major

themes. The first has been an increasing emphasis on using our knowledge of
cognitive processing to understand the complexities ofsocial phenomena. The

second discernable trend is an increasing interest among social psychologists in
analysingcurrent socialproblems and applying theirknowledge to practical issues,

such as organizations and workplace settings. These trends reflect an increasing

awareness ofthe need to draw on our knowledge ofbasic psychological theory
and research in order to help understand the complexities ofour social world.

1.3.3 Social Psychology and Other Sciences

Since socialpsychologyfocusses onthe studyofthe individual inthe socialcontext

ofotherindividuals, sociologists studythe individualas amemberofasocialgroup-
the society. Anthropologists look into the genesis ofthe human being in a larger

ethnicicultural context. Economists examine the individual's economic/commercial

behaviour in the context ofmonetary/economic factors.

Marketing people are keen on studying corsumer behaviour ofan individual

in terms ofbusiness/buying behaviour. Political scientists seek to study human

politicalbehaviour inthe context ofleadership, governance, internationalrelations,

etc. These show that such disciplines are related, but their perspectives differ.

Also, the basic principles as gained from research in the field ofpsychology have

become the backbone for their applications in the allied fields involving human

behaviour.
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Horv is social psycholog), different from other disciplines?

It is important to understand how social psychology differs from other disciplines.
Social psychology is often oonfused with folk wisdonr, personality psychology
and sociology. What makes social psychology different? Unlike folk wisdorq which
relies on anecdotal observations and subjective interpretation, social psychology
employs scientifi c methods and emp irical study of social phenomena.

While personalitypsychologyfocusses on individualtraits, characteristics,
and thoughts, social psychology is focussed on situations. Social ps,vchologists are
interested inthe impact that social environment and interaction has on attitudes
andbehaviour.

Finally, it is irrportant to distinguishbetween socialpsychologvand sociology.
while there are many similarities between the two, sociology tends to looks at
social behaviour and influences at a very broad-based level. Sociologists are
interested in the institutions ancl culture that influence social psychology.
Psychologists, instead. focus on situationai variables that affect social behaviour.
while psychology and sociologyboth study similar topics, they look at these topics
Ilom dillerent perspect ir.es.

I.4 UNDERSTANDING SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR AND
THOUGHTS

Understanding the causes of social behaviour forms the centrepiece of social
psychology. This rneans identiffing those factors that shape our feelings, thoughts
and behaviour, in social situations (referFigure I .l).

Fig. I.l {inderstanding Sor:ial Behaviour
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Social behaviour: A summary of its major causes

Social behaviour-made up of our thoughts, feelings and behaviour-stems from

several causes. The foliowing points explain Figure I . 1 better:

o Rox 1 : How would our feelings, thoughts and behaviour be affected when

we are introducedto a personwho is attractive, smart andpleasant, witha

smile?

o Box 2: Someone jumps the queue while we are law-abiding and waiting for

our turn. patientiy.

o Box 3: Recallhow irritated and unpleasant we were inroutine interaction

wtth others on a hot, sweaty,/humid day in contra-st to the cooler, comfortable

times.

o Box 4: Remember how we relate better to those persons who share our

cultural, linguistic andvalue orientations as compared withthose, who are

different in these respects.

o Box 5: Our own appearance, strengths and limitations in terms of our

capabilities and otherpersonal attributes that have a significant inrpact in

terms of determining our social behaviour.

Sociaibehaviour and social thoughts canbe betterunderstood fromthe

following findings of a study about people withASD (autism spectrum disorders).

Our friends are people who make us feel good about ourselves. While this is a

sinple trutll creating those friendships is a conplex process, eqpecially for individuals

with ASD, with their pervasive social learning challen$es.

Another truth, one gleaned fromyears ofworking with high-functioning

individuals withASD and discussing their social desires with thern, is that all persons

on the autism spectrum want people to be friendly to thern They desire friardships

and dislike having enemies. They are no different &omneurotypicalpeople in their

desire to create and maintain healthyrelations. The difference in is their brain's

ability to negotiate the subtlety ofkeeping relations friendly.

Children and adults withASD have difficulty interpreting others' intended

social messages. They also more frequenttry send 'mis-cues' to others about their

own social intentions. Even many higher functioning students withAsperger
Syntlrome go unaware of hr:w other people perceive them. and the unintentional

message their socialactions send. Theymaybe oblivious to the fact that others

see them as sullen and do not desire their friendship because they fail to initiate or
respondto e social greeting.

It ir i:rrportant to break down these complex concepts into concrete,

understanrtrlle steps. To begin with, let us understand when and where social

thintring is in-,'olved. It is a common mis conception, especially among students

that soclal thinking is involved only in social interactions, such as hanging out with
friends or p1a1,ing a game. It takes much discussion for students to begin to realue

that sociai rl rinking is active any tinre they share space with others, even ifthey are
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not in direct communication. How manyofus move our shopping carts out ofthe
way ofa fellow shopper walking down the same aisle ofa grocery store? That is
socialthinking.

Social thinking is active not just when we are in the company ofothers but
any time we are thinliing about others. When alone, do not we analyse past social
interactions in our heads, wondering ifthe other person perceived our actions in
the intended way? we make a call or send an e-mail to clarify a message or oftbr
an apology when we realize rve may have been misinterpreted, or that our actions
werejust plainwrong. This is again socialthinking at work.

Social thinking dominates our overall thinking time tnaday.We use social
thinking before, during and after a social encounter. Social thought hess us determine
how best to shape our behaviour so that others have good thoughts about us in
return. If our goal is to help our students become better social thinkers, simply
teaching a social skill is not enough. We must also teach these students about the
presence ofother people's own minds and social thoughts.

A useful strategy with middle school and older students is to use 'The Four
Steps ofPerspective Taking'. These steps help students rec ogntzeand consider
the extent to which we think about others and adjust our behaviour even in the
absence ofintentional communication. We engage the following four steps in any
social interaction:

(i) Step 1: As soon as two people share a common space, theyhave a
thought about each other. I have a thought about you; you have a
thought about me.

(ii) Step 2: I consider the other person's intentions and motives. Ifthey
seem suspicious, I will monitor the person more closely. The other
person will also consider my intentions and motives.

(iii) Step 3: Eauh person considers what the other maybe thinking about
him. Is it positive, negative, neutral? Is there a historybetween us
upon which we weigh these thoughts?

(iv) Step 4: I monitor and possibly modiff my beha'iour to keep the
other person thinking about me the way I want them to think about
me. Theyare doing the same for me.

These four steps happen within milliseconds and at an intuitive level, below
our innnediate consciousness. The first three steps involve social thought; behaviour
is involved onlyin Step 4.

It should be kept in mind that this process is based on the basic assumption
that we all desire people to have reasonably nice thoughts about us, even when
our encounters are brief. Embedded in this assumption is its opposite: we do
not want people to have bad thoughts about us. It can be challenging for people
withASD to just perceive that others have different thoughts, let alone think that
we all have good thoughts and weird thoughts about others. Most people with

10 Self-lnstructional Material



ASD never stop to consider that they, too, have bad thoughts about other

people.

Many people appreciate the role that social memories play in day-to-day

interaction. We all have social emotional memories ofpeople based on how they

make us think about them over time. Those people whose actions plant 'normal'

to 'good'thoughts in other people's minds are much more likelyto be considered

friendly and have higher chances ofmaking friends than those who create a lot of

weird thougnt memories in the minds of others. The reason we may go call a

friend or co-worker to apologize for how our actions may have been interpreted

is to foster better social memories about ourselves in their brain.

The Four Steps of Perspective Taking are at play any time we share

space with others, and are a requirement for any functioning. Even in a classroon!

hidden rule of the classroom environment is that all students and teachers

join in mutual social thought about the others in the class, and that each student

is responsible to monitor and adjust his behaviour accordingly. A student

who is not proficient in the four steps is usually considered to have a behaviour

problem.

CHscxYouR PRoGRESS

1. DefinesocialpsychologY.

2. What are the topics covered by social psychology?

3. What is the goal of socialpsychology?
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1.5 RESEARCH METHODS IN SOCIAL
PSYCHOLOGY

Knowledge is the bulwark of any discrpline. Valid knowledge is obtained through

scientific investigation. This impties that methods for obtaining knowledge have to

be thorough and systematic. Errpiricalresearch leads to theorybuilding. Theories

form the framework for understanding anyphenomenon. The starting point ofall

research is common sense. In orderto establishthe truthbehind common sense,

the scientific method is used.

Every scientific method is based on robust data or evidence, accurate

measurement and description, and controlled observation and repeatable results'

According to B unge ( 1984), the main purpose of all research is to find answers to

questions that are proposed for understanding.
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Some ofthe common objectives ofresearch methods in social psychology are as

follows:

o To achievenew insights into phenomenathat leadto exploratoryand forrnative

research endeavours

o To carryout descriptive studies

o To carry out diagnostic studies

o To carry out hlpothesistesting (research studies)

1.5.1 Types of Research

o Descriptive versus analytical

Descriptive research involves obtaining ficts through surveys and other procedures.

This is to understand things as they stand. Analytical research uses the data/facts

already existing to make critical evaluations for the purpose ofknowledge'

o Applied versus fundamental

Applied research has an action orientation. Here, the aim is to finda solution for
an existing problem. The problem can be in the area of business. govenrment,

education or society,. In fi.rndarnental research, also cailed basic research. the focus

is on knowledge for its own sake. This is also called 'pure' research, which is

engaged in theorybuilding. lt is aimed at gathering infonnation to advance scientific

knowledge.

o Quantitative versus qualitative research

Quantitative research is based on the measuernent of q,.nntiiy' or amount. It relates

to phenomena that are quantifiable; fbr example, weight. loudttess, ete . Qualitative
reseerch is concemeJ with discovering the urderly,ing tactorc that go"nem behaviour;

for example, motivation, anxiety, etc. This type ofresearch is especially impofiant

in the social and behavioural sciences. Qualitative research utilizes eryrerimental

data for valid externions.

o Conceptual versus empirical research

Conceptual research involves study of some theory or concepts. This helps in

understanding new concepts or reinterpreting existing ones. Empirical research

relies on observations or data for system or theory building. This is data-based

research. It is a formofexperimentaltype ofresearch. It aims to obtain facts first.

All the steps needed to generate data are used here. Evidence obtained from

empirical research is viewed as the rnost powerful of supports for any attempt at

knowledge gathering.

Some other types of research

There are more variations of the tlpes of research previously indicated. Time

available for research, the environment in rvhich research is carried out and
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other factors also have a bearing on the type ofresearch that has to be executed.

They are as follows:

(i) One-time research: When the time available is limited, or the research is

ofaparticular event, one-time research is carried out. Here, a single time
period is involved.

(ii) Longitudinal research: Here" research is carried out over a long time
period. F'or example, developmental studies that involve a lifespan or a
longer time span. Such a type ofresearch can be set in a field, laboratory
or involve simulation (e.g., teaching to drive a vehicle, airplane, etc.).

This type ofresearch follows the progress across time, ina systematic way.

(iii) Diagnostic reseurch: This type of research is used in the clinical field.
Here, in-depth methods and case studies are examined for understanding
the problemon hand.

(iv) Exploratory research.' The objective ofthis type ofresearch is to develop
hypotheses, rather than testing them. This is opposed to formal research
where a hypothesis is tested.

(v) Historical reseurch: Here, documents, archival data, and other historical
infcrrmation are researched for understanding the origins and development
ofan event or a concept.

(vi) Oriented research.' Here, the researcher redesigns the enqulry into a
problem and proceeds to conceptualize it as he/she deems fit. The object
ofdecision-odented research is to help in making decisions with the help of
quantitative evaluations ofany situation or phenomenon.

Processing scientific enquiry

There are five steps in the process of any scientific enquiry that are as follows:

(i) Observation

(ir) Definingaproblem

(iif Hypothesis formulation

(iv) Testing the hypothesis

(v) Accepting orrejecting the hypothesis

A hypothesis is a hunch or atentative explanation ofanyphenomenon that has

been observed; for exanple, frustration gives rise to aggression. Then the operational

definition ofthe problern is to be specified. This is the testable proposition. Let us

assume frustration inanythwarting ofa goal-directed activity. Ifaperson's goal is

blocked, he willbe frustrated everytime his goal is blocked. Evidence is measured

in terms ofthe number ofinsults noticed. It is has to be verified whether this occurs
or not every time frustration is induced. If it occurs in more than a random nunner
then the hypothesis is accepted, or else it is rejected (refer Figure 1.2).
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Fig. 1.2 Frustration Hypothesis

Researchnrethodsusedinsocialpsycholoryfrllunderthe followingtwo categories:

(i) Experimental method: This is a forrnal systematic test ofa fact or principle.

It is the most powerful research tool available. It is carried out under strict
conditions.

An experiment is a situation where cause and effect are tested/measured.

Procedures involved in an experiment krclude the following:

a. Directly varying a condition that you think might cause a change in the

effect (behaviour).

b. Create two comparable groups and these groups should be alike in all
aspects except the condition that is being varied.

c. Record whether the varying condition has any effect on the behaviour
observed; forexample, studyto find out ifhunger affects memory. Let
us conduct an experiment to understand it better.

Experiment 1.1

Formtwo groups, as follows:

Group 1 is starved for a given length oftime and then given a test ofnremory.

Group 2 is given a satisfictory meal and then given the same test ofmemory.

Group 1 is called the experimental group.

Group 2 is called the control group.

l"'

ne
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.JPurus56

Gather el.idence
test hypoihesis

Reject
hypothesis

Retain
hypothesis
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Theory building



The experimental group has received the experimental or independent

variable. This condition is intentionally varied.

Avariable isanyconditionthat canchange andthat might affect the outcome

ofanexperimenl.

The control group does not receive the experimental variable. A control
goup provides a point ofreference for comparing the measures or scores

with the experimental group. This comparison enables one to determine

whether the experimentalvariable has had an effect or not.

There are three types of variables in an experiment involving cause and

effect that are as follows:

a. Independent vuriable.' This is a condition that is altered or varied by
the experimenter. It is under the control of the experimenter. The size,

amount orvalue ofthe independentvariable is setbythe experimenter.

Independent variables are thought to cause differences in behaviour.

b. Dependent vuriuble.' This measures the results of the independent

variable that has been introduced.

c. Efrraneousvariubles.' These are conditions that exist inanyexperinrent,

that are not being manipulated or varied, and most researchers wish to
prevent its presence from affecting the outcome of the experiment'

Sometimes, these variables cannot be controlled because ofthe inherent

nature ofpsychologicalresearch. To this extent, the outcome would

contain some amount ofcontamination. This reduces the power ofthe
conclusions drawn. This variance is attempted to be controlled by
methodolo gical procedures.

Figure 1.3 illustrates a simple psychological experiment.

Subjects randomly assigned to
both groups

To control
for extraneous variables

Identical conditions

Memory test scores

Is there a difference betrveen the groups?

Fig. 1.3 A Simple Psychological Experiment
Self-Instructional Material 15
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The decision whether or not the independent variable made a difference is

subjected to statistical determination. Ifit is statistically significant, it nleans

that the results obtained would occur veryrarelyby chance alone. To be

statistically significant, a dif;lerence must be large enough so that it would
occur by chance in less than five experiments out of 100. Further research

findings become stronger ifthey can be duplicated or repeated.

(ii) Correlational method: This method seeks to examine the degree of
relationship betweentwo events or behaviour.

Let us consider the relationship between crime and poverty, or physical

attractiveness and socialpopularly. Corelational studies canbe calried "rut
in a lab or in anatural setting.

To begin with, the factors ofinterest ar"e measured. A statistical procedure

is then applied to determine the nahre and degree ofcorrelation The strength

ofarelationship is expressed asthe coefficient ofcorelation. This is srnply
anumberfalling anywhere between+1.00 and-l.00. Ifthe number is zero

or close to zero, the associationbetweentlie two measures is weak or non-

existent. For exanple, the correlationbetween size ofclothes and intelligence

is zero. Ifthe correlation is +1.00, then a perfect relationship is thought to
exist. If the number is -1.00. then a perfect negative relationship is

discovered.

A positive correlation means that increases in one measure are matched by

increases inthe other or a decrease in one coresponds witha decrease in

the other. Anegative relationship implies that increase in one measure

corresponds to decrease in the other. They are further discussed as follows:

a. Positive correlation' In pre-adolescents, as height increases, weight
gains are also seen.

b. Negative co nelation' As the hours of television viewing increase each

day, there is a lowering ofgrades as compared to those students who

watch less TV (other things being constant or similar) (refer

Figure 1.4).

^[,xl,E E E
Perfect Medium No Medium
negative negativc relationship positive
relationship relationship relationship

^w,
Perfect
positive
relationship

Fig. L4 Correlation Method

One must, however, be forewarned about using correlation statistics to

arrive at spurious associations; for example, the amount ofice-cream eaten

inAmerica and the poverty levels in India. Perhaps, this could yield a positive

correlation but it is surety absurd in terms ofmeaningfukress ofthe associatiort



The most significant advantage ofthe correlationalmethod is interms ofits

usefulness to study events inreal-life settings. This is more so because several

psychologicalexperimentscannotbe carriedout inrallife owingto pra.ctical

and ethical constraints.

Causal connection and correlational connections are the two important

techniques used in the study ofpsychology. Social psychology extends these

methods into its realm as well, with great benefits'

1.5.2 Other Methods of StudY

(i) Questionnaire: Apaper-penciltest that consists ofquestions that reveal

aspects ofaperson's thoughts and traits, to a limited extent'

(ii) Rating scale: Alist ofpersonality traits or aspects ofbehaviour in a given

situation that are rated.

(iii) Behavioural assessment: This involves recording the frequencyofthe

occurrence ofvarioustypes ofbehaviow. It canbe donebya single evahrator

or by several persons, at the same time and then the tally of all evaluations,

obtained.

(i9 Situational test: Here, a real-life condition is simulated, so that the pe6on's

reactions can be directly observed and recorded for example, anxiety before

an inpending interview or appearing before an audience to make a speech'

(v) Structured interview: This is a prearranged series ofplanned questions

aimed at understanding a given thought, feeling or behaviour.

The problem wittr all these instruments is by and large that of design Another

difficulty encountered is that of getting the subjects to cooperate and take

the task seriously and answer genuinely. There are also the issues ofgiving

socially acceptable responses.

Experimenter bias/effect

Often, when we are unwell and visit the doctor, we tend to feel a lot better after

we walk out ofthe clinic even before the medication has had time to act on the

body. This is the effect ofthe doctor's attention and the decisionto take care of
youi heahhproblern Similarty, in psychologicalresearch also, the presence of an

Lxperimentir or the fact that a particular set of people have been selected to

participate in a study, creates some special feelings in the zubjects that their responses

urr not as true to what would have been registered, in their natural settings; for

example, if one were to measure the effect of difterent types of music on the

hwnan systemand one looked up to various monitors and instruments it would

invariably alter the reactions. This is due to the following:

(i) One is consciousofbeing evaluated.

(D SuUtty, one is awaxe ofthe possible kind of reactions that one is expected

to have; for example, in sad music all systems lowered' in happy music all

systemraised.

Allthese are effects ofthe situations andmeasurement'
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Experimenter bias-Deiinition

Experimenters are humanbeings with various set prejudices and expectations.

So, when they evaluate some ofthese may contaminate the findings, inadvertently.

For example, teachers are told about the new students who are promoted from

their earlier class, as to what theirperformances were inthe various years. Even as

these teachers carry out their own evaluations in the courses that they teach, some

ofthe biases ofwhat they had heard do come to influence their current evahration.

This implies that even the most careful and objective evaluations suffer from the

earlier biases gathered from various sources.

This shows the importance ofobjectivity, fiimess and dispassionate attitude

towards anyform ofmeasurement orjudgement as crucial forreliable outcomes.

Conclusion

Experimentation: S-R studY

(Stimulus:Reqponse)

Correlation: R-R study (Response - Response)

Methods are procedures for systematic enquiries: The choice ofthe method

is to be determined by the purpose ofthe study, the nature of the theme to be

investigated, the time constraints, availability ofthe subjects for the study and

several other factors that are part ofany research endeavour.

No single methodmaybe complete inallaspects. Therefore, combining

methods is recommended. For example, the experimental method can be used

with the method ofintrospection. This would provide objective data as well as

subjective experiences that are part ofthe feelings and thoughts while undergoing

a particular phenomenon.

1.5.3 Scientific Research Method

The scientific research nrethod involves the study ofany phenomenon using logical

methods. Here, the mind is trained inthe process oflogicalthinking. This enables

the systematic inter-linking of facts. So, experimental observations could lead to

accurate conclusions. These canbe compared to possible outcomes in a clear

fiumner. Thus, observed facts get linked to concepts in a rigorous way' So, new

relationships among variables can be established and inferences drawn and

conclusions made.

Basic postulates ofthe scientific method are as follows:

(i) It relies on empirical evidence.

(D It is objective in its pursuit.

(O It is interested in predictions.

(iv) It is capable ofbeing replicated.

(v) It hastheorybuilding as theultimate goal.

Knowing how research is done and carrying out systematic research needs

the understanding ofthe research process.



The research process involves a sequence of closely related activities that is

showninFigure 1.5.

: feed back (Helps in controlling the sub-system

to which it is transmitted)
: feed fonvard (Serves the vital function ofproviding
criteria fbr evaluation)

Fig. 1.5 FlowChart ofResearch Process

The steps involved in research are as follows:

(i) Formulating the research problem: One relates to the problemor issue

in hand; the other pertains to the relationship between variables - here the

conceptual and theoretical background should be studied to identiff the

problem. Then the operational or analytical steps to be undertaken for

iudygrg the problem should be specified. Extensive survey of literature is

suggestea for-this purpose. This should be followed by developing a working

ffithesis required. The role ofthe hypothesis is to limit the area ofresearch

within agivenband ofstudy. This enablesbetter focus. The hlpothesis must

be stated clearly and precisely. A specific hypothesis is the first step in the

research process'

(ii) Designing the research: The research design is the conceptual structure' ' 
within whichresearch is to be conducted .The design wouldprovide for

data collectioq categoization and anal)6is ofthe informationthat is gathered

in advance. The design can be experimental or non-experimental in nature.

Designs have to be prepared keeping the following in mind:

a. The means for obtaining data

b. The skills available for research

c. The purpose ofthe studY

d. The time available for the research

e. The cost factor involved

(iii) Determining the sample: Allinquiries involve a'univetrse'or'population"

When the eniire population is included, it is called a census survey.-But this

is rarely possible and only a select few can be studied. This is technically

known as a sample. Samples can be probability sarnples or non-probability

samples. In a probability sample, each element has a known probability of
Ueing inauAJ in the sample. In a non-probability sanple, this is not possible'

Probability samples are based on simple random sampling. Systematic

sampling, stratified sanpling, cluster or area sampling are other forms of

Design rcsearh
(including

sample desig!)

rI--rilvl

whereO
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(iv)

sampling. Various forms of non-probability samples are convenience
sampling, judgement sampling and quota ffimpling.

Some ofthe important sample designs are as follows:

a. Deliberate orpurposive sampling: It is atlpe ofconvenience srlmpling.

b. Simple: or rsndom sampling: There is a chance that every element
ofthe population is represented in the sample.

c. Systematic sampling.' Every tenth item or name is included in the
sarnple.

d Stratijied sampling: Ifthe population in not homogenous then this
procedure is useful in obtaining a representative sample. Here. the
population is stratffied into a number ofnon-overlapping sub'populations

or strata and sample items are selected from each stratum. First, there is

stratification and then random sampling is done. So, it is also called
stratified random sarnpling.

e Quota sampling: Here, the quota fromdifferent stratais selected to
form the sample. The sze ofthe quota is generallyproportionate to the

size ofthe stratum in the population. Quota sanples are largeiyjudgement
samples, rather than random samples.

f. Cluster or area sampling: This involves grouping the population and

then selecting the groups---<lusters, rather than individual elements for
inclusion inthe sample. Example-the number ofwomenemployees in
The BPO industry in a company is I 5,000. The sample size is kept to
450. Then these I 5,000 employees could be formed into I 00 clusters

of 150 in each. Five of these clusters can then be selected to be the

randomsample.

Similarlyi area sarnpling is done using geographical regions.

g. Multi-stage sumpling: This is useful for large areas like a countryor
region. The frst stage is to select a large prirnary area (a state) then
districts, towns and finally some households. The technique ofrandom
sample is applied at all stages. This is known as multi-stage random
sampling.

The sample designto be adopted must be decided bythe nature ofthe
inquiry and the other needs and constraints that exist in a contert.

Collecting d atalData can be oftwo tlpes-primary and secondary data.

Primary data is more robust as cornpared to secondary. But when prirnary
data collection is not possible, then other data sources are used. Primary
data is collected by:

a. Observation

b. Interview

c. Telephone interview

d. Mailed questionnaires

e. Schedules----containing relevant questions

Any one ofthese methods can be used for obtaining data.



(v) Execution of the study: If the study is carried out according to the

predetermined linesofthe <iesigr, sarrpleetc., thenthe datacollectedwould

be dependable.

(vi) Analysis of data: This can be done with the help of coding, tabulating and

then sorting out the data suitably.

(vii) Statistical treatment: This is the application ofstatisticaiprocedures to

the data, to determine whether the hypothesis should be rejected or

accepted.

(viii) Generalizations and interpretations: The conclusions and the abilityto

apply the findings, rvidely, complete the research process. List of charts,

graphs, etc. couldbe included.

(ix) Report preparation: Areport ofthe research must be presented under

the following heads.

a. Introduction (the objective ofthe researchorthe hypothesis tested)

b. The nrethods/tools used

c. The sample size and the method ofthe salnple selection

d. The conductionofthe study (withthe variables ll'olved)

e. The statistics applied

f The findings, conclusions and applications

g. Suggestions and lirnitations ofthe study

h. References

CHncxYouR PRoGRESS

4. What is quantitative research hased on?

5. [hat is the objective ofthe correlational rnethod?

6. What does the scientific researchmethod involve?
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1.6 SUMN{ARY

n Social psychology is the study ofsocial behaviour and the mental experience

ofpeople in social contexts.

o The €rrrergenr-:eofsocialpsychologywasverygradual. So,tlocieiirirnrkers

are identifrabie.

o According to psychnlogist GordonAllport, socialpsychologyis a discipline

that uses scientific methods 'to understand and explainhow the thought,

feeling and behaviour of individuals are influenced by the actual, imagined

or irnplied presence of other human beings'.
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. An underlyrrB assurnption in the development ofsocial psycholory has betn

the beliefthat some aspects ofhumannature are the same in all cultures and

across history.

o Understanding the causes ofsocialbehaviour forms the centepiece ofsocial

psychology. This means identifying those factors that shape our feelings,

thoughts and behaviour, in social situations.

. Knowledge is the bulwark of any discipline. Valid knowledge is obtained

through scientific investigation. This impliesthat methods for obtaining

knowledge have to be thorough and systematic.

o There are various types ofresearch, like descriptive, analytical, applied,

fundamental, quantitative, qualitative research, concepttral and empirical

research.

o Time available for research, the environment in which research is carried

out and other factors also have a bearing on the type ofresearch that has

have to be carried out.

o Scientific research method involves the study of any phenomenon using

logicalmethods.
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I.7 KEY TERMS

Applied research: Has an action orientation, the aim is to find a solution

for anexisting problem

Variable: Anycondition that can change and that might affect the outcome

ofan experiment

1.8 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1 . Social psychology can be defined as the scientific study ofthe nature and

causes ofindividualbehaviour in a social siruation.

2. Social psychology looks at a wide range of social topics, including group

behaviour, social perception, leadership, non-verbal behaviour, conformiry

aggression and prejudice. It is important to note that social psychology is

not just about looking at social influences. Social perception and social

interaction are also vital to understanding social behaviour.

3. The goal of social psycholo gy is to understand cognition and behaviour as

theynaturallyoccurin a social context, but the veryact ofobserving people

can influence and alter their behaviour.

4. Quantitative research is based on the measurement ofquantity or amount.

It relates to phenomena that are quantifiable.



5. Correlational method seeks to examine the degree ofrelationship between

two events or behaviour.

6. The scientific research method involves the study ofany phenomenon using

logical methods. Here, the mind is trained in the process of logical thinking.

This enables the systematic inter-linking of facts. So, experimental

observations could lead to accurate conclusions.

1.9 QUESTTONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. What is the goal of social psychology?

2. Why is scientific method used in social psychology?

3. List some cofilmon objectives in social psychology.

4. What are the three t5pes ofvariables in an experiment?

5. What are the important types ofsample designs?

Long-Answer Questions

l. Discuss the goalof social psychology.

2. Explain the l'arious types ofresearch.

3. What are the categories ofresearch methods? Give a briefnote of each.

4. Describe the steps involved in the scientific research method'

1.10 FURTHER READING

Baron, R.A. andD. Byrne. 1999. Social Psychology: Understanding Human
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UNIT 2 SOCIAL PERCEPTION:
UNDERSTANDII{G
OURSELVES AND OTHERS

Structure
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2.1 Unit Objectives
2.2 Perceiving Ourselves

2.2.1 TheSelf-ConcePt
2.2.2 SelfEsteem
2.2.3 Self-Presenlation
2.2.4 Seif-ExPression

2.3 Perceiving Others
2.3.1 Attribution: Understanding the Caltses of Other's Behaviour

2.3.2 Theories ofAttribution
2.3.3 Impression Formation and Impression Management

2.4 Social Cognition
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

People are anenigma. Offen" we find it difficult to understand, what we say and

do and do not do. Yet, since other persons are significant in our lives, it is important

that we develop some understanding about others' motivations, thoughts, intentions,

etc. Upon this trnderstanding, \r,e carl base our interactions with others. The process

ofseeking such information is social perception'

In this unit, you will leam the process ofperceiving ourselves and understand

the notion oi selpron..Ut and the components ofthe self. You will also learn how

to perceire r;ihers. You rvill also learn about social cognition and learn how to

describe tlN: tlelitai shoftcuts in social cognition. Finally, you will leam how thoughts

shape feelingt and feelings shape thoughts.
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2.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

o Explain the process ofperceiving ourselves

o Understand the notion of self-concept and the components ofthe self

o Perceive others

o Know about socialcognition

o Describe the mental shortcuts in social cognition

o Understand how thoughts shape feelings and feelings shape thoughts

2.2 PERCBIVING OURSELVES

The self is one of the oldest and the most enduring concepts in psychology.
Philosophers have always been interested in knowing the self. The selfis a social
construction formed on the basis ofinteraction with others. This concept ofthe
selfaffects the way we relate to others, judge others, etc. because ofthe way we
see ourselves. So the self is used as reference point for social interaction and
perceiving others.

The selfhas nTultiple cornponents. Yet, we allhave an integrated view of
ourselves. This is the core ofer.eryindividual. It is the basis ofsocialidentity. The
selfhelps us to evaluate our verybeing.

2.2.1The Self-Concept

'Selflconcept', also referred to as self-perspective or selflconstruction, is a multi-
dimensional construct tnat refers to an individual's perception of 'self in relation
to any number of characteristics, such as academics (and non-academics), gender
roles and sexuality, racial identity. and many others. While closely related with
self-concept clarity(which 'refers to the extent to which self-knowledge is clearly
and confidently defined internally consistent, and temporally stable'), it presupposes

but is distinguishable from self-awareness, which is srrplyan individual's awareness

ofhis self It is also more general than self-esteem, which is a purely evaluative
element ofthe self-concept.

Selfis a highly complex, but unified image ofan individual. The self is held
together by a cognitive fiamework called the schema. It is a guide to how we
process information about ourselves. It is a coherent unit of our affective and
cognitive structures that gives meaning to our experiences.

Since the selfis the core ofevery socialbeing, all inforrnationthat is significant
for the selfwould tend to be better processed than any other type ofdata. Higgins
and Bargh (1987) indicate that self-relevant information is more readily attended
to, retained in memory better and also recalled more effectively. Such a process is



known as the self-reference efect. This effect has been established experimentally,

as well.

Many selves

Markus and Nurius (1986) suggest that each person's self-concept is a working

self-concept at any time. This is open to change as new experiences and new

information comeby. For example, we change our appearances, learnnew skills,

develop newer attitudes, etc. These result in a neu, self. Individuals themselves

could consciouslydevelop a new self, whichthe others might also acknowledge'

Time and experiences can lead to a ne$'er self. Sometimes, traumatic

experiences can also lead to such an alternation in the seH; for example, the death

of a close and significant person or some disastrous episodes in one's life.

Alternative selves can affect us in several ways that are as follows:

(i) The image of our future self can act as a motivator to work hard,

study, overcome bad habits, etc., because an ideal self exists before

us'

(ir) Often we see ourselves as we wish to be, while other people see us as

we really are, at the present tirne. The attempt must be to bring the

two as close as possible.

(iif There are individual differences among people in terms ofhow they

view the future self. Some are optimists and see positive changes in

the future; while the pessimists see little or no change or view the

future in negative terms.

Individuals need to recognize that everyone has several possible selves and

this is an accurate way to conceive ofthemselves.

2.2.2 Self-Esteem

Self-esteemrefers to one's attitudes about oneself It is the evaluationwe rnake of
otrselves. It can be negative or positive. People with high self-esteem perceive

themselves as good, competent, worthy etc.: while those with a low self-esteem

see themselves as unworthy, incompetent, etc.

Self-concept is determined by significant others' opinions about us or the

porson concerned; for exanrple" the views of parents, teachers, friends, etc.

contribute to the way we see ourselves. Self-evaluations are also affected by the

characteristics ofothers withrnhomwe compafe ourselves. Therefore, comparison

with those whc ere worse ofl (downrvard comparison) tends to make us feel

betterabout sr.rrs":l-,,es, while the oppositecouldholdtrue withupwardcomparison.

Lolv seliesteem affects feelings and behaviou, negatively. It could lead to

personalunhappiness and also interpersonal difficulties. Poor social skills could

lead to loneliness and eventually to depression. Depression could fuither result in

a tendencyto devalue oneself
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Depression is not only the result of low self-esteem, but could also arise
from variable self-esteem. This means e\ren minor changes in life experiences can
swing our self-esteem levels considerably. This occurs because self-worth is not
based on stable sources.

Managing variable self-esteem

To begin with, it is important to elevate our own behaviorir to match the ideals or
goals that have been set. Altematively, it is wise to lower our standards so that it
meets with our own behaviour. For example, ifrve wish to excel in anything that is
to be undertaken, the chances ofsuccess are inherently low. So setting reasonable
levels of perfection may be a winning solution. This would help keep the self-
esteem intact.

Self-esteem is to be viewed largely as a factor determined by one,s
experiences. Childhood experiences are important because these are the formative
periods ofself-esteem. Here, parentalevaluation is crucial. Negative childhood
experiences like parental divorce, chronic illnesses. death and other traumas have
a telling effect in terms ofhou, the self-esteem develops. Early experiences have
long-lasting effects on self-esteem as compared to later-iife experieirces.

High self-esteem does act as a buffer against negative or threatening
experiences. It is a form ofprotection for the ego state ofthe individual.

Self-monitoring behaviour and the self

Self-monitoring refers to the degree to which individuals regulate their behaviour,
either on the basis of the demauds ofthe external situation or in terms oftheir
beliefs, attitudes and orientations. High self-monitoring people perhaps engage in
skilful role playing as required by the situation. politicians, actors, salespersons,
etc., are all seen as d,;playing such capacities.

Self-monitoring can also be vierved as the result of an internal 'script' that
people have in terms ofwhat constitutes appropriate behaviour ina given situation
(Schwalbe 1991). For example, many people are friendly and easy going with
peers, but more reserved and quiet in the presence ofseniors/elders. According to
Schwalbe, there are two tlpes of self-monitors--one, guided by the audience
present, and the others who regulate theirbehaviour in terms ofwhat is suitable in
a particular situation, regardless ofwho the present members are.

Those individuals who fall in between these two extremes were found to be
better adjusted"

Self-focus

Self-focus rcfers to the centrality ofa person's sense of self This has significance
in the behaviouq thoughts and fbelings ofoneself Self-focussing resuiis in better
self-insight. This leads to more attempts to reduce the discrepancies between
actual behaviour and the self-concept. Self-tbcussing could also help in behaviour
that is consistent across situations. It is important that self-focussing is not
misunderstood as selfi shness.



Conclusion

Ifthe self is well differentiated, i.e., the selfhas several domains-for example,
profession family, friends, hobbies, health, finances, etc.-it is likelythat some

areas are positive while others are not. In the event of any stress, a

compartmentaluedconcept ofthe selfis capable ofweathering the harmful effects

of the stress better" Here, the positive conrponents of the self can be utilized to
manage and overcome the stress effects.

2.2.3 Self-Presentation

As the existence ofmultiple selves have already been recognized, it is likely that
people may choose to present themselves differently on different occasions. The

selfwhich is chosen to be presented at a given time is a form of self-presentation.
Barry R. Schlenker (1980) explained self-presentation as a process when an

individualprojects some aspects ofthe selfto the exclusionofothers. According
to hirn, it is a form ofimpression management and is defined as 'the conscious or
unconscious attenpt to control images that are projected in real or imagined social

interactions.'

Theories of self-presentation

The theories ofself-presentation are known as symbolic interactionism and are

discussed as follows:

(i) Charles Horton Cooley(190211922) has emphasaedthatparticipants in a

social interactiontake the role ofothers and see themselves as others see

them. This process helps them to known how they appear to others. This
understanding permits themto guide their socialbehaviour in the direction
that theyfeel is most desirable.

(ii) Erving Goffiiun (1967) considers this to be like a theatre performance
where eachpersonacts out a 'line', i.e., a set ofcarefullychosen verbal and

non-verbal acts that express an individual's self So. effective social interaction

requires that people be able to regulate their self-presentation such that
others perceive and evaluate it appropriately.

(iif Alexander and Ifuight ( 1 97 1) opine that self-presentation is a fundamental
fact ofsocial interaction. They suggest that for every social setting there is a

pattern ofsocial behaviour that conveys a particular identity that is best

zuited to that setting. This behaviouralpattem is descnbed as situated identity.

People tryto create the most foreword situated identities for themselves in
their social encounters ; for example, a businessman would try to present a

professional identity at a business meeting. a more casual identity in the
office and an ffirmal identity dtring an office party event. A situated identity
is tied to a situation while a role is related to behaviour that is appropriate.
The image projected in a specified situation is critical in a situated identity
while a suitable behaviour is stressed in a role.
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Each of these three theories emphasize the fact that other people form
impressions about us and according to these impressions steer their interactions
towards us. All these theories present strategies used by people to manage and
control the images they present to others.

Reasons trehind self-presentations

There are a number ofreasons for the occurrence ofself-presentation; some of
themareas follows:

(D To be likedbyothers.

(0 To gain social approval.

(iif Social approval can have other gains also. It can lead to more power,
prestige, status, money, friendship, etc., all of which are valued by most
people.

(iv) Impression management, which allows for a sense ofcontrol over a given
situation. This has a distinct advantage, at all times.

These are pow'erfu I motivations for regulating self presentation.

Self-presentation tactics

Apart from the general images that people seem to project, a variety of specific
tactics are also used by people in presenting themselves to others. Jones and
Pittman (1982) have identified five clear, well-utilized strategies; they are
(i) ingratiation, (ii) intimidation, (iii) self-promotion. (iv) exemplification, and
(v) supplication.

These tactics are examined in detailas follows:

(i) Ingratiation: The main goal of this tactic is to be seen as likable. There
are a number of ways in which this is achieved; for example, by
complementing or flattering we can gain the goodwill of others. Another
tactic is to conform to the opinions and behaviow ofothers. This is a kind of
pretence ofagreeing. To applaud and concur with what the other does is
sure to winaffection for the personpretending. This w'ould fail ifthe preturce
or the motivation for agreeing is seen through.

(ii) Intimidation: rnthis tactic, fear is aroused as a way of gaining control
over a situation; for example, robbers, rapists, etc. Parents also use threat
to get children to conform or obey. Threats are negative and could lead to
bittemess and escape on the part ofthe weaker partner in any relationship.

(iii) self-promotion: This involves making claims about one's competencyin
an area. As long as this quality is true, there is no danger ofany unfavourable
exposure.

(i) Exempffication: This is a tactic aimed at establishing a person's integnty
and moral worthiness; for example, 'I will stay and finish the work, even if
we are in a hurry to go.' The purpose is to create some guilt in the other
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person and project oneself as a martyr and thereby influence the other and

create the desired impression.

(v) Supplication: In this case, a person who wishes to gain some power or

privilege announces openly his or her weakness" While the exemplifier is

seeking respect, the supplicant is gaining sympathy. This strategy is used

only if all other attempts fail or are likely to fail. Presenting an image of
helplessness is the key.

These tactics are used on different occasions, depending on the situation

and need. Some people may specialize in the use of one tactic relative to others.

All tactics have the same goal ofcreating the desired impression in order to obtain

the desired response.

2.2.4 Self-Expression

Self-expression isthe expression ofourpersonalitythrough the mediumofqpeech

or art. It is also a means of expressing our feelings and thoughts. Ideas have to be

expressed so that others can understand them. Self-expression is a unique

rnanifestation ofour individuality. It is not as natural as is thought to be. For accurate

expression of oneself one has to strive for it. Education could involve the

inprovement ofselflexpression. This applies to the conceptualuationandlanguage

ofthe expression.

Some people express through writing, others through speech, still others

through pictures and through body language. Self-expression is a vibrant form

involving varying moments and moods. However, seltexpression can be very

undemonstrative at times; a mother comforting her child quietly, a lover signalling

warmth and passion from a mere glance, an approving handshake from a colleague,

etc. All these indicate some forms ofconnections between people. It is often only

meant forthetwo people involved.

For btsiness people, self-expression irrplies being an entreprenew or creating

profit; for a scholar it would involve writing an erudite piece after acquiring

knowledge; for creativepeople self-expression involves writing apiece ofpoetry

creating music, singing, dancing, acting and other forms ofartistic expressions. We

need to recognize that some people find it easier to build a house, than paint a

picture. Stillothers wish to have an audience for expressing their thoughts.

Sports people express themselves through their chosen activity. Excellence

involves going to the top in their sport. Their body and its movements are the

means of self-expression. The stamina, deternrination and skills represent their

own selfand its manifestation.

Self-expression is also seen in how people live their lives. The principles

that are integralto their very existence are showcased in their lifestyle. For some it
is service to humanity (Mother Theresa), for others it is peace for many (Dalai

Lama), for Mahatma Gandhi it was liberation of the country it is equal distribution

ofwealth for the communists, it is liberty for the Americans, for many in Europe
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the self is expressed in terms ofsocial tolerance, for the ordinaryhouseholder it

maybe the satisfaction of leading a good life and raising a happy family.

In management, Some people are problem solvers, while others are people

leaders. Scientists express themselves through discoveries and innovations.

Adventurers find self-expression in explorations. Environmentalists express

themselves tlyough acts ofconservation and preservation. Those with wanderlust,

express themselves through travelling. The chef finds joy in culinary expressions,

childrenexpress themselvestlrough make-beiieve playand free bodymovements'

Allthese are self-expression ofone's values

The ultimate in self-expression is flexibility and newness. Such o flleson$€

would be well delivered easily understood and be very appealing; such expressions

are eternal.

CrucxYouR PRoGRESS

1. Define self-concept.

2. What is self?

3. Define self-presentationaccording to Schlenker.

4. What is situated identity?

5. What are the five well-utilized strategies identifiedbyJones and Pittman?

2.3 PERCEIVING OTHERS

We do not often stop to askourselves about the opinions u'e form about other

people, about how and why we form thern, nor about their correctness. We choose

our friends without knowing why, trust some people and not others, but cannot

say why. Paradoxically, the opposite happens too. We fonn opiniors about others,

assert them dogmatically. and allow them to determine our rvhole attitude towards

another. How often do we form an instant dislike? Or insist, in the face ofmounting

evidence to the contrary that someone is entirelytrustw'orthy? Forming opinions

about otherpeople canbe aprofession; in as short a span oftime as five minutes,

an interviewer decides on a person's suitability for employment, promotion or

admission to higher education, and thereby affects that person's life.

2.3.l Attribution: Understanding the Causes of Other's Behaviour

Knowing otherpeople's moods andthoughtshas manyadvantages. ThiS is only

the first step in the process ofknowing others. The process by which we seek

information to know others is called attribution. It helps us to understand the causes

behind others'behaviour as well as our own, at times. Attribution has been

extensively studied in social psychology by many researchers.



Attributionis aconcept in socialpsychologyreferringto howwe as individuals

explain causes ofevents, other's behaviour, and our own behaviour. Fritz Heider

argued that, as an active perceiver ofthe events, anaverage person continuously

or spontaneously rnakes casual inferences on why the events occur. Eventually,

these inferences become beliefs or expectations that allow the person to predict

and understand the events that theyobserve and experience. As such, attribution

theory is concerned with how individuals interpret events and how these

interpretations relate to their subsequent behaviour.

The two main types of attributions are internal and external attributions.

When an internal attribution is made, the cause ofthe givenbehaviour is assigned

to the individual's personality, attitudes, character or disposition. When an external

attribution is made, the cause ofthe given behaviour is assigned to the situation in

which the behaviour was seen (that the individual producing the behaviour did so

because ofthe surrounding environment orthe social situation). These two types

of attribution lead to very different perceptions ofthe individual engaging in a

behaviour (personal is internal and situationalis extemal).

Attributions are critical to management because perceived causes of
behaviour may influence managers' and emplol'ees' judgements and actions. For

instance, managers must often observe employee performance and make related

judgements. Ifa rnanager attributes an employee's poor perforrnance to a lack of
effort, then the outcome is likely to be negative for that employee; he or she may

receive a poor perfolrnance appraisal rating or even be terminated from the job.

Conversely, if a manager perceives that an employee's poor performance is due

to a lack of skill, the manager may assign the employee to further training or

provide more instruction or coaching. Making an inaccuratejudgement about the

causes ofpoorperforrnance can have negative repercussions forthe organization.

Attributions also may influence employee motivation. Employees who

perceive the cause oftheir success to be outside of their control maybe reluctant

to attempt new tasks and may lose motivation to perform well in the workplace.

Conversely, employees who attribute their success to themselves are more likely

to have high rnotivation for work. Thus, understanding attributions that people

make can have a strong effect on both employee performance and managerial

effectiveness.

Attribution process and the causes of behaviour

Attribution is considered to be a three-stage process. First, the behaviour of an

individual nrust be observed. Second, the perceiver must determine that the

behaviourtheyhave observed is deliberate. That is, the personbeing observed is

believed to have behaved intentionally. Finally, the observer attributes the observed

behaviour to either internal or external causes. Internal causes are attributed to the

person being observed, while external causes are attributed to outside factors.

The two intemal attributions one can make are that a person's ability or a person'S

effort determinedthe outcome. Task difficultyand luck are the external causes of
behaviour. Whenperceiving behaviour, an obsewerwillmake ajudgement as to
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which of these factors is the cause of behaviour. However, when making a

determination between internal and external causes ofbehaviour, the perceiver
must examine the elements ofconsistency, distinctiveness, and consensus.

Consistency describes whether the person being observed behaves the same

way when faced with the same set of circumstances. Ifthe person being observed

acts the same way in the same type of situation, consistency is high; if he act

differently each time, then consistency is low. Distinctiveness is whether the

observed person acts the same way in different types of situations. Ifthe person

being observed exhibits the same behaviour in a variety of contexts, then
distinctiveness is low; iftheyhave different behaviour depending onthe context,

then distinctiveness is high. Finally, consensus is the degree to which other people,

ifin the same situation, would behave similarly to the person being observed. Ifthe
observer sees others acting the same way that the person being perceived acts,

then consensus is high. However, ifothers behave differently in the type ofsituation,
then consensus is low. Consistency, distinctiveness, and consensus are evaluated

when observing behaviour, and then a judgement about an intemalversus external

cause ofbehaviour is made. When consistency, distinctiveness, and consensus are

all high, the perceiver concludes that there is an extemal cause ofbehaviour. When

consistency is high, distinctiveness is low, and consensus is low, the perceiver will
attnbute the cause ofbehaviour to internal factors.

2.3.2 Theories of Attribution

Attribution theory is intended to help us mderstand the causes ofhuman behaviour,

be it our own or someone else's. The basis ofattnbution theory is that we want to
know the reasons for the actions that we and others take; we want to attribute
causes tobehaviourswe seeratherthanassuming that thesebehaviours arerandom
This allows us to assume some feeling of control over our own behaviours and

over situations. Psychologist Fritz Heider ( 1 89G1988) first developed attribution
theory in his 1958 book The Psychology of Interpersonol Relations. Heider
proposed that what people perceived and believed about what they sarv dictated

how they would act, even iftheir beliefs about what they perceived were invalid.

Knowing others is useful in several ways. It helps us determine our
interactions towards others. Knorving about the causes behind other person's

behaviour is the key to regulate our behaviour in relation to others; and attribution
is one suchprocess that relates information about others.

The importance ofother people in our lives makes us want to create the

best possible impression in others' minds. This has led to research in the field of
how impressions are formed and then the attempts are made to know how
impressions canbe managed to obtain themost favourable outcomes.

Attnbution is our attempt to understand the causes behind others' behaviour

on specific occasions. The mechanism underlying attribution as has been studied

byE.E. Jones and K.E. Davis(1965) and H H. Kelley (1972).
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Jones and Davis ( 1965) called their theory 'The Theory of Correspondent

Inference' . This theory exarnines how we use information about others' behaviour

as a basis for infen'ing that they possess various characteristics or traits. This
theory seeks to determine an individual's lasting disposition fromhis/her overt
actions.

Overt actions to determine specific traits

Not every action is a valid predictor of a person's stable traits. There are conditions

that provide avaluable linkto aperson's long-lasting disposition.According to the

theorists, behaviours that reflect a person's inherent traits are those that occur by
one's free choice, that yield distinct outcomes (not produced by others) and that
are low in socialdesirability.

This theoryprovides a useful framework for knowing how we utilnethe
behaviour of others, to understand some key traits processed by them. When
attnbutions about stable traits existing inapersonare made fromovert behaviours;

Jones and Davis argue that our conscious attentional resources get focussed on
certain behaviours leaving us with limited cognitive resources to observe other
details ofthe behaviour. This brings up the usefulness ofthe attributions.

Gilbert, Pelham and Krull ( I 988) studied how we infer other's traits from
overt behaviours. They identified three parts---c ategoization, characterization,

and correction.

o Categoization: It deals in what the behaviour is about.

o Characterization: It decides what traits apersonpossesses.

o Correction: It inferences about the situation in which the behaviour has

taken place.

The researchers conclude that when we are busy; we tend to make mistakes

about our attributions. However, with practice corrections are made and the
attributions improve. Kelley's theory ofcausal attributions proposes that in order

to understand the 'why'about other person's behaviour, three major dimensions

are focusseduponthat are as follows:

(i) Consensus: The extent to which other people react similarlyto the

same event.

(ii) Consistency: The extent to which the person being observed reacts

to the same event in a nearly similar manner, on most occasions.

(iii) Distinctiveness: The extent to which a person reacts in the same

manner to other stimuli and events.

Kelley's theory suggests that attributions are made on the basis ofintemal
and external causes. When behaviour is determined by internal causes, consensus

and distinctiveness are low, but consistency is high. In contract when external
causes determine the overt behaviour, consensus, consistency and distinctiveness,

are allhigh. Behaviouris attributedto acombinationofthese frctorswhenconsensus

is low, but consistency and distinctiveness are high (refer Figure 2.1).
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Fig. 2.1 Kelley s Theory of Casual Attributions: Some Concrete Examples

Kelley's theory in use with a concrete example shows how internal and
external causes are attributed to the behaviour of losing one's temper during a
business negotiation. This appears to be a reasonably good description of the
success ofthe attnbutionprocess. Another attributionprinciple is the augmenting
and discounting principle. For example, a mother shouts angrily at a child.

One possible attribution is that the mother has a bad temper and is a poor
parent. Then, we learnt that the child was screamed at because he ran out onto a

heavytraffic street. So, we reahze there are two possible causes for the mother's
behaviour and temper, because the child's action is dangerous. This is known as

the discounting principle. There is a reduction in the attribution made about the
mother, because another potential danger as a cause also exists.

A second scene is when the mother yells at the child when a grandparent is
present. The presence ofthe grandparent is expected to softenthe screaming at
the child. It is expected that the child would be spoken to calmly and reasonably.

Here, the attribution of scolding is attributed to the augmenting principle w'hich
states that when the inhfoition factor (grandmother) and the ficilitating factor (angry
outburst fromthe mother) are bothpresent, the facilitating fictor gets to dominate.
So, the attribution is made about the foul temper ofthe mother.

These two principles need to be taken into account while carrying out
attributions, especially in situations where information about consistency and
distinctiveness is found wanting.



Attribution biases

Attributionis notto be vierved as averyrationalprocess following orderlycognitive

steps. Several types ofbiases can creep into this process. Types oferrors that can

harmthe attributionprocesses are as follows:

(i) Overestimating the role ofdispositional factors

(ii) Actor-observer effect

(iif Self-serving bias

(i) Overestimating the role of dispositional factors: This rvas suggested

by Gilbert and Jones (1986). Let us take an example; a person comes late

to a meeting. His hair is in a mess and he drops some important papers and

as he is rushing, he knocks over a table and later spills coffee onhis clothes,

while drinking. The ready attribution made would be of a clumsy,

disorganized person. However, it is possible that he was late because of
some traffic holdup, dropped his papers becattse the floor was slippery and

dropped the tray because the cup was lvobbly. These missing potential

causes can be regarded as a fundamental attribution error caused by a

strong tendency to overestimate dispositional factors. Therefore in the

mentioned example, the internal factors got more attentionthanthe external

ones, leading to the attribution eror. Thus, the neglect ofsituational factors

and greater importance that was givento internaUdispositional factors in

tryrng to understand a given behaviour has to be watched out for.

(ii) Actor-observer effect: This is another type of attribution error (Jones

and Nisbett , 197 l). We generally tend to attribute our own behaviour to

external factors, but we tend to see the behaviour of other people as caused

by internal factors. This occurs because we are aware ofthe situational

factors affecting our reactions, but as observers we are less aware of these

tactors when we see the actions ofothers. This means our role as an actor

is dif[erent from our role as an observer. Both these positions lead to

attribution Lrrors.

(iii) Self-serving trias: This is the tendency to attribute positive outcomes to

intemal causes and negative outcomes to extemal causes, leading to errors

in attribution. For example, if a student does well in the erarq means that

he/she is bright. However, rvhen a student does poorly in an exam, the

teacher \ ,,aS no gootl, the questions were out of syllabus, or the marking

was strict.

Reusons for attribution biases

Two explanations are given for the occuffence of such tilts--cognitive and

motivational.

Cognitive model indicates that self-serving bias stems from the way we

process social information (L. Ross, 1977). There is a need to protect our ego, so

when we succeed, outcomes are attributed to internal causes and when we fail

they are attributed to extemal causes. The need to look good in the eyes ofothers
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and manage our self-esteem is the motivational explanation for the presence of
self-serving bias. Failure is attributed to external causes in those conditions which

are beyond our control. Luck is an external factor used in attributions of failure by

most people. Self-serving bias protects and preserves the self-esteem. Attributions

help inunderstanding, but theyhave to be carried out with care.

2.3.3 Impression Formation and Impression Management

It is generallybelievedthat fust impressions are veryimpoltant.Inmanysituations

(like an interview) one does not get to change the impression at all. Therefore, a

lot ofimportance is given to creating a good impression' Manyresearches have

been carried out to analyse the accuracyof first impressions. S.E. Asch (1946) in

a classic study got his subjects to write down their impressions of a hypothetical

person with the following description:

. PersonA: lntelligent, industrious, inrpulsive, critical, stubbomand enr,'iors

o Person B: Envious, stubbom, critical inpulsive, industrious and intelligent

These two lists are identical in content, but the order is reversed. In the first

list, positive traits are followed by negative ones; while in the second it is negative

followed by the positive ones. The impressions formed ofthe first person will be

positive, while that ofthe second willbe negative. Asch called this the eflect of
primacy.

The first adjective presented sets the tone for the impression in either case.

So, the first data, available makes us pay less attention to details that follow. This

tendency to minimize cognitive work and form impressions is a powerful one in the

way we process social information.

N.H. Anderson ( 1 98 1) suggests that we combine information and then come

up with a weighted average to form an impression. The weightage is placed on the

following:

(D The source ofthe ffirrnation (ftom a trustrvorthy source or otherw'ise).

(if The information being positive or negative ( there is a tendency to give

more weight to negative information. becau-qe it is distinctive).

(iif The extent to which the description is unusual or atypical (the more

unusual, the greaterthe weight).

(iv) We assign gteater weight to information received first as compared to

later ffi rmation (Asch effect ofprimacy).

Irnpression formation does not take place in a cognitive vacuum Our previots

experiences provide a template for our current impression formation. We also

tend to focus on person types because it is an easy cognitive process at u'ork. So

we categorize people veryearlyandwellbefore we have hadthe necessaryinputs.

Hence, wecombine informationto arrive at ourjudgement ofpeople. Impression

formation occurs long before all the information is available. This iras to be

recognized by the presenter as well as the evaluator.



Impression management

Impression rnanagement i,s the art ofcreating a good impression; it is a very strong
desire. We all try to manage how one appears before others. This effort is called
impression management. Agood impression has several advantages in social life.
Impression management tactics can be used for enhancing our image.

CnncrYoun Pnocnnss

6. What are the two main types ofattributions?

7. What does it indicate when consistency, distinctiveness. and consensus

are allhigh?

8. What are the three dimensions that Kelley's theoryofcausal attributions
propose?

9. What is impressionmanagement?

2.4 SOCIAL COGNITION

All our lives we are interested in knowing about people and the world around us.

We use social information available to judge others and evaluate situations. There

are feelings that develop as a resuh ofthese experiences. The use ofsuch information

to understand others andthe socialworldthat exists aroundus is social cognition.

People use mental shortcuts to quickly understand people and situations.
Like all shortcuts, theyhale their benefits as well as limitations. Other forms of
biases mayalso enter and influence ourjudgernents. Emotions too playa role in
orr understanding" All these constitute the study of social cognition.

2.4.1 Heuristics

Just like in attribution, in social cognition also people use the least amount of
cognitive effort in an'iving at conclusions about people and situations (S.T. Fiske
and S.E. Taylor, 1991). Only on rare occasions are people willing to spend extra
time and effort in coming to anunderstanding ofthe socialworld.

Heuristics refers to experience-based techniques fcr problem solving,
learning and discovery. Heuristics methods are used to speed up the process of
finding a good enough solutioq where ar exhaustive search is inpractical. Exanples
ofthis method include using a 'rule of thumb', an educated guess, an intuitive
judgement, or common sense.

Heuristics are simple, efficient rules, hard-coded by evolutionary processes

or leamed, which have been proposed to explain how people make decisions,
come to judgements, and solve problems, typically when facing complex problems

or incomplete information. These rules work well under most circumstances, but
in certain cases lead to systematic errors or cognitive biases.
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2.4.2 Mental Shortcuts in Social Cognition and Basie Aspects of
Social Thoughts

Strategies areusedto reduce eforl and decrease the extentofinfoimation or,erload,
yet there exists a fair degree ofaccuracy in the judgements. Heuristics is one such
well researched and understood mental shortcuts. It is aimed at providing single
decision-making rules and drawing easy and fast conclusions. Two nrechanisms
that are at work in everyday living are representativeness and availability.

(i) Representativeness: Let us take an exarnple of a neighbour who has a
house fullofbooks, is orderlyand neat, is reserved and wears conservative
clothes. From this limited available information we want to guess her
profession. Here, we determine the profession by using the heuristics of
representativeness. We compare her to people rve know who are similar in
terms ofthese characteristics and then tryto fit her into their category. For
example, she could be a school librarian or a college professor. In making
such a judgement, we are using the siniple rule that the more tlpically she
resembles a member of a given group; the more likely it is that she belongs
to that group.

The accuracyof such a judgement is noi alw.ays reliable, because there are
people who displaytraits, but do not belong io the group, that is typical.
Relying completely on the representaiiveness heuristics has the danger of
people overlooking other types of information. The emor arising from this
tendency is known as base-rate fallacy. Here, rve tend to ignore useful
base-rate information ; this refers to the fr equency with which some events
or characteristics occur in the general population.

(ii) Availability: Availability means rvhar cornes to rnind fir st. Here, judgements
are made on the basis ofeasy-to-remember rule. The easier ones are recalled
more readily and are nsed for knorving the social world. Amos Tversky and
Daniel Kahneman (1973) studied this heuri-stics pr"ocess and ccncluderl
that the availabilityheuristics does operate tirrcu._ql-.,.i;r sl:i_:jcctive feelings
that come to mind when dealing u'ith scciali:rf,:,mrati.rn. The ease ofrecall
is the basis ofjudging. The availability shortcut for understanding people
and things around us has other implications that is discussed in the fr:llowing
sections.

o False-consensas elfect: We all have certain details that readily come
to our mind; rve have a tendency to believe that others also must be
thinking the same. For exanrple, ifwe believe that abortion is wrong as

it involves terminating a life; the moral factor rvould cotne readily to
' mind when the issue of abortion is raised. The availability heuristics

believes that others also have sirnilarviervs. This tendency is known as

the false-consensus effect. Here, more people than perhaps exist are
seen as agreeing rvith one's point ofview.
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This false consensus arises because we wish to believe that others are also

in agreement and it is easier to notice and remember those people who

have a similar position as our own. This is facilitated by the availability

shortcut. Further, we also associate with those people who share our views.

Thus, we are more exposed to people who think like us, as we tend to

befriend those people who afe somewhat like us. This also results in a

higher degree ofavailability for agreement and further contributes to the

false c.;nsensus effect.

The efibct isprevalent most ofthe time, but it does failwhen some people

are motivated to perceive themselves as unique and therefore wishto stand

out, disregarding the consensus factor.

o Priming: Often, when we read about description ofdiseases, we start

to identi8z some ofthe symptoms in us as well. Reading a horror story at

nightwhen alone could nrake us believe and see certain frightening things

around us. These are instances ofthe effect ofprirning. Certain stimuli

heighten the availability of certain ffimration that is readily brought to

mind. Similarly, traits that are used for describing a person are used as

primes for generating impressions about them, even ifthey are fictitious

characters. Priming is a social fact and is based on the availability

heuristics.

2.4.2.1 Basic aspects of social thoughts

Our socialthinking is far fromaecurate. There are tilts, tendencies and potential

errors, inherent in it.

o Tilts, tendencies and potential eruors

In trying to understand the people and situations around us, we tend to pay greater

attentionto the unexpected or inconsistent information that is available. Since we

pay more attention to unusual ffirmation, the chances are that such information

would enter long-termmemory and therealter influence our socialjudgements

later (s.T. Fiske and S.L. Neuberg, 1990). Studies by J.L. Hilton, J.G Klein and

W. Von Hippel ( I 99 1) showed that sudects recall inconsistent information more

accurately than consistent information. However, there are occasion when

iirconsistent information isperceived andrecalledmore readily but doesnot atways

influence judgernents. For example, Ravana in Hindu mythology is persoffied as

evil, but is also portrayed as a scholar and a caring brother. The latter information

fails to alter the judgement ofRavana as a demon.

o Noticing tht' negutive

This is viewed as an automatic vigilance phenomenon. This has survival orientation.

Bypaying attentionto the negative events around us, we become alerted to the

potential dangers surrounding us. Since the attention is focussed onthe negative,

overlooking theirpositive ffirmation is arealpossibility. This is indeed unfortunate.

This tendency comes into play in our social evaluations also; for example, when a
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person who is generally appreciative and positive utters one critical remark, his

criticism is disproportionatelyremembered, while the other several positives are

largetyforgotten.

Since we are extra-sensitive to negative inputs, anysuch information does

influence socialjudgements. This compels us to make good first impressions, as a

way of ensuring a favourable evaluation.

o Motivated scepticism

This is the tendency to be sceptical about information that is inconsistent with our
preferences or views. Since we have to decide; we tend to believe data that
agrees with our positions and quietlyreject those that are in disagreement. For
example, beliefin astrologicalpredictions, teacher evaluatiors, populist ideologies,

etc., are all living examples ofthis phenomenon at work.

P.H. Ditto and D.F. Lopez (1992) carried out a study to show that when
information that is required to conclude about a hitherto disliked person is
inconclusive, the inconsistent evidence is ignored and a negative evalu,ation is made.

Cognitive filters work to shut out inconsistent information.

Several ofour socialjudgements based on caste, regioq language, religion
and other demagogic and ethnic factors clearly show the operation ofthis bias.

So, inconsistent information is discarded and the cognitionmade consistent, by
enabling one to fit it with one's preferences and orientations. Thus it can be concluded

that heuristics, automatic vigilance and motivated scepticism are all attempts of
social cognition with the minimum cognitive effort, to gain understanding ofthe
social world, around us.

2.4.3 Affect and Cognition: How Thoughts Shape Feelings and
Feelings Shape Thoughts

It is interesting to study how thoughts shape feeling and how feelings shape thinking.

Ifwe had a bad day at work, we tend to be irritated and annoyed with even small
things at home like a childrefusing tr-r cat food, etc. This is becausewe feel angry

all over gain at the thought ofwhat happened earlier. These thoughts influence our
current emotional states.

What we have experienced and what others have said or done seemto trigger

emotional reactions that are fairly intense in nature. The reverse also holds true.

2.4.3.1The impact of emotions on different aspects of our social
thoughts

The nature of emotions

Feelings are a part of living. There are three theories of emotions known to
psychology. These three theories are discussed as follows:

(i) Cannon-Bard Theory: In Cannon-tsard Theory the vierv is that when
emotions are aroused, we experience boththe physiological arousals that
accompany it as well the subjective experiences associated with the emotion.



These emotions we label as joy, anger, sotrow, etc. This is the common-

sense as well as concurrent notion of emations.

(ii) James-Lange Theory: This theoryproposes that our subjective emotional

experiences are the outcome ofour ahnost automatic phpiological reactions

to various happenings. For example, we experience anger or fear because

our heart races, our head pounds, we break into a sweat and the face

colour changes to red. Another exanrple could be the feeling of sadness.

whun a loved one departs, we start crying and then rve notice our experience

that we are feeling sad. ThLs is the sequence" accordingto this theory.

(iii) Schachter's Two-Factor Theory: According to this theory when there is

a physiological arousal we search for the causes of these feelings. This

leads us to iclentifli the label that \,ve put on our emotional experiences' So,

if we are excitedhythepresence of a person we are interested in, we label

it as attraction or love. Then there is the label 'fcar' attached to something

that is dreadful, and so on.

So, we perceive an emotion and then look for external cues to understand

the feelings. Here, both cognitive and situational factors play a role in our

subjective emotional experiences.

There is the facial-feedback hypothesis that suggests we can produce or

suppress our experiences of emoti<ln. When we smile, '*'e fbel happy; ifwe are

grouchy, we feel sad and so on even while imagining positive or negative events.

Controlling the fucial muscles can enhance or curb the accompanying ernotions.

Actors frequently change their emotions bycontrolling their facial muscles. This is

whypeople in mourning are toldto go cut. take aholiday, be withfriends, etc., as

a change of scene can cause different physical and physioiogical activities and

these in turn can alter the feelings.

Robert Boles aw Zajonc and his colleagues ( 1 9S9) found evidence to show

that the face and brain are linked. Facial expressions do change the blood supply

to the brain and thereby alter the temperature and thereafter the neurochemical

events in the brain. This also expiains the rmiversality of facial expressions and

emotions.

Affect and cognition

When we are happy, things around us seem good; while in a state ofunhappiness,

everything seens difficult and bad. S/hen the stimuli are vague, then the emotional

states have a clear bearing on our evaluations. R.A. Baron (1987) A.M. Isen

( 1987) fou;..,tr that the existing mood makes it easier to remember ffirmation that

is consistet rI ,*,'ith it, rather than information that is inconsistent with it.

Posrtive and negative events also influence the way any information is

organized in our memory. Positive events include a wider range ofinformation

within the memory categories and also provide unusual associations to words and

objects as compared to negative events. For instance, u'hen we get our results of
theboardexandnation, we remenrber what we rn'ere doing, what clothes we wore,
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2.5 SUMMARY

o The self is one ofthe oldest and the most enduring concepts in psychology.

Philosophers have always been interested in knowing the self The self is a

social construction formed on the basis of interaction with others.

o 'Self-concept', also referredto aS Self-perspective or Self-construction, is

a multidimensional construct that refers to an individual's perception of 'self
in relation to any number of cltaracteristics, such as academics (and non-

academics), gender roles and sexuality, racial identity, and many others.

o Markus and Nurius suggest that each person's self-concept is a working

seif-concept at anY time.

o Self-esteem refers to one's attitudes about oneself. It is the evaluation we

make ofourselves. It can be negative or positive.

o Self-esteem is to be viewed largely as a factor determined by one's

experiences.

. Self-focus refers to the centralityof a person's sense of self. This has

significance inthe behaviour, thoughts and feelings ofoneself

o As the existence ofmultiple selves have alreadybeenrecognized, it is likely

that people may choose to present themselves differently on different

occasions.

o Jones and Pittmanhave identified five clear, well-utilized strategies; they are

(i) ingratiation, (ii) intimidation, (iii) self-promotion, (rv) exenplification, and

(v) supplication.

o Sellexpression is the expression of our personality through the medium of
speech or art.

. The process by rilhich we seek ffirmation to know others is called athibution.

It helps us to understand the causes behind other's behaviour as well as our

own, attimes.

o Consistency descrbes whether the person being observed behaves the same

way when faced with the same set of circurnstances.

o Attribution theory is intended to help us understand the causes ofhuman

behaviour, be it our own or someone else's.

o Attribution is not to be viewed as a very rational process following orderly

cognitive steps.

o Cognitive model indicates that self-serving bias stems from the way we

process social information.

o The need to look good in the eyes ofothers and manage our self-esteem is

the motivational explanation for the presence of self-serving bias.

. N.H. Anderson suggests that we combine information andthen come up

with aweighted average to forman impression.
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o Irrpression formation does not take place in a cogpitil'c vacuum. Our previous

experiences provide a template fcrr our cttrrent impression formation.

o The use of sociai information available to uldefstand others and the social

world that exists around us is social cognition'

o Like in attribution, in social cognition also people use the least amount of

cognitive effort in arriving at conclusions about people and situations'

r Heuristics refers to experience-based techniques for problenl solving,

learning and discovery.

o In trying to understand the people and situations around us, we tend to pay

g.uto ,tt.rrtion to the unexpec6d or inconsistent informationthat is availaure'

o Motivated scepticism is the tendency to be sceptical about informatiol that

is inconsistent with our preferences or views'

o It is important to study how thoughts shape feeling and how feelings shape

thinking.

o The facial-feedback hlpothesis suggests we can produce or suppress our

experiences ofemotion by controlling our facialmuscles'

o Positive and negative events also influence the way any information is

organizedinourmemory.

o The theory of Stanley Schachter and Jerorne Singer suggests that our bodily

reactions are oftenunclear to us. So, we look for extemalcues to identifli

our emotional states and recognize them, appropriately'

Se lJ: I nslructional Ma teri al

2.6 KEY TERMS

o Attribution: Our attempt to urderstand the causes behind others' behaviour

on specific occasions

o Self-esteem: Refers to one's attitudes about oneself, can also be called as

selievaluation

o self-focus: Refers to tire centrality ofa person's sense of self

o Self-expression: Refers to the expression of our personality through the

mediumofsPeechor art

o Heuristics: Refers to experience-based techniques for problem solving,

learning, anddiscovery

2,7 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. .Self-concept'is a multidimensional construct that iefers to an individual's

perception of 'self in relation to any number of characteristics, such as

academics (and non-academics), gender roles and sexuality, racial identity,

andmanyothers'



2. Selfis a highly complex, but unified image of an individual.

3. Barry R. Schlenker ( 1980) explained self-presentation as a process when

one projects some aspects ofthe selfto the exclusion ofothers.

4. Alexander and Knightopine that self-presentation is a fundamental fact of
social interaction" They suggest that for every social setting there is a pattern

of social behaviour that conveys a particular identity that is best suited to
that setting. Thisbehav'iouralpattern is described as situated identrty.

5. The five well-utllized strategies identified by Jones and Pittman are

(i) ingratiation, (ii) intimidation, (iii) self-promotion, (rv) exenpffication, and

(v) supplication.

6. lnternal and external attributions are the two main types of attnbutions.

7. When consistency, distinctiveness, and consensus are all higtr, the perceiver

concludes that there is an extemalcause ofbehaviour.

8. Kelley's theory ofcausal attributions proposes that in order to understand

the 'why'about other person's behaviour, three major dimensions are

focussed upon that are consensus, consistency and distinctiveness.

9. Impressionmanagement isthe art ofcreatinga good impression.

10. Heuristics is a mental shortcut to quicklyunderstandpeople. It requires

least effort.

11. Representativeness and availability are the mechanisms that are at work in
everyday living in heuristics.

12. The three theories of emotions known to psychology are Cannon-Bard
Theory James-Lange Theory and Schachter's Two-Factor Theory.

13. The facial-feedback hypothesis suggests we can produce or suppress our
experiences of emotion.

2.8 QUESTTONS AND EXERCISES
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Short-Answer Questions

l. Define self-reference effect.

2. How do newer selves emerge?

3. How do high and low self-esteemaffect aperson?

4. What is selfmonitoring behaviour?

5. What is the difference between a situated identity and a role?

6. List the various reasons behind self-presentation.

7. What is attribution? What affects can it have on an organization?

8. What do youunderstand byprimacy?
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9. According to Asc[ how are impressions formed? Also, mention the process

of impression formation as suggested byN.H. Anderson.

10. What is base-rate fallacy?

11. How does cognition influence affect?

Long-Answer Questions

1 . Discuss the ways in which alternative selves can affect an individual.

2. Describe the theories of self:presentation.

3. Explain the various tactics of self-presentation.

4. Give a detailed explanation ofself-expression.

5. Discuss the three types of errors that can harm the attribution processes.

6. Explain the false-consensus effect.

7. Describe the basic aspects of social thoughts.

8. Thoughts shape feeling and feelings shape thoughts. Ana$se the statement

withrespect to the theories ofemotions inpsychology.

9. Examine the process of social cognition involving the major heuristics used.
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3.0 TNTRODUCTION

Attitudes are the means by which we evaluate the social world. It can be positive,

negative or neutral Attitudes have three elements-affect, cognitions and behaviour.

A small alrnond shaped part ofthe brain called the amygdala is the keyto the initial

affective evaluation. It has been found that the evaluation ofbeing positive or
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negative occurs eveflbefore the mindhas categorized it. This means that even

before we know what an object is, we have a gut feeling about it. It has also been

found that negative evaluations are stronger than our positive evaluations. This has

an evolutionary significance as our being more sensitive to pain and danger as it
enhances the possibility of survival thanbeing aware ofpleasure and safety.

In this unit, you will be familiarized with the nature and function ofattitude,

andits formation. Youwill learnabout persuasionandtheresistanceto persuasion.

The unit will discuss prejudice and discrimination, along with gender stereotypes

and sexual harassment in detail. Interpersonal attraction will also be discussed, as

well as close relationships, like friendship and love.

3.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

Aft er going through this unit, you will be able to :

o Examine the nature and function ofattitudes

o Study how attitudes are acquired and the rule ofsocial learning

o Leam about the attitudes-behaviour link
o Discuss persuasion and attitude change, resistance to persuasion, cognitive

dissonance

o Learn about prejudice and discrimination

o Leam about stereoffis-in-group similariry out-group difference and out-

group homogenelty

. Discuss gender stereotypes

o Descnbe the theories of interpersonal attraction

o Understand close relationships

3.2 NATURE AND FUNCTIONS OF ATTITUDES

An attitude is an evaluation of an object or a person(s). It shapes our social

perceptions andbehaviour and it canbe positive negative orneutral. Attitudes are

made up of several dimensions, which are bipolar in nature; for example, specific

or general, strong or weak, simple or complex like religion, known or unknown,

linked to action or unlinked to action, etc. Attitudes have the following three

conponents:

(i) Affect: The core involves affect, this is the emotionalreactionto the object

concerned. This canbe described as the extent to whichwe like or dislike

an object, for example, politicians, certain type of food, shoes, etc. In fact,

all objects do trigger some kind ofa positive or negative emotion. This is

the feeling cornponent ofan attitude.

(ii) Cognition: Attitudes also involve cognitions. These inchrde the knowledge

about the object, as well as beliefs, ideas, memories and images. For



example, ifwe are positive about a particular player or team, we would

gather a variety ofknowledge about himiher or them and will remember a

lot about them or their performances.

(iii) Behaviour: The last component is behaviour. As a rule, when our attitudes 
I

are brought to mind, we are more likeiy to behave in accordance with the 
]

attitudes that we hold, rather than act inconsistently.

Current studies by Preston and Wall (2002) suggest that our attitudes activate

regions in the brain that support specific actions. For example, when we

see or smell a delicious food item, we prepare ourselves for action'

Understancling all these is inportant to know attitudes and tackling the iszue

ofattitude change.

Functions of Attitudes

Every attitude serves some purpose or the other. Simply, they motivate and guide

behaviour. Besides this A.H. Eagly and S. Chaiken ( I 998) have identified four

functions ofanattitude that are as follows:

(i) Knowledge function: This helps us to organize ourunderstanding ofthe

social world. This is the basis ofhow we attend to store, remember and

retrieve ffirmation pertaining to a given object. This leads to beuer speed

and efficiency in processing social ffi rmation. This function also leads us

to seek and selectively attend to information that supports our pre-existing

attitudes. Self-evaluation also follows this function of attitudes. Prejudice

also follows the same principle. Once attitudes have been acquired, they

influence how information is gathered and processed.

(ii) Value expressive function: Attitudes help us to express our cherished 
]

values. This is usually carried out in groups made up ofpeople who reffirce
and support the attitudes. For example, groups who play orwatch cricket,

fans of Michael Jackson, groups of particular po litical leanings, etc. Value

expression occurs in the context ofreference groups. Such groups are those

whose opinions matter an<laffect our attitudes significantly. This function is

inherently satisffing to the holder of a particular attitude. By expressing a

value that is in agreement with the attitude held, people find a sense ofjoy

and commitment to the opinionq held. One is inclined to view people and

groups holding similarattitudes more favourably. The type ofcollege one

:oins, the subject of study one chooses, etc., also reflect the operation of
the value expressive function ofan attitude.

(iii) Ego-defensive function of attitudes: This function protects us from

awareness ofour own negative attributes and impulses, for example, our

tendencies for aggression and sexuality. We do this by developing certain

attitudesthat help us viewourselves in accordance with our cherishedview

of ourselves. Deep down inside lurk our tendencies toward sexuality. We

do not wish to acknowledge this to ourselves, because it is both frightening

as well as socially unacceptable. This innate inpulse is deflected on to socially
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less powerful groups, which perceives themto be immoral. So a prejudice
attitude is developed towards the marginalized group. This leads to the
phenomenon ofstereotyping; for example, homose*,rals are criminals.
The holding of a particular attitude help us save ourselves the
acknowledgnrent ofcertain unpleasant trutlrs about ourselves. The unpleasant
truths are thenperceived as typicalofpeople belonging to aparticulargroup
in society. They are then seen as an undesirable section ofsociety. By viewing
this as the scum of society, we are able to spare ourselves the view of
harbouring undesirable impulses within us. This is the ego-defensive function
of an attitude; for example, we allknow that accidents happen and that we
or our dear ones could also suffer from it, but this is a liighiening thought.
Thus, our ego tries to spare us from this fear by developing an attitude
which believes that road accident victims are careless roacl mers. This attitude
makes us feel relatively safe when we step on to the road. By this belief, our
ego is protected fromthe fear ofaccidents andpossible dea-thonthe roads.

(iv) The utilitarian function of attitudes: Attitudes sensitize and alert us to
objects that are rewarding to us. These objects are then sought after. other
objects that are undesirable and to be avoided also figure ii ou, attitudes.
These are survival related, to begin with. For example, when there is a toxic
atmosphere, we try to avoid it. But when there is clean fresh air, we wish to
stay longer. Similarly, after eating sweet foods; one is naturally drawn to
something that is salty to taste. These are beneficial to survival. Stimuli that
are initiallyneutral, can be rnodified bypairing r.vith objects that generate a
positive or negative reaction. Example : cons,mer products are so ld by pairing
emotionally arousing pleasant sights, sounds, smells etc. with certain
products. Also using animals, children, alluring women etc., have been found
to be usefulstrategies for sening goods and services as comparedto the use
ofneuhal objects. our attitudes are vital for daily living. Theyhelp us identift
rewarding and threatening objects. Attitudes are the ieasonwhywe choosl
to belong to certain groups. Theyprotects fromunpleasant realities. Attitudes
act as powerful guides to our understanding ofthe social world.

3.3 FORMING ATTITUDES

Attitude is considered to be the central theme in socialpsychology. Generally, it
refers to an individual's evaluation about the social *o.ia; the extent to which
people have favourable or unfavourable reactions to anyissues, ideas, persons,
social groups or objects. Attitude is one of the seriously researched topics in
social psychology. The reason is that attitudes stronglyinfluence human thoughts,
feelings and behaviours. The evaluation an indMdual rnakes about his or her world
is very important. It forms the basis of social cognition. Eagly and chaiken ( I 99g)
suggest that social thoughts are slowlyand steadilybuildUyuttituaes. Attitudes are



leamed. Some evidence suggests that attitudes may be influenced by genetic frctors

too.

For example, one individual may like vegetarianism another may like non-

vegetarianism. One may have a positive approach to one political party, another 
I

may have a total negative approach to that party. Certain social psychologists 
]

notice that at times people take neither positive nor negative stand instead they

take a middle stand, otherwise called ambivalent (J.R. Priester and R.E. Petty,

2001; M.M. Thompson, M.P. Zanna and D.W. Griffin, 1995)' It is also an

important point that people find it very difficult to change any attitude.

3.3.1 Social Learning

Attitudes are learued from society and this is why children do not show social

discrimination. Social leaming theory or SLI is the theorythat suggests that people

learn new behaviour through observational learning ofthe social factors in their

environment. If people observe positive, desired outcomes in the observed

behaviour. thenthey afe more likelyto model, imitate, and adopt the behaviour

themselves.

Mechanisms for learning attituiles

By and large, socialization is the process by which attitudes are leamed. This is the

process by rvhich a child becomes an adult member of a given society' Children

leam attitudes fromallthose significant people aroturdthem First, it is fromparents

(home), then lionr the school (teachers), then from friends, media and others.

Attitudes acquired from other persons

The processes underlying the leaming of attitudes have been identified by

psychologists and are as follows:

(i) Classical conditioning

(ii) Instrumental conditioning

(iif Modelling

(i) Classicul conelitioning

Classical conditioning is leaming by association. The princrple involved here is that

when one stiniulus occurs first and this is then consecutively followed by another,

then the appearance of the first becomes the signal that the second wouid also

occur. Soon, the same reactions that have been occurring to the first stimulus

would also occur to the second stimulus. This would be more so i1 ihe second

stimulus by itself is capable of evoking strong reactions (refer Figure 3. 1 ).
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Fig. 3.1 Classical Conditioning Llodel

InFigure 3.1:

o CS: Conditioned stimulus

o UCS : Unconditioned Stimulus

o UCR:UnconditionedResponse

o CR: Conditioned Response

This process of classical conditioning can be seen as the basis for acquiring

attitudes as well. Staats et al ( 1962) found that initially neutral words when paired

with words or stimuli that tend to elicit strong negative reactions (like electric

shocks or harsh words, etc.) acquire the capacity to elicit strong negalive or

unfivourable reactions.



Evaluations form the core of attitudes

Judgements or evaluations occur all the time during social interactions. In real-life
conditions, the classical conditioning model can be seen to apply directly to the
process ofacquiring attitudes. For example, a child repeatedly sees the mother's
frowning or avoiding members ofa particular social group, each time she meets
them. There are other signs ofdispleasure also that are displayed in this context.
At first, the child is indifferent to the members ofthis group and shows no reactions.
The child does not identitr characteristics associated with this group (har, clothing,
language, etc.). However, as a result ofthe repeated pairing ofthis group and its
members with the mother's negative reactions; the child now starts associating
certain obvious characteristics with the members belonging to this group. Gradually,
the child also comes to react negatively to these identifiable characteristics and
thereafter to the group members, associatedwith these traits. This is the process
by which attitudes are learned.

Ifmembers of a particular group are often isolated, despised and talked
about negatively and the behaviour towards them are one ofdilpleasure/avoidance,
etc., and these are repeated then children and others would come to associate
these negative thoughts and behaviourwiththe group in question. Soonthe goup
and its members would be evaluated negatively. The child and the others have
leamt to associate a specific group with certain characteristics, with negative or
distinct responses. The group and its members are evaluated negatively. This
completes the process of social learning of attitudes.

. Since language is also part ofthe evaluation process and negative statements
accompany negative reactions involving specific group members, the verbal
responses are also acquired for description. Thus, both language and behaviour
besides thoughts and feelings are also learned. So, all the tlu.ee components ofan
attitude, thought, feeling and behaviour are learned tlrough classical conditioning
processes, involving association.

There is also evidence to suggest that this form ofattitude learning occurs,
even when people are not fully aware ofthe stimulus. Here, the explanation of
acquiring negative attitudes inbased onthe unconscious associationthat occurs as
a result ofrepeated pairing. When affect arousing stimuli are presented only for a
very short duration, the recognition maynot occur. The emotions, speciallythe
negative ones, associated with the stimuli are aroused. So conditioning occurs
even outside ofconscious awareness. This has implications for the association
between affect and cognition. That emotions are experienced even before the
stimuli are properlyrecognized indicates that learning ofthe assoc; rtion between
emotion and thought can be readily triggered by the affect, well ahead of the
understanding ofthe stimuli or object that is creating the response.

Attitudes are aroused by emotions, evenwhen the object ofaffect is not
wellrecognized.

In terms ofattitude learning, this means even before our object is recognized,
the negative emotions associated with it are aroused; for example, the names of
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people belonging to a particular group could arouse negative emotions long before

ihe mernbers of the group are even encountered. This is known as subliminal

conditioning. J.A. Krosnick ( 1992) and his colleagues indicate that even if subjects

cannot identify or recognize certain stimuli adequately, yet the stimuli shape our

attitudes. This is indeed a powerfulprocess at work.

(ii) Instrumental conditioning

Studies on instrumental conditioning have been derived from the work ofBekhterev

andThorndike. Here, the subject's orperson's behar,'iour is instrumentalto the

gaining ofa reward or avoidance ofpunishment, therefore the name, instrumental

conditioning. Since there is an operation involved it is also known as operant

conditioning.

Consider an example, where a child hears the ice creamvendor and the

child goes and buys the ice cream. Here, it is important to recognize that both

types ofleamingget incorporated (classicalandinstrumentaltlpes ofconditioning).

In the first part, the child salivates to the sound ofthe ice-cream vendor's bell. This

is the classicalconditioningpart ofthe leaming. Inthe secondhaHofthe sequence,

the child knolvs that reward would occur if certain responses are made, like going

with the money and buying the ice-cream and then eating it, The first part is

involuntary (salivation) the second part is voluntary The first part is learned by

classical conditioning and the second part by operant conditioning. This is known

as the Two-factortheory ofleaming.

Procedural variations have been tried to establish different forms ofcontrol

over a person's behaviour. E.L. Thomdike ( 19 1 1 ) distinguished between satisfiers

and annoyers or positive and negative reinforcers. A satisffing state of affair is one

wherein a person does something to gain a reward or benefit. A negative or

dissatis$ring state is one wherein a person is motivated to avoid some situation.

Four in-sffumental conditioning procedures hare been proposed by Krosnick

(1948), whichare as follows:

(i) Reward training: It is a type ofbox apparatr-ts used fcir training. Here, a

pigeon is presentedwith a light source and a key for pecking. The bird is

rewarded with food for pecking the key as sooil as the light appears.

(ii) Avoidance training.' Here, the subject can avoid any noxious stimulus by

responding to a signal in a given manner. Bekheterev ( 1 932) used conditioned

withdrawai responses ofhand or foot after being delivered an electric shock,

by pressing on a bar or lifting a hand or foot, from a pedal or grid. Sometimes,

turning offa noxious stimulus by operating a switch also constituted a form

ofavoidance training.

(iii) Omissiontraining: Inthistype oflearning, apositive reinforcement occurs

when a particular response fails to appear. In daily life the best known

example would be one where food is given onlywhen the dog does not

jump on to the sofa or bed in a house. The training is to omit the dog's

behaviour ofjumping on to the bed/sofa.



(iv) Punishment training: In this type oftraining a shock or any other form of
punishment follows the occurrence of a specified response;for example, a

child is rebuked or whacked for disobeying the adutrt command. This type

oftraining is generallyused for extinction ofa given, undesirable response.

Shaping behaviour

Animals can be trained to perform tricks in a circus, dogs can be trained to sniff

for drugs, children can be made to do complicated dance steps, etc. All these

involve gradually molding the responses into a desired pattern. These are carried

out byalrocess known as successive approximations. This means engaging in a

series ofsteps ofevercloselymatchedresponses to the ultimatepattem ofbehaviour

desired. Foiexample, teaching a childto tie shoe-laces wouldinvolvethe following

steps:

. Step 1:Allow the child to siip into the shoes.

. Step 2: Thenteach the simple knot to the child.

. Step 3: Let the child put on the shoes and tie the knot.

. Step "1: Get the child to perfect the knot.

Reward each step and get the desired behaviour. It may take time, but it

canbe achieved. Behavioural effects ofvarious types ofconsequences is tabulated

inTable 3.1.

Tabte 3.1 Behavioural EJfects ofVarious Types of Consequencesl

Consequence
of making a

response

Example Effect on response
probability

Positive
reinforcement

Positive event

begins

Food given Increase

Negative
reinforcement

Negative
ends

event Pain stops Increase

Punishment Negative event

begins

Pain begins Decrease

Punishment
(response cost)

Positive event

ends

Food removed Decrease

Non
reinforcement

Nothing Decrease
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Table 3 .2 illustrates the comparison of classical and operant conditioning.

Table 3.2 Comparison of Classical and Operant Conditioning

Classical conditioning Operant conditioning

Nature of
Responses

Involuntary reflex Spontaneous, voluntary

Reinforce-
ment

Occurs before response
(Conditioned stimulus
paired with unconditioned
stimulus)

Occurs after response
(Response is followed by
reinforcing stimulus or
event)

Role of learner Passive (Response is
elicited by US)

Active (Response is

emitted)

Nature of
learning

Neutral stimulus
becomes a CS through
association with a US

Probability ofmaking
a response is altered
by consequences that

followit.

(iii) Modelling

Thethirdtypeoflearning ismodelling.Aclass watchesthe teacherdraw aparticular

figure. Later,whenthe children are given paper and crayon they also try to draw

a similar figure. Here, both observation and modelling are involved. In observational

leaming, watching and initiating the actions ofothers is the key to obtain the desired

responses. Modelling is a process, in which ffirmation or behaviour is imparted

by example, e,rren before direct practice is allowed. So, the viewer merely gets to

see and notice a particular action, with no practice involved.

Amodel is a person who serves as an example in observational learning, A.

Bandura (1971). By observing a model a person may do the following:

(i) Learn new responses.

(i| Learn to carry out or avoid previously learned responses (depending

on what happens to the model for doing or not doing the same thing).

(ii!) Learn a general rule that can be applied to various situations.

Certain conditions that must be present for observational learning to occur
are as follows:

(i) The learner nrust pay attention to the model and remember what was

done; for example, a child watches Tendulkar hit the ball to all parts of
the ground. He would attentivelywatch a fewmovements and strokes,

but he cannot remember, all ofthem. So the leaming is not complete.

(i| The learner must be able to reproduce the modelled response; for
example, we may watch world class gymnasts, but may never to able

to reproduce their movements.

(iif Ifthe model displays a response and is rewarded for it, the learner is

more likely to imitate that responseibehaviour; f6r example, a hero's

behaviour.



in otlterrr,c,rcls" a nir:{e! u:'ho is attmciive, retvarrled, adniired, high in status,

is likety to Lre irnitated mcre than others, w,ho arc lo-uv in these fbatures, Bandura

and \Valters { i963).

Finall-v, tvhen a neu./ respcnse is tried. nci:mai ieinforcement determines

w-hether the respottses rvould be repeated thereafter'

Imitating madeis

Modeliiiig |4S it powerful etl'ecf on beltavioui. 1a - ':i;.s,,,i: experiment, children

saw a clipwfuel'e an aritllt r.r.as shr:u'i: *iackiil:: l.i i-,1,--'ri;: r;ii r-ioil called BoRo-The

Ciown. A1l t*.,pes of rrtlackins ae ts wcre i,ie,,v*d i .arer, the chlkii'en who had viewed

these clips were fi'ustratecl b-v hal'rr:r: thcir iir','ourite tt:-vs taiie:r away fiom them'

Tlreyi,vere then presented u,ith tire liol-to cioii. Viort nuitated the attacks that the

c1p shorvedtg the cioll. The chriiir:en also punciieci. kicked and threw the doll, to

."p.*ro their angcr. This -shr:\.veii that the clriiciren imitated the model in the film

clip and dispiayed sunilar behavio'*rs. Children do not blindiv imitate models. Only

t6ose modeis who arc rervarded provide thern rvith an incentive for initiating.

Children inritiate what parents do, more than u'hat thel' say. Thus through

modelling, children Ie ani attitu<Je s, gestut'es, behaviout's aircl even ltars and anxieties.

Bad liabits are also possibl3'leanieri through ;lodelii:rg. For *.tample, use of foul

language. beating, yeiling, screlrring, ligt getiillg ,;U earll', etc., are also learned

fiom modcls in tlrc homc. .tcht'c;i. p*et-* and thcr: thc rnedia' TV also acts as a

model. Televised violence ha:; Lre.'n iuurrd tr> ha-;e a -significant irnpact on aggressive

outbursts ir-r chil,Jlen and aclr"rlts. Parents ald other sources serve as guides for

passive fcmration ofattitr;Ces. Fomring atritudes takes place through the following:

{i) Ass*ciafion: Classlcal condrtir:nilrg.

(iii Rein{brcernentlpunishr*ent: Instiun',g;rl.al conclitioning; children and

others 3re iervar'<Jed i*r hrtkiing ancl e:..p;'c':sitrg ce ttaitl attitudes and

punished for v'rong ruracceptable ones.

(iii) Modelling: \tr/e leam an<l base our behai'ictrr and attitudes only by

seeing and hearing others rn'ho are significant in our lives'

3.3.2 Csnetic Factors

(ien*iir I'actiit's can inlluence our height. eye coiottr. :rnd ph,vsical characteristics,

tl:* iclea that thcy n:ight also play'a role in oiir thrnking seellls strange. to say the

least. In fact. a srnallbut gr,-ru,ingl:orly ofemprrical evidence indicates that genetic

faciors nray ;-ririi, sotric small roie in attitucles (Arvcy et al, 1989; Keller et al,

re92).

l,i,:;1 ..] ,iits evicieilce invoives comparisons betureen identical and non-

ident,,-:;ii fwri:,i Il...cairsc identicai tlruins share the same genetic inheritance while

nu:-r-iilei;1;,:rli :*';:;s <1o not, highei'correlationsbetweenthe attitr"rdes ofthe identical

tr,vins wrul,-i .r:r.:g.r.t ihat genetic factlrrs play a role in shaping such attitudes. This

is precise i-v.;.'i-:.:i ii-ls, teen F;unci; the attitudes ofidentical twirts do correlate more

highly i i r;i u ti: r,,',"' 11 
" 

111 i1-ldspt ica l tv"'ins (Waller et a t.. i 990).
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Attitude's influence on behaviour

Socialpsychologists came with lot ofresearch evidences that attitudes influence
human behaviour. For example, ifone believes that a person is threatening, he may
feel dislike and therefore act unfriendly with that person. It seems several factors
determine the extent to which attitudes influence human behaviour. To say a few,
the situation, features ofthe attitude and strength ofthe attitude decides the effect
of influence on behaviour.

Attitudes, reasoned thought and behaviour

The first ofthese mechanisms seems to operate in situations where to give careful,
deliberate thought to our attitudes and their implications for our behaviour. For
example, in their theory ofplanned behaviour, Ajzen and Fishbein ( 1 980) suggest
that the best predictor ofhow to act in a given situations is the strength ofour
intentions with respect to that situation (Aj zen, 1987).

Perhaps, a specific example will help illustrate the eminentlyreasonable
nature ofthis assertion. Suppose a student is considering bodypiercing, for instance,
wearing a nose ornament. According to Ajzen and Fishbein, these are strongly
influenced bythree key factors.

The first factor is the person's affitude toward the behaviour in question. If
the student reallydislikes pain and resist the idea of someone sticking a needle
through his nose, his intention to engage in such behaviour maybe weak.

The second factor relates to the person's beliefs about how others will
evaluate this behaviour (this factor is known as subjective norms). Ifthe students
think that others will approve ofbody piercing, his intention to perfbrm it may be
strengthened. Ifhe believes that others will disapprove of it, his intention may be
weakened.

Finally, intentions are also affected byperceived behavioural control--the
extent to which a person perceives a behaviour as hard or easy to accomplish. If
it is viewed as difficult, intentions are weaker than ifit is viewed as easy to perforrn
Together, these factors influence intentions; and these, in turn, are the predictor of
the indMdual's behaviour.

3.3.3 Direct Experience

Some attitudes are also learned and formed as a result ofone's own experiences;
for example, Iiking for a particular type of food, distike for a group in society,
fondness for a special type ofmusic, etc., are all acquired on the basis of direct
experiences with these situations. Attitudes formed by direct experience are
generally stronger and are veryresistant to change.

Attitudes formedthrough direct behavioural experience with an attitude
object have been found to betterpredict later behaviour than attitudes formed
through indirect experience. An experiment was conducted to test the hypothesis
ifan informationprocessing difference existsbetweendirect and indirect experience.



Subjects watched a videotape of an individual who was working on a puzzle. The

subjects were asked whether to empathize with that person or not. Taking the

perspective ofthe person having the direct experience led 'empathy subjects' to

behave more consistently with their own reported attitudes toward those puzzles

than 'control subjects'. The results suggest that direct experience affects the attitude

formation process by altering the way in which the available information is

processed.

Attitude as heuristics

Altitudes act as heuristics. This shortcut helps us to reduce the information overload

thatwe experience andfacilitates decision-making.Attitudes hepus simpliffhuing;

for example, by having a particular food preference, the choice of restaurants

becomes verymuch easier, when planning to eat out.

CrmcrYouR PRoGRESS

1. What are thethree components ofattitude?

2. What is the sociallearning theory?

3. What are the processes underlying the learning ofattitudes identified by

psychologists?

4. How does language affect attitude?

3.4 ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOUR

One would expect a strong relationship to exist between attitude a i', behaviour.

However, the link is at best a weak one. This explains why many ofus hold certain

attitudes, but do not always convert them into suitable behaviour. For example,

we allbelieve that water is to be conserved but we do not engage inbehaviour that

support this attitude at home or outside. We waste and pollute water sources

without acare for this precious resource.

Often, attitudes do not predict behaviour well. Factors that determine the

stren$hbetweenattitudes andbehaviotr are several. Let rrs first learnabout attitude

specificity and them learn about the other factors.

1. Attitude specificity: It is easy to recognize that certain attitudes are

very specific, while others are general, or vague, for example: Fondness

for chutney or cruelty to animals. The chutney preference is a highly

specific one and can be seen in almost every situation, but the second

attitude rnaynot always elicit behaviour that is airned at preventing cruelty

to animals. Ajzen and Fishbein (1977) are of the view that general

attitudes have aweak linkto behaviour.

Specific attitudes canpredict behaviour, more frvourably.
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3.4.1 The Essential Link: Specificity, Cornponent, !''ested Iruterest,
Attitude, Strength and Aecessibility

It is obvioris to expect a clear link betweerl strorlg attitudes an<l behaviour. Strong
attitudes tend to devehp li'r-''m direct erpcrience, as compared to those passiveiy
leamed from r:bseivation or nan'aticns bv otirei-s.

Vested interest

A second factor is vested interest in a given issue. ,\nlthing that is col rcemed with
one's own life hss a lot of significance. So, attitudes that arc relateci ii-', one 's lilb
have a lot ofvalence" For exnn:i:lc. yourlg peopie lvould be rnore intel ;ted in
employnent opporlunities tirair olcler pecple. So the -vt'ruth would have vested
interests in job-related matters. This attitude woulJ be nrore cioseiy iinked to
behaviour frorn this group. as compared to the older group: man5r student activism
behaviour is based an this need in their gi:oup.

Availability

Availability refers to the case u,ith rvhicii attitueles can he a.ccessed. Fazio ( 1986).

Anything that cotrtes to mincl r'eariilyhas a sreater influence over behaviour than
those that are not easily r:ecallabic.

Increased vesled interests couid leaclto irrllc availabiiityand therefore exert
greater influence onbehaviour.'fhis gets furthel strengthered ifdirects experience

is involved in iearning a particular attiturle. Thus, tile attiiude-behaviour link is
related to the foliowing:

o The type ofleaming (dilect or indirect)

o The extent ofvested interests involved

c The extent oI'availability

Each ofthese is interrelated and one ilrcreases the strength ofthe other. All
these jointly enhance the att itu de-beha vi o ur link.

3.4.2 Self-Awareness and the Attitude-Behaviour Link

Gibbons ( 1978) found that heightcleci self-au,arencsr. increases the likelihood of
the attitude-behaviourmodel. This increascs the experiences, creates more vested

interests and thereafter increases the availabiiitli oian attitude (refer Figur e 3.2).

Speciiic attiludes ---+ Ljrr:ater atiortii't: --*+ Attituclc-buhal' iuui'
l.-rrk strolrger

*
Stirn,:r'r link

+
Stror:g,.'r link

Vested intcrests *---* Mole il uilai;ilitr,

Fig. 3,2 Sell'-ir;n,,'o,',ns.r ancl ihc.;litituJc Behaviotr Link

Grealcr availairilitv -***1, (.lt.catcr altL'ittiotl



Exhfoit 3. 1 illmtrates the ABC modef which stands for the Affect-Behaviour-
Cognition model. Each attitude is made up ofaffect, behaviour and cognition. It is
also called the attitude accessibility model.

Exhibit 3.1 Attitude Accessbility Model

According to the attitude accessibility modet (Fazio, 1989),
attitude accessibility-the ease rvith '"vhich attitudes can be
retrieved from memory :plays a key role in the attitude-
behavior link. lvlajor components ofthe model are illustrated
here.

Presentation of
attitude object

Attitude
activ*ted-retrieved

from menoo

Perception of
attitude object and
situation affected

I
Behavior

tou'ard attitude
t affected

Source: Based on suggestions by Fazio, 1989.

This model is based on associative strength. The strength ofthe association
between an attitude object and its memory is crucial for the evaluation of the
object. The stronger the association, the more readily the attitude is activated and

the larger the influence on behaviour. Some attitudes may be activated in an autornatic

flranner. Thisis calledtheAutornaticAttitudeActivationEffect, Barghet al(1996).
Once activated, attitudes come into consciousness and guide overt actions.

Strong attitudes, specific attitudes and personally relevant attitudes are
generally more accessible. Therefore some attitudes have a direct link to behaviour
while others do not.

Attitudes and behaviour link is also subject to the influence of subjective
noflns (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). This is known as the Theory of Reasoned
Action which suggests that people quite consciously and deliberately choose one
form of action, as opposed to another. These subjective noffns are made up of
what others will (or will not) accept or approve as a course of action. Certain
types ofclothes, behaviour, etc. will not be acceptable to others in certain situations.

Another example is attitudes ofmothers towardsbreast-feeding . Ajzen(1996)
also proposed the theory ofplanned behaviour which involves people's beliefs
about whether they can successfully engage in a pafiicular behaviour. For example,
the use of contraception; it is not only attitude towards this topic, but also the
feasibility ofcarrying out this thought into action, that determines the outcome in
terms ofbehaviour. This is perceived control over a givenbehaviour. This theory
predicts welf whether students would engage in studies with greater effort for
higher academic achievements, dieting, exercising, undergo medicaltesting and a

host ofother related actions.
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Attitudes are sometimes inconsistent. This also creates problems for the
smooth link between attitudes and behaviourl for example, we may like certain
traits in a perso& but dislike certain habits in them. This sometimes makes it hard
to develop friendship with such a person.

Attitudes are also influenced by the inconsistencybetween feelings (affect)
and cognitive (knowledge) components, in terms ofthe behavioural outcomes.
For example, ilumypeople like a job with the government, but not the salaries. So

one is not able to predict which of these cornponents would dominate, while
predicting behaviour-choose a govemment job or go to the private sector for
employment.

Another problem in the attitude-behaviour link is the mismatch between
attitudes and actual behavioural targets; for example, save the tiger from extinction
is a correct affitude. How would it convert into behaviour other than making a

donation to the cause? Specific instances ofreal behaviour are often far away
from the attitudinal conc€ms.

3.5 PERSUASION: TRADITIONAL AND COGNITIVE
APPROACHES

Everyday, we encounter numerous attenpts to persuade us to change our attitudes;
parents, teachers, peers, religious leaders, salespersons, politicians, media and
several other agents engage in acts ofpersuasion. Persuasion is needed in a variety
of matters; for example, responsible driving, meaningful parenting, honest
businesses, trusting relationships, etc. Persuasion is one ofthe most challenging of
tasks.

Traditional Approach

The taditional approach to attitude change began with the Yale social psychologists
in the 1950s. They used the pre-post design to study the existing attitudes. They
attenpted to change attitudes by applyrng different conditions. Their findings can
be presented as follows:

(i) Experts are more persuasive than non-experts, Hovland and Weiss (1952).

(i| Persuasion is higher ifthe message is perceived as not dehberatelyintended
to manipulate the receiver, Walster and Festinger (1962). This is why not
every commercial succeed.

(ii| People with low self-esteem are persuaded more easily as compared to
those with higher self-esteem, J.L. Janis ( I 954).

(iv) Popular and attractive connnunicators are lnore successful in bringing about
attitude change, than unpopular and unattractive communicators, Kiesler
and Kiesler ( I 969). This is why attractive sports and movie stars are used
in advertisements.



(v) People are more susceptible to persuasion when they are distracted, than
' ' 

when paying full attention to the messages when the persuasive messages

are simple in nature, Alllm and Festinger ( 1 96 1 ) '

(vi) whenthe audience holds apositionthat is contraryto what the persuasive

message is suggesting, it is more effective to use tw'o-sided arguments, than

the one-sided argument, Hovland, Lumsdaine and Sheffield (1949). Foer

example, thistoothpaste has severalfeatures, despite the costbeing a lifile

higher than other brands.

(vii) People who speak rapidly are move persuasive than those who speak slow$,

MilLr et al. (19761. fnis is because the fast talkers are perceived to be

more knowledgeable about what theyaretalking about'

(viir) Persuasive effectiveness can be enhanced by messages that arouse fear

among the listeners/viewers, Leventhal, Singer and Jones (1965)' Anti-

**t iig canpaigns are acconpanied by gory pictures of cancerous mouths'

These are known as the 'Who says what to whom' form ofpersuasion'

Some ofthese techniques work, while others do not. The tlpe of audience,

the type ofmessages, and the existing attitude in the group are all important in

determining the success ofattitude change'

Cognitive APProach

In cognitive approach to attitude change, the role of cognitions in bringing about

cfrange is central. Here, the following two processes are involved, according to

the theoristswho ProPosed it:

(i) Heuristic-systematic model: It was proposed by chaiken ( I 980). These

models are similar in essence thouglr their language is different. In the heuristic

modef the peripheralroute ofpersuasion is dominant. Because the heuristics

ofleast effort inprocessing informationis the key, persuasionoccurs when

people attend to the more superficial aspects of a given message' So, attitude

change may occur because offactors like the expertise ofthe communicator,

attractiveness ofthe speaker. This theory suggests that shortcuts are used

to justify attitudinal change. This model though based on common sense

and is insufficient in explaining the process ofattitudinalchange.

(ii) Elaboration liketihood (ELM) model: It was proposed by Petty and

cacioppo (tg7g).ELM works on the assumption that there are two routes

to persuasion. The central route and the systematic route, which makes

peopte think carefully and deliberately about the message. Here, attention

il puia to the logic and cogency of the arguments presented- The evidence

prlsented to persuade ari also evaluated with care. So, there is a lot of

ifrinting and siftingbesides understanding the message and its contents. All

these indicat. urrilubotate cognitive process at work when persuasive

messages aimed at attitude change are received'
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The amount oftime people are \Milling to devote to processing a persuasive

message depends onthe motivations ofthe listener. Motivations tendto be higher

when the message has personal consequences for the audience (e.g', buying a

new car, anew job, etc.). Another factor that would bring the central mechanism

into play would be the ability of an individual to be able to clearly process in

understanding the nressageindepth. Whenthemessage is clearandtime is available,

then in-depth processing is likely to occur.

When motivation is low and the ability and times to process the information

is short, then attention is paid to the peripheral cues associated with the message,

these are the attractiveness, credentials ofthe communicator, etc. Here, the central

route is ignored and the peripheral route invohing heuristics takes over. The following

three factors are significant for the central route to come into play:

(i) Personal relevance: The bearing that the message has on one's goals.

(ii) One's knowledge about the issue: The more informed one is, the greater

the care and thoughtfulness with which the message is going to be processed.

(iii) The extent to which the message propels some action on the part of
the receiver: Example, the doctor suggests to the patient that he should

quit smoking. How much ofresponsibilityhe/she is willing to assume for his/

her health. Also, one has to explain the action to others, like family, friends,

office, doctor, etc.).

The peripheral route comes into play when motivation is low and ability to

attend is poor. People also tend to use the peripheral route, when they are distracted

by other tasks, like eating while viewing TV ads, or are tired, like a long hard day

at work, or are uncomfortably placed, iike travelling in a bus train, standing, or

when the messages are hard or incomplete.

The Heuristic and Elaboration Likelihood models have similar explanations

(refer Figure 3.3), but their language and expressions are different.

Central Hish Motivation Careful Qualiry of Determine

- Route-+ elaboiation * High + pcrusing -> argulnents 
-1' 

extent of
f SYsletnatic of attirude

/ information change

/
Persuasive
Message

\ Peripheral Low ela-
Route _; boration

Heuiristic

Motivation Casual 
Characteristics of Determine- Drocesslllg communicators' extent of+ Low +, of

informati< 
-* aftractiveness.* attitude)n 

expertise, etc. change

Fig. 3.3 Heuristic and Elaboration Likelihood Models

The extent of attitude change is based on the motivation to process

information carefullyor be taken inbyexternal factors.
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3.6 RESISTANCE TO PERSUASION

It is seen that even health-related persuasive messages in which most people have
vested interests, dces not result in sliift in attitudes in the desired direction. Why
do people rnaintain their original attitudes even ifit needs change? Several reasons
har.e bcen identified to explain this phenomenon. Some of them are as follows:

o Selectiye attention to information: Attending to details that conform or
sl.ipporl tiic existing attitudes, Eagly and Chaiken (1998). This means that
tve are tuned to focus on information that is in agreement with our attitudes
and we tune out information that contradicts it. in short, tune into supportive
informatic:i and tune out inconsistent information while attending to
in{brmation. Fcr example, we read in keeping with our own attitudes, vote
in temrs cf our ideologies, see programmes in keeping with our preferences,
ctc.

I Selective evaluation of information: Not onlydo we selectivelyattend
to or seek otrt infonnation on the basis ofour existing attitudes; but we also
tend to selectively evaluate information, that we take in. Accepting of
supportive infonnation and critical ofnon-supportive data; for example,
those who believe in astrology are noticeably engaging in this type of
evaluation. Ifa reasonable prediction is to be made, one would expect that
people, when faced u.ith contradictory evidence would adopt a more
balanced or moderate attitude. The opposite point ofview is known as the
Beliefpoiarizaiion hlpothesis. This states that people would dismiss evidence
that is contrary to their existing attitudinal position and obtain support from
evidence that is ccnsistent with their views. Studies done by several
researchers support this phenomenon. Mixed evidence ofimportance to
people rrakes them become even more strongly entrenched in their attitudes.
Religion is an illustration ofthis process in daily living.

Extendirig this Ditto and Lopez (1992) found that patients who receive
reports diagnosing that they are unhealthy, tend to downplaythe seriousness
of the diagnosis, the validity of'the tests, etc.

e Previous commitments: These also lead to resistance to persuasion; for
example, political allegiances are often passed fromparents to children.
Because ofthe family background? firany youngsters are deeply enmeshed
in their attitudes. one ofthe ways to change attitudes in such a situation is to
get people to make and accept public commitments on an attitudinal matter.
Kiesler (1971) found support for this attitudinal change variable. Public
commitments increase resistance to persuasion. This is explained using the
thought polarization hypothesis. Tesser et al. (1915) analysed people's
attitudes towards social issues like legalizing prostitution. They made
participants to think about tire issue for a little while. Then theyrequested
the participants to give a second rating on the subject. As a routine, it was
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found that they got stronger ratings towards the issue the second time. This
happened with both the opponents and proponents ofthe chosen attitude.

Extended thoughts and attitudes: More extended thoughts tend to
produce more extreme and entrenched attitudes. However, ifthere was no
pre-existing knowledge or motivation to think about an attitude, increased
thinking could yield a more altitude, about a given issue.

Knowledge and resistance: The ELM approach discussed earlier stated
that prior knowledge makes us scrutinize messages more closely. So people
with greater knowledge do resist persuasive messages, as compared to
those who have less knowledge on a given topic. Wendy and Wood (1982)
found that the less informed sffied their position more following persuasive

messages, than those who were well informed.

Attitude inoculation: This analogy has been borrowed frombiology. It
inplies that small doses ofattacks on one's beliefsystenr, prior commitrnents

and knowledge structures, provide us with immunity against larger, later
attacks. This becomes the basis ofresistance. This was proposed and studied

byMcGuive andPapageorgis (1961) and foundtohold. Resistance occurs
due to the pre-existing attitudes, knowledge, commitment and attitudinal
inoculation.

3.7 COGNITIVE DISSONAT{CE

When we are faced with a choice and we opt for one, we still have some regrets
about what we did not choose. There are times we do or say things against our
own convictions. Both these are examples of conditions that create feelings of
discomfort caused by conflicts between various beliefs/attitudes that we hold.
Sometimes the conflict arises due to the inconsistency between attitudes and
behaviour; for example, some people love animals, but still are non-vegetarians.

Dissonance is the struggle a person experiences when inconsistencies occur
between attitudes that we hold, or between our attitudes and actions. Dissonance

can be seen as a motivational state. Individuals experiencing dissonance are
motivatedto reduce it, also, it produces a feeling ofdiscomfort. There are three
ways in which dissonance can be reduced and they are as follows:

(i) Change your attitudes and/or behaviour, so ils to make them consistent; for
example, being married to a person, one does not like. Change the attitude
towards the partner and start believing that she/he is not unlikable or walk
out ofthe marriage. Both these processes would lead to reduction in the
conflict.

(if Obtain or recruit new information that supports one's attitude or behaviour;
for exanple, thinking, 'Conpared to my friends' nrarried life, mypartnership



is indeed tolerable,' or so many ofmy friends have divorced and ended a

bad marriage. So there is nothing wrong about divorce''

(O Minimize the importance ofthe conflict. For example, 'I have lived for

twenty-five years with someone whom I do not like. For the rest of my life,

these conflicts do not matter. I will manage, somehow.'

One ofthese three ways would reduce the dissonance and bring in a sense

ofbalance. The theory of cognitive dissonance was proposed by Leon Festinger

:r:,1957.

Change ofone or both attitudes is needed for reducing dissonance. Change

follows the path of least effort, as in other situations. Aronson, Fried and Stone

(1991) carriedout a series ofstudies involving forced compliance. This involved

getting people to do or say something they did not believe in. They used health

related issues for inducing hlpocrisy or lying, like safe sex. Agroup ofparticipants

had to encourage others to practice these responsible sexual behaviour.

Simultaneously, they were reminded that they themselves have not always practised

whattheyarenowadvocating. Thiswouldgeneratedissonance. Thiscanbereduced

by changing their attitudes about safe sex. This was revealed when 85 per cent of
these participants actuallybouglrt contraceptive devices the next time they engaged

in sex. This reduced their lying hypocritical attitude besides their actions.

Aronson and Mills gave subjects intwo conditions, large and smallrewards

for engaging in behaviour that was counter to their held attitudes. The experiment

consisted of two sets of female college students. One group had to undergo a

severe embarrassment test to join the group. The other set ofwomen were put

through amilder test ofernbarrassment. Finally, the members ofboththe grcups

were told that they cleared the test and were allowed to join. The severely

embanassed group seeflred to enjoy the task for which they enrolled with dfficulry

The other group that went through milder difficulties to enter the group did not find

the task that they were ultimatcly to perform much to their liking. The tasks that

both the groups had to perform were dull and turinteresting.

The severely initiated group had a lot ofdissonance because ofthe following

two inconsistent attitudes that theyheld:

(i) Underwent asevere initiaiion

(0 Had to perform a dull task, at the end

The severely embarrassed group changed their attitude ti'wards the task,

and perceived it as not so boring after all. In this way, the dissonance -was reduced.

The mildly initiated group had less dissonance because the intensity of the two

attitudes (mentioned earlier) that they held was low.

Inthis conditioq the dissonancewas less, so theydidnothave anymotivation

to change their attitude towards the task, they were required to perform' Hence,

they were able to view the task as dull because theyput less into the situation. So
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people, who suffer more, justify it by thinking that they like what they have. In real

life also one gets to see knowledge rewards lead people to believe that they like

what theyare doing. People working in corporate oflices, thai are detnanding and

leave little or no time for personal life, justrfz their lives (as the incentives are good)

on the ground that they enjoy their work hours, lifestyle, etc. Here. ihe attitude is

changed, so as to ieduce the conflict that could arise by not l.raving time or leisure

for selfor family.

Festinger and Carlsmith (1959) can'ied oilt a stuciy in which they gar.e

one group of subjects a small rervard ($1) and antither grolrp ($20) fbr teliinq

other participants-who were to come to particirate in the study-- that tirt:

tasks to do were interesting. In reality the task \vas a btrring routine one like
putting spools inatray, taking them ont and putting thein bsck. This had to be

done for half an hour.

Later, both sets ofparticipants were asked to indicate tireir own liking for
the tasks. This involved outright lying. The grolr-p that receiveel $ 1 to lie, repofied

likirrg the task more than the group that was paid $20. This was because the

former group had more dissonance as they had io lie lbr a srnli amouirt, while the

group that was paid more justified their lying i:L ien: is ,; itheir larg;r reward. The

less paid group had experienced more dissoi:ai",;e . 3,: thc,v trad to cirange their

attitude towards the dull task and perceive it as rLrl- s',r riirirteresting in order overcome

their dissonance.

Less leads to more effect was demonstrated b,v this study. More attitudinal

change comes when one has received a small relvard. The smailer the inducetnents.

the greater the change in attitude. Horver er. tliese predictio*s are valid otd'r w'hen

a free choice condition exists. People, u'ho have to accept srnaller salaries because

oflimited opportunities, are not gomg to chauge their aititudes tc,wartls the wark
theyhaveto engage in.

Does inconsistency really cause dissc'tlrt:ce I '-*ili,';:" r;.','j :;lri*r (1 9-')2i

are ofthe opinionthat dissonance andthe mcli\ ari.'ii iu ieJi:r:t: iL. pnl-rarily-comes

from feelings ofresponsibility for negati.;e trui.. i.'r, iicu. Sr l,'ircr: grecple are told ilrat

theirattitude-discrepant behaviourdoes not ieaci to hantfui efibcts, lcsser attitudc

change occurs, like lying helps someone, but does not irann others.

Ifthere is no dissonance, there is no possibility of atijt"irde change. We stili
believe that lyingisbad, but notwhenwe do it undei ;;peciai eire,:i,linstances (witlr

a view to helping someone). When people recognize that their rlifierent attitudes

or attitudes and behaviour do not fit together neatly. sonre di-sE-:c'n:fofi or prcssul'e

to change arises. This is reduced in several ways ta otrtain a reduction in ti-ie

feelings o f unpleasantne s s.
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3.8 PREJUDICE AND DISCRIMINATION: NATURE
AND COMPONENTS

Prejudice and discrimination are often used interchangeably in daily speech. Yet, 
I

they are different. Prejudice involves a negative attitude towards the members of
some social gouP, merely because oftheir membership in that group; for example,

oldpeople, mentallychallenged people, widows, etc. There is also an affective

response involved inthese negative attitudes. Discrimination is the unfiir treatment

ofmembers ofa given groups, because oftheir membership'

3.8.1 Nature of Prejudice and Discrimination

The following are the nature ofprejudice and discrimination:

o prejudice is a negative attitude while discrimination is prejudice in action.

When there is a possibility ofpunishment, then the prejudice does not ahvays

lead to discrimination; for example, caste based discrimination in public life

is punishable and therefore held under control, but it operates in personaU

social life.

o Some of our attitudes are ambivalent; they contain negative and positive

elements; for example, attitudes towards working women'

o Prejudice being a special type of attitude (generally negative) it operates as

a schema. This is a cognitive framework for organizing, interpreting, storing

and recalling informatioq Fiske and Taylor ( 1 984). So, prejudiced indMduals

tend to notice, encode, store and remember certainkinds of information

towards membersofaparticulargroup, that is consistent rn'iththeirprejudiced

orientation (Bodentausen and Wyer 1 985).

Components of prejudice and discrimination

prejudice as anattitude has three components. The cognitive component includes

the beliefs and expectations about members ofa given group, as well as the way in

which information is processed. The affective component refers to the negative

feelings experienced by prejudiced persons when they are in the presence of
members ofthe despised group. Even the thought of this is sometimes enough to

arouse negative emotions. The behavioural component involves the tendencies to

act in negative ways against the members of this group. This constitutes

discrimination

As prejudice and discrimination are frowned upon in modern, civilized life,

it has driven both these inclinations underground. Thus, subtle ways in which they

manifest are noticeable. Prejudiced people wish to harm the targets of their

prejudice without any cost or difficulties for themselves. So, they discriminate in

subtle ways, while concealing their negative attitudes. Three ofthese cofilmon

forms of subtle discrimination are as follows:
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(i) withholding uidfrom people:witltholding aid frompeople who

need it. For exanple, diverting development funds from the poor ncedy.

(ii) Engaging in tokcnism.. This involves engaging in trivial acts offavour

giving to mernbers of a prejudiced group, so as to deny any major

affirmative actions towards this group. For example, hire a person

who is physically challenged for an innocuous job, so that others need

not be considered for major employment. Promoting one woman to a

managerial position, to silence critics about sexual gender

discrimination, is agood example oftokenism.

(iii) Rnerse discrimination: People, who fit into a particular category

are given favours; for example, teachers grade students of a special

category more favourably in school not only as a wayofencouraging

them, but also because the expectations from such categories of
students are low. So, average students of a given category are rated

more favourably as compared to average students of the general

category Fayardo ( 1 985).

3.8.2 Acquisition of Prejudice

Prejudice is seen to exist inall societies since time immemorial. It is an ever present

danger and a threat to any society as it is anti-development. Three perspectives

canbeused forunderstanding the origins ofprejudice. Theyare as follows:

(i) The economic perspective: According to this view, groups develop

prejudices about one another and discriminate against each other, when

theycornpete formaterialresources. Religious groups, caste groups, regional

groups, language groups, gender groups, elite groups, etc', all carry out

activities to protect their own interests by attacking those who are seen as

threats to their existence.

(ii) Realistic-groups-conflict theory: Levine and campb ell (197 2) proposed

that groups confront each other over real economic reasons" Resources of
the earth are limited; for example, oil, goid, wateq etc. People have to

compete to access these valuable limited resources. When there is less to

go around, people are afraid of losing what they have or wish to gain more,

the competition intensifies. This theory also predicts that prejudice and

discrimination are likelyto be most among groups that standto lose from

another person's economic advancement. For example, working class

Anrericansfeelingmostthreatenedbylndiantechies. Chinashowingterritorial

aggression intheAsianregion. Ethnocentricity, religions intolerance, sexism

are all manifestations of such realistic conflicts.

(iii) The robbers and cave study: An example of inter-group conflict in a

s111nmer camp for young children,T_|l years ofage. Sheriffet al. (1961)

carried out an ingenious field studyto understand the phenomenon and the

i pro"ess involved in group conflict in a real-life situation. The :tudy consisted

| 
-oft*o 

groups ofboys who were to participate in a summr,r catnp. They



were screened for being typical ofmiddle class America. Theywere taken

to a distant place and no contact with family, friends, etc. was allowed.

They were parked in the wildemess, and had no electricity and other basic

amenities. They lived in tents. In the first phase of the experiment, all the

boys engaged in camp activities like pitching tents, cooking and cleaning,

besides playing games like basketball, swimming enacting skits and singing.

The boys were divided into two groups. Soon each group developed

cohesi',reness, gave themselves the names Eagles and Rattlers and were all

happytogether.

Inthe second phase of the experiment, the two groups participated in a

tournament. The'*,inning team would receive medals and a prized camp

possession-a pocket knife. The losing team would get nothing. The

tournament involvedbaseball, tug-of-war, treasure hunt and such games.

The groups were encouraged to compete as hard as they could.

As the toumament proceeded and the competition grew, the two groups

were seen hurling nanres and abuses at each other. The beginnings ofhostility

were clear. Fromwords, the hostilities descended to physical means. Fights in

the dining areas wefe seen, raids into each other's cabins were frequent, etc.

The internaldynamics ofthe groups changed as the competitive struggle

intensified. The members of their own group and their activities were

perceived favourably, while those of the other group were perceived,

negatively. In-group-out-groupcategorizationhaddeveloped. The'us-them'

notions were clearly perceptible. In the two weeks ofthe camp, conflict

arose and the group mernbers showed strong prejudice towards the other

because theywere competing for coveted prizes.

In the frralphase ofthe experiment, the resemchers (Sherifet al) attempted to

reduce the negative feelings and reactions. Merely increasing the amount of
contact between the groups, failed to improve the negativity between the

groups. So, a new condition was created. They were told that their only

source ofdrinking water was poisoned bysome forest animat They all had to

pitch in and work together to clean up the water source. Hectic joint activities

followed for the next two days. Both the groups worked close$to reach the

goal. Here, the attempt was to attain their common super ordinate goal of
cleaning the water source. Soon, the hostilities that had developed over the

two week due conpetition gave phce to cooperation to achieve their conrnon

goal. Once the water supplywas cleaned, the boys ofthe two gloups found

themselves feeling and behaving like comrades, all over again. The tensions

between the groups disappeared and friendships were seento develop across

the griruq:s. Many were seen watching games played by others, in a sporting

rnanner. l'he hostilities were absent and fun and togetherness reappeared.

The atmosphere was a happy and a non-conflict one.

This study demonstrated how cornpetition for scarce resources can quickly

lead to confliet and ftelings ofprejudice and thereafter give wayto discrimination.

Superoi{inate goals are those goals that transcend the interests ofany single group
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and that which canbe attained only, ifthe groups work together. This leads to

focus on the common goal and the meltlng away ofsub-group distinctions.

This economic perspective canbe applied to see how intergroup relations

in the world function. Teaching, research environmental causes, Sports, culture,

movies, etc., couldbe used forcreating greater corffnonalities as awayofreducing

hostilities. MahatmaGandhi's need-based life is one ofthe alternative, forreducing

conpetition.

3.8.3 Direct Intergroup Contact and Recategorizationi
The Motivational PersPective

People veryreadilydivide the world into 'us' and'them' categories; the group that

one belongs to is the 'in-group'; while those who belong to the other group are

called 'oui-grorp'. Even in fairly homogeneous groups, seemingly arbitrary and

meaningless criteria are used for creating such distinctions. The categories may be

as minirnal as place ofresidence, school, occupation, etc. Further, the 'uS'group

are viewed in favourable terms, while the 'them' group is seen in negative terms'

So, they are disliked as they are seen as possessing undesirable traits.

Tayfel and Turner (1979) demonstrated this in their studies. Some ofthe

members ofthe 'in-group' did not even aglee to meet the others, even through the

categoraation appeared purely arbitrary. This suggests that prejudice may stem

from our inherent tendency to categorize people into 'tls' and 'them'. Why does

this occur? Tayfel and others (197 1) call this mentality an attempt to be a part of a

group on the basis ofbare-minilnum characteristics; for example, those w'ho work

in tne fourttr floor, those who drive a car, as opposeel to a bike and so on. Even

when people do not know r,vho the other members ofone's group are, there is a

distinCt favouring ofthose rnho are ofone's group, as comparedto those outside

the group.

This distinction once formed and the basis is a substantial one. then the

consequences can be enoffnous and often disastrous. Religious intolerance is the

best exanple based on such a distinction. The 'us-them' categorization is a cognitive

one. This helps us to organize the world around us in a quick and easy way. How

does this distinction lead to favouring cne's group and being negative to the other?

For this motivational explanation is offered. Tayfel and Tumer propose the social

identitytheoryto explain this phenomenon. According to therq people desire their

,.nr. ofid.ntitynot only from their own accomplishments. but also fromthose of
the groups to which they belong; for example " 

people who studied in an Iv-v League

School in the US, people who belong to this political party, people who believe in

democracy, etc. tndividuals seek to enhance their self-esteemby identifying with

specific social groups. This strategy would work onl,v iftheir own gloup is seen as

being better thanthe other group(s). Since all groups carr.v out the same process,

the final result is one in which every group sees itself as superior to their rivals.

prejudice arises out ofthe conflict of social perceptions. To distinguish it from

reatstic-resource based completion, Tayfel calls this social completion. So, by

boosting the status ofone's group, one stands to elevate one's own self-identitl':



Our group identity is raised by perceiving other groups as being lesser.

Several studies have supported these suggestions. Meindel and Turner (1985)

observed that the need to enhance our seif-esteem would be gfeater, after recent

failure experiences. This led to situations where the out-gtoups were perceived in

extremely negative ways. For example, intemationally weak countries perceive

and evaluate the more strong and prospefous ones with a lot of contempt and

disdain and speak about themselves in morally, religiously and culturally superior.

These are the origins ofracial, ethnic, religious and sexist prejudices.

Caldini et al. (.197 6) saw. the tendency to ide:rti$ with winning teams in

sporting events, as a support for boosting the self. This is seen as basking in

reflected glory.This is why the victorious describe themselves as 'we are the

best" .unbeatable' and so on. People buy T-shirts, mllgs, caps, and other

memorabilia, to identify with a group and feel good about themselves. While they

rejoice in their group's achievenrcnts; they find denigration of the other group also

,utffiyirrg. This is the prejudicial outcome of identification with one's gtoup and

their successes.

Frustration-aggression theorY

One ofthe most cornmon outcomes ofliustration could be lashing out at objects

ofpeople in the rdcinity. A&ustrated motorist rvould honk more at other derivers

on the road. Similarly, this principle suggests that when hardships exist in society,

people are more prepared to display their prejudice and discrimination, than at

moderate times. However, often it is not permissible to lash out at the real source

ofour frustrations. Here, rve choose to displace our aggression onto suitable soft

targets. For example, ifwe have a bad day zt work we are likely to get angry at

the smallest ofthings when rn'e are back home. Kids, who are scolded by their

teacher, take it out on their weaker siblings and so on. This claim is clearly visible.

The frustration-aggression theory predicts that hardships in society could generate

ill-will towards minority or less privileged groups in society; who byvirtue oftheir

weaker position, are perceived as safe and vulnerable targets. Lynching, rioting,

sexual abuse ofchildren, women, etc., are examples of activities carried out by the

more powerful, but frustrated groups in society. against the weak. This is called

scapegoating. Ethnic, religious and other barriers erected against foreigners in a

counfiry, is indicative ofthis phenonrcnon caused by frustration in one's own society'

Many western countries find their workforce jobless due to outsourcing. India

and China are vieip.'ed as job-stealers, bythe developed countries.

The et.onomic and motivational approaches give some explanations about

the origins ..ri ;l unequal evaluations ofthe in-group and out-group as the basis for

the develop.n.cnt ofprejudice and discrimination.

3.8.4 Cognitke Intervention Prejudice

We catcgon;:e ereilthing. This senes the purpose ofsinpli$ring the world around

us. Stereotypes irelp us in the categorization process.
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Stereotypes conserve cognitive resources

Since the real world is far too big, unbelievably complex and also very transitory
it is not possible to know anything at all in sufiicient detail to deal with thing, in uny
meaningful way. Hence, the human mind reconstructs it into a simple*noa.t ,o
tfat it is more managgable, Liffinan ( 1922). Stereotypes enable us to engage with
these small scale models. Macrae and Bodenhuur.n 12000) state that stereotypes
are useful categories that help us process information efficiently. It is partictrlar$
useful when there is information overload, fatigue or distraction. firen the stereotypg
shortcut come in veryhandy.

The downside ofthe use of stereotypes involves occasional inaccuracies
and errors. It can lead to unfair and biased judgements as all people may not fit
into a stereotype. The information that is processed on the basis of stereotypes,
leads to enduring attitudes, even in the absence ofvaridity for holding them. this
results inprejudicial evaluations. Also, stereotypes can distort perceptions.

Biased information processing

It is irnportant to examine the processing that occtrs leading to inaccurate convictions
about people belonging to different groups. Dovidio,-Evans and Tyler (19g6)
found that data relerant to a particular stereotype are processed more quickly as
compared to irrelevant information. This also implies that aperson holdine a
stereotlpe pays attention to specific informatioir, ignoring other information. ThJse
maybe consistent with the stereotypes held. Ifinconsistent ffirmationoccurs, the
attempt would be to reduce the discrepancy by recalling facts that are consistent
with the existing stereotypes.

Stereotypes also determine that we remember and recall information that is
consistent. Stereotypes support prejudicial er,aluations bynoticing informationthat
is consistent with it. Th; result is the self,confirming ofthe stereofre. So exceptions
make a person readily choose supporting inforrnation. Thus, the cogrritir. prorlrrirg
itselfstrengthens thepresence and operation ofstereotypes. Th"eyget confirmed
by the selectivity of attention, storing, remembering und ,ecatting. rnis firmly
entrenches the prejudice.

Illusory correlation

This implies perceiving connections ofrelationship where none exist. This is an
unfortunate cognitive process at work. When twodistinct stimuli or events co-
occur; theyare perceived as correlated. For example, violent crimes and certain
types ofgroups (migrant labourers) both these stimuli are distinct. These two
categories are perceived as related to the crime. This is an instance ofillusory
correlation. Illusory correlation is an effoneous beliefabout a connection between
events, characteristics or categories that are not related at all. It is the paired
distinctiveness that stands out, because theyco-occur, Hamilton Gifford 1i0rc1.

Negative events have distinct impact on our affention. Iftheyare committed
by certain distinct group members. like migrant laboul then the distinctiveness
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maintain relationships that do not exist, in an erroneous manner, leading to the
prevalence of stereotypical views.

Finally, we have the selFfulfiiling prophecythat regulates manybehaviours
that almost validating the belief held by the perceiver. These are the cognitive
processes that explain how prejudices come about and are maintained, even in the
face ofcontrary information. Prejudice also enhances the selfis terrns ofa member,
because they see their group as superior to the other soup. Economic, motivational
and cognitiveprocesses give rise to prejudices and their continuedmaintenance in
people.

3.8.5 Competing Prejudice and Prejudice Based on Gender

Prejudice is a deadly poison that affects society. It drains the resources of any
goup. It is negative and unhealthy. Severalplans ofaction have been studied and
suggested, some ofthemare as follows:

o Learning not to hate or have a prejudice: Since bigotryhasbeen learned
fromparents, teachers, friends. media and other such significant sources,
(classical instrurnental conditioning and modelling), it is possible to unl,--am
the prejudices through these techniques. Parents and teachers can be
sensitized about their role in the development of prejudices and
discrimination This awareness could lead to discotraging their wards from
learning prejudiced attitudes.

Teachers can provide opportunities for students to experience the unfair
discriminations that canbe frced ifprejudice anddiscriminations are mounted
on thenl in role play situations.

Through these procedures, the chain of hate can be broken. The result
could be an understanding ofthe evils ofprejudice and discrimination and
thereby a reduction in such behaviour and thinking.

o Direct inter-group contact: Thepresence ofprejudice leadsto segregation
of people of both sides. The victims as well as the perpetrators. This
separation could result in increasing the negative attitudes about each other.
Since no social interactions exist betweenthe two groups who are hostile to
each other, neither gets to see the other in fair and non-prejudicial terms.
Stephan (1985) proposed the contact hypothesis whereinthe two group
members could get better acquainted with the other and realize that they
are similar to each other than was thought to be. People who are perceived
to be similar are more likelyto view each other favourably. Contact would
also throwup inconsistent infonnationonaregularbasis. Thiscould challenge
the negative schema and change could arise. Direct contact would also lead
to the destruction ofthe perception of out-group homogeneity. All these
raise hope for attacking prejudices.

However, a few conditions of contact have to exist for prejudices to be
lowered. Theyare as follows:

7t Se(-Instructional Materiol



o Contact must be between groups who are equal in terms of social,

economic and task-related status. For example, similar vocations,

incomes, education and other standing in society. Contact between

owners ofan industry and tlre enrployees are not on equal relationship.

Here, contact lvould not help inprejudice reduction. Ifthere is unequal

status, the contact could lead to strengthening ofthe existing prejudicial

attitudes.

o Contact should involve cooperation and interdependence. These

conclitions would lead to the pursuit of shared goods. Hence,

competitionwould case and each group might be more favourably

disposed to the other. This can foster change'

o The contact should occur on an informed note. This would make people

shed their roles and expectations associated with it. This one-on-one

interaction is ideal for breakrng stereotypes and initiating changes.

o The contact must happen in a setting where the group norm would

favour equality and closer associations between the groups. For

example, a sporting event, or a cultural meet.

o The groups must conscious$ act in ways that disconfirm the stereotypes

thatLe held by each other; for example, teachers can wear casual

clothes and dance and display less rigidity, show more openness and

friendliness besides engaging in activities that students, prefer (games,

jokes, watching movies, going forpicnics, etc. are suitable activities,

for disconfirming prejudices).

o Each person must view the member of the other group as typical

representative oftheir respective groups. This would help in gener alifug

these pleasant contacts to other personand situations, also'

Cook (1985) found that prejudice between groups does get reduced if
contact occurs in some or most ofthese conditions. In real life the cases of

integrated schooling is an exanple ofattenpts at prejudice reductioq through

direct contact. The concept ofinclusive education also has this as the basis.

o Mindfulness in thinking: Since people are 'cognitive misers' in terms of

processing information, we quickly categoizeand allowthe stereotypes to

tperate inlhoughtless numner. Thisresults inthe nraintaining ofthe existing

prejudiced attitude. Since the group membership is the most inportant basis

of ift" categoruation, one fails to notice the other characteristics ofthe

individual in question. So to combat this, people are trained to see and

behave more mindful$toward others'

Longer, Bashner anrJ Chanowitz (1985) taught children to think and act

towards children with challengers in a thoughtful way. They found that those

who were coached to adopt a mindful set demonstrated less prejudice

towards this group ofpersons. This entire process aims at getting people to

think of challenged persons in tetms oftheir skills and abilities and not in
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terms ofthe social category to which they belonged.

Becoming aware ofindMduals and theirparticulars is a sure wayto lessen
prejudice that occurs due to mindless categorization.

Prejudice based on gender

The division ofmen and women is biological. However, the stereotypes involving
the female gender, is highly culturally dependent. Because men are physically
muscular and stronger, and women gentler and delicate, the traits associated with
men and women are different. Men are seen as assertive, confident, decisive,
ambitious, etc., while women are percei'ed as passive, dependent, in.recisive,
etc. These are stereotypes and in keeping with these cognitive make up, positive
traits are associated with men and negative traits with women. once the stereotype
is inplace, themalegroup perceiveshimselfas being superiorto women. Differences
in the stereotypes between men and women *uy b. partly true, but the extent to
which they exist are more a myth than in reality, Eagh *i carti ( t qs t ).

Cnrcx YouR PRoGRESs

5. What factors does the attitude-beha'iour link relate to?
6. How is the strength of association between an attitude object and its

memory helps in object evaluation?

7 . Define beliefpolarization hypothesis.

8. Definediscrimination.

9. What are the three components ofprejudice?

3.9 GENDER STEREOTYPES: DISCRIMINATION
AGAINST FEMALES

Many societies have accorded legal rights to women, but this does not imply equal
or comparable treatment with men This means that u,omeq like many other groups,
face insidious forrns ofprejudice anddiscrimination in livirrg. various forms of
gender discrimination in society areknown conectively as ixism. women are
excluded fromcertain types ofjobs, training and sociai organtzations. In most
societies, women are prevented from holdingiocial and pofittal power. prejudice
against women exists and this leads to negative outcome, fo, botLrr*, and women
in daily living. India, which is a highly son-obsessed soeiety, the preference for the
male child has led to selective determination. Even after birth, the female infant is
often neglected, malnourished and at the mercy of others all the time, without any
attempt at empowering her. Therefore. she grows up to be an emaciated,
impoverished and less productive adult.



3.9.1 Gender Stereotypes and Communication

Communication theory byMulvaney, proposes two assunptions related to gender

notions, inwomen. Theyare as follows:

(i) Communication is epistemic: This means that communication is the

medium bywhich we come to know things that exist. Gender is socially

constructed through caricatures and others symbols, like the waywomen

and girls are referred to, talked about, picturized, the symbols like dress,

jewellery etc. associatedwiththem. Pictures, movies, caricatures and other

sources like music, dolls, stories, mythologies, etc., all add to these ways of
knowing about women. Notions ofbeing male and female are also learnt

through other concepts; for example, 'Boys don't cry;, 'Women are

emotional creatures', etc.

(ii) Allcommunicationis axiological: Thissuggeststhat allcommunicationis

value-laden. No language is neutral in the true sense. All communication,

exhibits an attitude. An attitude is a forerunner of action. All actions have

consequences. Communication is also the process by which we learn to be

male or female and to behave sex-appropriately. From very early in life,

girls andboys are exposed to different tinguistic practices, like as follows:

a. How women are to be talked to and how women are expected to

talk.

b. Men and women also learn the way in which language is used. For 
I

example, women are scatter brained, men are cogrageous. These are

value laden communications that also teach men and women how to

use langUage and also recognize how language usage is different for

the genders.

Women are told to speak soft ly and also soften their messages. Women are

identifiedbytheirassociationwithmen. Forexanrple, daughterof wifeof, which

signifies maleness is a general norm. Awoman physician is still referred to as lady

Doctor. We are taught about gender through the use oflanguage. This is manbulated

in favour of men and against women. This is one ofthe ways bywhich negative

stereotype about women emerge.

Religion, mythology, philosophy, science, etc., also create gender related

concepts that are unfavourable to women. These are then embedded in societal

vahres. Religionalso legitimisescertainmyththroughthepotencyoftheirnanatives.

We can take Adam and Eve as an apt example. Eve was created later, and is

personified as a'temptress'. Also, the suffering, devoted, obodient, dutiful Sita,

*ift ofRu*u, the prophet having manywives, etc., are other examples. In fact,

the concept ofGod is rnale inallreligious, exceptionHinduisrn Allthese addup to

the creation ofthe web ofmeaning in terms ofmaleness and femaleness, even

while describing men and women, men are described as assertive man, swinging

bachelof etc., and a woman is described as 'frustrated spinster', etc. Homes and

schools also contnbute to sexist attitudes by the way language is used and behavior.us
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are seen. Girls are generallyput to do household work, while boys are allowed to
play and be outdoors. School textbooks portray girls sweeping the floor, while
boys are shown flying kites, etc.

In modem times media generated messages are powerfulmeans ofconveying
male and female representations; for exampte. women us objects ofsexualpteasurl
orphysicalappeal. The advertising industryfullyexploits thislangu,age is a medium
to develop a worldview. Through language, the world view abouiwomen is created
and sustained.

Language is a medium ofcommunication and a guide to social realify. Ttrough
language, social roles are another basis for the gen-cler stereotypes coming into
play' Men have been the traditional hunters while the women have been the home
and hearth keepers. So, this 'outside the home-inside the home' distinction in
terms of social roles have become invested with traits that are suitable for each of
the roles. Masculine traits were aggression outgoing, etc., while feminine traits
were caring, selfless, etc. Graduany, the outgoing masculine traits were viewed
positively and the feminine traits negativery. women who work outside the home
are perceived to be possessing masculine traits. So, the roles played by individuals,
regardless oftheir true sex, determined how they ur. p.r..i-*d.

The roles women are engaged in does contribute to gender stereotype.
This position has an optimistic note in that as women enter ner.ver fields and take
on newer roles, changes in the existing gender stereotypes are bound to occur.
women as fighter pilots, executives ofcompanies, poHcl personner, etc., are sure
to make several stereoq/pes. weak.

3.9.2 Discrimination against tsemales

The India Parliament is unable to pass the legislation, reserving 33 per cent of
seats forwomen, inthe last threedecades. Menare its biggest opponents. This is
because no group that is enjoying power orprivileges *isrres io erode its base.
So, men do not wish to lose control over their moropolirti. situation. such a move
could change the fbce oflndia and the way the country is governed. However, it is
not allowed to happen, this is blatant discriminatlon. tn ttre unorganized sector,
women still do not get equal pay for equal work. In other respects women hold
low-paying, low status jobs. In households, the work done biwomen is treated
with disdain. Their work does not actually count. These are subtle forms of
discrimination at work.

The girl child, if allowed to be born, is not sent to school in many parts
of the world. This is because ofthe perceptions about the value of educating
the girl. Maths is seen as more important for boys as compared to girls, basel
on career needs at the adult stage. This leads to a weeding out ofwomen from
lhe 

high paying jobs in science, engineering, etc. This discrimination has cyclical
implications.



Attrihutions made about male and female achievements

Deaux (1982) found that successful performance by males and females were

assigned different attributions. Male success rvas generally seento be the result of

inteLal factors, such as ability and intelligence, while female success at similar task

was attributed to external factorS like and easy task, a piece of luck, and so on'

Evaluations such as these are important for rewards like promotions, pay raises,

and greater responsibilities. The kind ofattributions one makes to achievements

has important outcomes in the working world' Another damaging aspect of such

attributions is that often evaiuators expect less from female employees. This also

colours their ratings of female workers in a negative way' They are rated lesser

than their male counterparts irrespective oftheir perfornance levels.

Attributional bias in successful performance

In attributional bias, men and women are equal in terms oftheir levels of success,

but the rewards and recognitions are not equalbecause the perceptions differ'

Major and Kumar (1984) found that business graduates (men and women) had

different pay expectations from the recruiters. So these expectations played out in

the differintials in salaries received. However, newer studies show that there is a

sffi inratings, employment opportunities, salaries, etc., fromabiasedone against

females to amore equitable one. Womenstill face and sufer serious problems at

home and in the workplace.

Masked sexism

Masked sexismcan also be called benevolent sexism. Ail sexismhas negative and

positive components. However, some attitudes like sexism are ambivalent' In a

rtoay Uy Cti.t and Fiske (200 1 ), where 1 5,000 tnen and women were interviewed

in nineteen nations, they found that benevolent sexism often coexists with hostile

sexisrn This means that negative perceptions, where womenwere believedto be

neglecting the home, usurping men's jobs, etc., were prevalent alongside attitudes

tha't women used protection, used to be treated with chivalry etc' (positive

attributions). Theyarguedthat suchpartlypositive stereotypes are farfrombeing

benign. Also, they could be especially resistant to change' One ofthe outcomes is

thatihe holder of such a stereotype can easily deny anyprejudice existing in a

person; for example, those who worship Goddesses or adorn cars, walls, etc.

wittr, paintings ofmovie actresses, etc., do so because theyhave a romantic notion

of these female idols. All these are the positive orientations towards females.

However, when ordinary rvomen in one's life do not fulfil these expectations, then

it is easy to denigrate them as undesirable. This in effect means that women who

conform to the patriarchal notions and ideals are rewarded and viewed positively.

Benevolent sexism is a true inhibitor of equality

Those with ambivalent attitudes act positivelytowards the members ofthe group

only ifthey fulfil the idealized images ofwhat the group members should be' Anyone

*nt Aeviates from this is found to be treated with hostility, like some men, wish to
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marry educated but non-working women. Education ofwomen is seenpositively,
but working is viewed negatively. This generallyimplies independence, financial
control, outdoor freedom, etc. Many men find this to be ti,eatening and are
incapable ofhandling it.

3.9.3 Sexual Harassment

Sexual abuse that operates in the world ofwork and outside the home is generally
referedto assexualharassment. This istheuse ofone'spositionto forceunwarted
sexual demands on someone. It generallyhappens in situations ofunequalpower,
like master and servant, teacherlcoach andstudent, male and female, adult and
child, lender and receiver, etc. women in inforrnal labour force, who are paid daily
wages and others who lack job alternatives, are particularly wlnerable to sexual
abuse/harassment at work.

Sexual harassment cannot be treated as a personal matter as it happensLrvuL uduu(rr us rreareo as a personal matter as it
within the occupational sphere. If it is viewed as a structural factor, it :

,r *,ur r,w vuvupalruuin Ulrrsre. rr lI rs vlewed as a structural factor, it is easy to
understand why sexual abuse is workplace related. To begin with, the employer_employer-
employee power relationship is at work. Here, wome;r...;;;;;;*d;;;.
viewed as sexual objects. Often, females are hired for their sexual attributes, like
young and attractive, besides theirjob qualifications.

Sexual harassment is generally a no-name social problem
Sexual harassment is unspeakable as a rule. So, most women suffer it silently.
None relate it to their disadvantaged position in the market place. Gradually, with
wom€n's emancipation and awareness, this has become recognized as a social
problenl specifically at the workplace.

Sexual harassment may constitute a single encounter at work or several
incidents. It can be a condition for being hiredretained, promoted, etc. sexual
harassment can be viewed as existing on a continuum ofieverity and unwanted
advances. lt can be verbal, or physical like being ogled at, brushed against the
bofx friendlypats, squee:rng, pinching, grabbingthe arnl catching one alone, any
indecent proposition and threats ofloiing a job and forced sexual relations.

verbal sexual harassment may take the form ofpersistent comments on a
woman's body, or parts ofthe body or talk ofintrnate details ofsexual experiences,
etc. Pornography is used at times. Touching inappropriately is often described as
being affectionate, and so on. There is often *Lr" tt un one t14pe ofharassing
behaviour present, so a single harasser may fit more than one category. Following
are brief summations of each type :

o Power'player: Legaflytermed 'quidpro quo, harassment, these harassers
insist on sexual favours in exchange for benefits they can dispense because
oftheirpositions in hierarchies; getting or keeping a job, fivourable grades,
recommendations, credentials, projects, promotion, orders, and othei types
ofopporhrnities.



c MotheilfatherJigare or the counsellor-helper: These harassers will try
to create mentor-like relationships with their targets, allthe while masking

their sexual intentions withpretences towards personal, professional, or

academic attention.

. One-of-the-gang: Harassment occurs when gfoups of men or women

embarrass others with lewd comments, physical evaluations, or other

unwanted sexual attention. Harassers rnay act individuaily in order to belong

or impress the others, or groups may gang up on a particular target.

. Serial hurusser: Harassers ofthis type carefullybuild up an image, so that

people would find it hard to believe theywould do anyone anyharm. They

plan their approaches carefully and strike in private so that it is their word

against that oftheir victims.

o Groper: Whenever the opportunity presents itself, these harassers' eyes

and hands begin to wander, engaging in unwarfed physical contact that rnay

start innocuouslybut lead to worse.

. OpportunisL' Opportunists use physical settings and circumstances, or

infrequently occurring opportunities, to mask premeditated or intentional

sexual behaviour towards targets. This will often involve changing the

environment in order to minimize inhibitoryeffects ofthe worlqlace or school

or taking advantage ofphysical tasks to 'accidentally' grope a target.

o Bully: In this case, a harasser uses physical threats to frighten and separate

two would be lovers who wilfully are engaging with each other. The intent

ofthe harasser can be due to a range ofreasons such asjealousy, or their

own hidden sexual agendas. Normally, the harasser attempts to physically

separate the two using their size or threats ofphysical violence until they are

satisfied bythe separation or canpursue their own sexual agenda against

one ofthe victims.

t Confidanlz.'Harassers ofthis tlpe approach subordinates, or students, as

equals or friends, sharing their own life experiences and difficulties, sharing

stories to win admiration and sympathy, and inviting subordinates to share

theirs so as to make themfeel valued and trusted. Soon these relationships

move into an intimate domain.

o Situutional harasser: Harassing behaviour begins when the perpetrator

endures a traumatic event (psychological), or begins to experience very

stressful life situations, suchas psychological ormedicalproblerns, marital

problems, or divorce. The harassment will usually stop ifthe situation changes

or the pressures are removed.

o Pest: This is the stereotypical'won't take "no" for an answer'harasser

who persists in hounding a target for attention and dates even after persistant

rejections. This behaviour is usuallymisguided, withno malicious intent.

o Great gallant: This mostly verbal harassment involves excessive

compliments and personal comments that focus on appearance and gender,
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and are out ofplace or embarrassing to the recipient. Such comments are
sometimes accompanied by leering looks.

o Intellectual sedacer.'Most often found in educational settings. these
harassers will tryto use their knowledge and skills as an avenue to gain
access to students, or information about students, forsexualpurpor"r. Th"y
may require students participate in exercises or 'studies, that reveal
information about their sexual experiences, preferences, and habits.

o Incompetenf These are socially inept individuals who desire the attentions
of their targets, who do not reciprocate these feelings. They may display a
-sense of entitlement, believing their targets should feel flattered bytheir
attentions. when rejected, this type ofharasser mayuse bullying methods
as a form ofrevenge.

o stalking.' Persistent watching, following, contacting or observing ofan
individual, sometimes motilated bywhat the stalker believes to be love, or
by sexual obsession, or by anger and hostilitv.

o unintentional: Acts or comments of a sexual nature, not intended to
harass, can constitute sental harassment ifanother penon feels uncomfortable
with such subjects.

Effects of sexual harassment and the (often) accompanying retaliation

Effects ofsexualharassment canvarydepending onthe individuaf andthe severity
and durationofthe harassment. Often, sexualharassment incidents fallinto the
category ofthe 'merely annoying'. However, many situations can, and do, have
life-altering effects particularly when they involve severe/chronic abuses, and/or
retaliationagainstavictimwho doesnot zubmit to theharassment, orwho conplains
about it openly. Indeed, psychologists and social workers report that severe,tlyonic
sexual harassment can have the sarne psychological effects as rape or sexual assault.
Backlash and victim-blaming can further aggravate the ef;lects. Moreover, every
year, sexualharassment costs hundreds ofmillions ofRupees in lost educational
and professional opportunities, mostly for girls and \r/^men.

Common effects on the victims

Commonprofessional, academic, financial, and socialeffectsofsexualharassrnent
are as follou,s:

o Decreased work or school performance and increased absenteeism.

o Loss ofjob or career, loss of income.

o Having to drop courses. change academic plans, or leave schoovcollege.
o Having one's personal life exposed to public scrutiny-the victim becomes

the 'accused' and his or her dress, Iifestyle, and private life will often come
underattack.

. Being objectified and humiliated by scrutinyand gossip"
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o Becoming publicly sexualized (i.e. groups ofpeople "evaluate" the victimto

establish ifhe or she is 'worth' the sexual attention or the risk to the harasser's

career).

o Defamation ofcharacter and reputation.

e Loss oftrust in environments similar to where the harassment occurred.

o Loss of trust in the types of people that occupy similar positions as the

harasser or his or her colleagues.

o Extrerne stressuponrelationships with significant others, sometimes resufting

in extreme stress on peer relationships, or relationships with colleagues and

evenmarriage.

o Weakening of support network, or being ostracized from professional or
academic circle s. Friend s, c o lleagues, or family may distance themselve s

from the victinr, or shun him or her altogether"

o Having to relocate to another city, another job, or another schooVcollege.

o Loss ofreferences/recommendations.

Some ofthe psychological and health effects that can occur in someone

who has been sexually harassed are depression, anxiety and/or panic attacks,

sleeplessness andior nightmares, thame and guilt, difficulty in concentrating,

headaches, fatigue or loss ofmotivation, stomachproblems, eating disorders (wetght

loss or gain), alcohotrisnl feeling betrayed and/or r4olated, feeling angry or violent

towards the perpetrator, feeling powerless or out of control, increased blood

pressure, loss ofconfidence and selfesteem, withdrawal and isolation, overall loss

oftrust inpeople, traumatic stress, post-traumatic stress disorder (?TSD), conplex

post-traumatic stress disorder, suicidal thoughts or attempts, and suicide.

Combating sexual harassment

Some legislative methodswhich are strictly enforced are needed. The socialization

practises for the girl and boy in individual homes where respect and equalityto

both are sho*.n, should be developed. The partnership of men and women and

boys and girls si.culd bc encouraged in all walks oflife.

3.10 INTERPERSOI{AL ATTRACTION: GETTING
ACQUAINTED AND BECOMING FR.IENDS

Attraction can exist between equitableness, friends, co-workers, nletitors. lovers,

and several others. It canbe based on several factors that are as fbllr"rws:

(i) Intellectualstimulation

(ir) Respect for each other's opinions (beliefs)

(iii) Sexualarousal

Attraction can be conscious or unconscious, based on thoughts, or simply

gut-feelings.
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exposure is propinquity, which means physicalproxinrity. It is common sense that

it is possible to become friends, onlyif one meets another often erurugh, develops

positive feelings and then extends it into friendship. The most known examples are

school students who live in the neighbourhood, or travel by the same bus, or part 
,

ofan athletic team, becoming friends. Or ifthe parents are friends and visit each 
I

other, the children develop f iendships. College mates in a similar discipline, hostel, 
l

clubs, society, etc., too become friends easily and Some even get married. Similarly

colleagues in a department or on a similar assignment are likely to develop

fiiendship, readily, as also those who share bus or car pool tbr travel' Aprofessor

and student could become friends, becanse oftheir constant interaction and other

intellectual similarities. This principle is behind arranged marriages as well. Ifyou
live and interact with or person constantly, and there are some commonalities like

background, ftrod, language, religion, etc., the chances of liking each other are

indeed, high.

Proximity leads to &iendship as it enhances possible encounters. There is

also the notion offunctional distance, a distance which encourages contact between

certain people and discourages contact between others. The positioning ofhouses,

room windows, staircases, hallways, corridors, all form one part ofthe fi.urctional

distance. Some ofthese facilitate, wlrile others inhibit contacts. Friendships in an

academy seemed to foilow this propinquity principle, based on firnctional distance'

This factor canbe seen to work across age, Occupations, etc., in streets, housing

societies, colonies, etc.

3.10.1 Proximity and Emotions: Explaining the Propinquity Effects

There are tkee main factors which make propinquity lead to friendships. They are

asfollows:

(i) Availability or simple contact

(ir) The tendencyto be nice to people, whomwe often encounter

(ii! The comfort created by repeated exposure

Availabilitydueto proximityis inducedhigher. However, it is also possible

that people we dislike, also live nearby, like an unfriendly or noisy neighbour.

Proximitvnot onlymakes friendship likely, but it also encourages it. This makes

the liking stronger. Initral$, proximity leads to casual contacts fromwhich friendshbs

couldgrow. Withoutcausalmeetings, grcetings, etc. inproximity, friendshipswould

rarelydevelop.

The effect of anticipating interaction makes people expect and thereafter

like the person better. Darley and Berscheid (1967), in a study told half the

participants t*at they would meet student A; the other half were told that they

wouid meet si*,Jent B. The two students were similar onboththe counts. Yet each

grollp liked that student whom they expected to meet more than the other.

Favourable expectations lead to favourable/positive behaviour. However, there

are instance: rvhen famiiiarity does lead to dislike. Yet, the positive relationship to

familierity is a co;npelling one. Thus, it can be concluded that we are nice to
people whom we expect to meet.
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P.A. Nutting (1987) studied and found supporr for that third reason of
propinquity leading of friendship based on the idea that with repeated exposure,
the anxietyand doubts about the unknown is absent. This is indeed comforting
and therefore naturallyoerceived to be appealing. F.c. Bernstein (1992, lggl\
found that for stimuli which are subliminal (below the threshold of awareness),
repeated exposure is more effective than supralirninal ones (above the aw6reness
threshold). This technique is used to manipulate consumer behaviour through
advertising.

Propinquity does not claim 100 per cent effectiveness in bringing about
atkaction, but it certainly increases the possfoiiity. One needs to be in the proximity
to increase the chances ofbecoming friends. Proximityis apotent determinant of
friendship.

Similarity. people tend to like others, who are similar to themselves, E.
Berscheid and H.T. Reis ( 1998).

Studies show that couples have more sirnilar interests and likings than a
randompair. The factors of similarity included social class, religion and physical
characteristics. Sorne ofthe factors are as follows:

. Complementarity: This is the tendency for people to seek out others with
characteristics that are different from and that complement their own. This
is the counter theory to sirnilarityas the basis ofattraction. Heterosexuality
is the best biological exanrple ofcomplementarity. Adependent p.rron run
benefit from someone who is dorninant. or a quiet p.iru, *uy get arong
well with one who likes to talk and so on. The yin and yang or notions ofthe
trinityin Hinduisrn-Brahma, vishnu and Shiva-are supreme examples of
complementarity. However, complementarity is best onlywhen limited to
personalitycharacteristics and their resultant functions. Complementarityof
attitudes orbeliefs could lead to disharmony: People from diflerent ethnic
lack grounds. religions, beliefs. etc. have to overcome these differences to
relate to each other in a healthy manner.

o Similarity: A hard worker may not want to be with one, who is lazy.
S imilarity pro mot es attraction by validating one's beliefs and orientations :
for example, religion. fan of adventure sport. etc. Sirnilarity also facilitates
smooth interaction. This makes it easierto carrythe friendship forward; for
example, being a vegetarian, an environmentalist, etc. It is also expected
that similar others like us, this tendency makes for fuither smoothness in
interactions.

We also believe that similar others have qualities that we like. The values,
tastes, habits, etc. ofpeople similarto us, wouldbebothright andacceptable
to us. This is a great facilitator of interaction leading to ciose fricndships.

o Physical attractiveness: This is one ofthe most powerful determinants <lf
interpersonal attraction. Attractive people trave a distinct advantage in most
situations. Attractiveness draws attention immediately. This is more important
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inthe initialstages ofarelationshipthanlateron inarelationship' Empirical

research also supports this tbrrnulation. Attractiveness has the advantage of

'halo effect'-the view that attractir,'e people possess other positive qualities'

Neediess to say that attractive people have winning personalities. In

conversations also, attractive persons are listened to better, others respond

more energetically, etc., giving them real advantages in interaction. Attractive

infants receive moreplayful attention frorndoctors, nurses, mothers, etc',

than tJ"e less attractive ones. llhis advantage continues through school, college

and even into adult 1itb.

Attractiveness is more important in detemilning outcomes inaworrmn'S life,

than in a man's life. So beauti/ can trarr'slate into power for women Cleopatra

is a historical legend of-beaut-v and appeal. Physical attractiveness is inportant

forthe following three reasons:

o Immedi{ttely visible: It groups intelligence, competence, character,

etc. easily. lt is a demonstrable virtue'

o Prestige: Having an attractive partner indicates your capacity to be

able to draw an appealing and desirable person. Being seen in the

companJv of attractive womenboosts a man's image' It even has a

benefieial irnpact on a man's income, status, etc'; for example'

Aishwarya Rai-Bacchaq adding to her hu-sband's and family's prestige

byher sturu:ing lor:ks.

o Biological reason: Fhysical attractiveness is based on evolution'

nhysical attractiveness is associated with reproductive fitness. So by

nuating w-ithphysically fit people, the genes can be passed on. This is

a hr-fetched link. vet it has some merit and many takers' This is more

valid in the case of women, as compared to men. This is a form of
investment in the offsPring.

Typicalhl women lcok for mates lvhose bodil,vcharacteristics arepowerful

(Muscles, height, etc.). Allthese are related to the providing role.

Theoretical citations on attraction

Inter.nersonal attraction is chiefly based on proxtmitl', similarity and physical

attractir,eness. The conceptual framework for interacting these notions ofatffaction

have to be examined. They are as follorvs:

(i) The rewardframework: We tend to like those who provide rewards; at

least th+se rn ho make us feel good, win our affection. The rewards can

come ii", lire form ofphysical attractiveness, proximity and similarity (comfort

ic vt:ll

(ii) Scrcd*f- *,:clrunge framework: According to this view people tend to

rnaxnrize rheir ownutility (feelings of satisfaction, well-being) fromtheir

inrere{-rri,3ns with others. So the three bases- proximity, similarity and

plrysii:ai aitractiveness all add to the utility ofan interaction.
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(ttt) Eqaity theoryframework: People are motivated to desire fairness and
equity in which rewards and costs are equal for individuals involved in the
interaction. So, one looks around forthe most favourable ofinteractions.

_ This explains why some pretty girrs settle for a man with ordinary looks,
because ofthe wealth he commands. Herein lays the equitybetween beauty and
health.

Emotions and attraction

Human experiences of daily living are full of emotions. Affect or feelings are
described in terms of being positive or negative. Specific emotions are also
recognizable; for example, fear, sadness, joy, etc. Several studies have known
that these emotions do influence our overt behaviours. Music is an example.
Shopping malls and stores play soft, piped music to induce people to buy more.
Lighting is anotherconditionthat couldalterthe moodandthereforethebehaviour.
Sometimes, the affect can be created by the mood ofthe other person. we all feel
happy and good in a fun atmosphere. Depressed people and their ttroughts make
us feel sad. Smiling at a stranger could lead to the retum of a smile" women have
been shown to return smiles more than men; but a woman,s smile is more likely to
be returned by men than a man's smile. people in a positive mood have been
found to communicate more than those in a negative mood. These suggest that
moods influence attract ion.

Social interaction in itselfis sure to arouse emotions. The affect is generally
a positive one. Acompliment always results in a positive emotion, while an insult is
bound to create negative feelings. When a male and female meet for the first time
and the beginning ofthe conversation have been traced, it has been found that
those using a direct opening line like a ,Hello,, ,How 

are 1.ou?,, 
,Do you like thi15

sport?', etc., were rar:d as more desirable than those using smart lines, like, ,Do
you likejunk food?', etc. (refer Exhibit 3.2).

General

Bar
Restaurant

Supermarket

Laundromat

Beach

Hi.
Do you want to dance?

I haven't been here before.
What's good on the menu?

Can I help you to the car with
those things?

Want to go have a beer or cup of
coffee while we're waiting?
Want to play frisbee?

Your place or mine?

Bet I can outdrink you.

I bet the cherry piejubilee
isn't as sweet as you are.

Do you really eat that junk?

Those are some nice undies
you have there.

Let me see strap rnarks"

Source: Based on datafrom Kleinke, Meeker and Staneski. 19g6.

Exhibil 3.2 Making a Good First Impression

Making a good first impression: Say something .rt., irro"uor{ o. di.".t?
Most-Preferred Opening
Lines

Least-Preferred Opening
Lines

Setting



Sometimes, when we are in a pleasant mood, we like not just others more,

but almost everyone who are there or the conditions that exist at that time. The

friend of a friend is also liked, a particular place or type of food is liked; all this

because ofthe positive emotions that were aroused during the encounter. Certain

sounds, colours, etc. gets associated with feelings. Moods affect positive feelings

and inturn determine the extent ofattractiveness.

3.11 THE NEED TO AFFILIATE AND REACTIONS
TO OBSBRVABLE CHARACTERISTICS

All humans have the innate desire to associate with other people. Affiliation meets

the words for approvaf support, friendship and information. We also seek conpany

to allay fear or anxiety; for example, visiting a person who is unwell is a form of
reassurance, people who are scared, seek more company. LeonFestinger (1954)

proposed that people need others to be able to evaluate themsehes by comparison

with others in a group, who are similar to us. People differ in their need to affiliate.

This need determines the desire to connect to and be with other; for example,

Facebook, e-mail, etc., apart fromthe ordinarytelephone. There are varieties of
motivations that rest on the affiliation need. Friendship motivation is based on the

need to establish warm interpersonal relationships. Those who are high on this

motivationtendto be rated ashappy, popular, cooperative, etc. There are other

types o fmotivations also identified by Hill ( 1 9 8 7).

Social skills canenhance or inhibits affiliation. Those whose interpersonal

interactional skills are good have an advantage in carrying the need for affiliation to

a fruition. Childrenleam these skills fromsiblings and other children. Hence, it is

important to encourage children to have play companions, early in life, Langston

and Counto r, L987 (refer Figure 3.5).

Individtrul l7ho is Inditidzrul Who is

Likely to Experience Likely nt Experiettc:e

Inteiperson'al Folllrz 1u.p4rp615a1 Itilerptrsrtnol Success

'lt's frightening to meet
nerv people. Maybe they'

hate rne.'

'lt's goilg to be an

interesting challenge
to make nerv tiieirds.'

'I'm going to let them know
much as possible about rvho I
am and what I arn all about.'

Performance

IJnsuccessful
social relationships

Fig. 3.5 Social Skills: Patterns ofSuccess and Failure

outcome l
I s."-""ttul I

I 
social relationships 

I

Behavioural Strategy

'It's safer to ask questions
other people than to let

thern know u'hat I think.'
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Often, superficial characteristics aiso come into play in determining the extent
ofattractiveness. Certain negative and positive stereotlpes that are associated
with the observable characteristics also affect the desire to affiliate, or not. Some
ofthese are age, body type, colour ofthe skin, smartness of attire, speech, etc.
Physical attractiveness tops the list in terms of the desire of others to want to
affiliate with the more attractive people.

In the matching hypothesis proposed by Bernstein (19g3) it is seen that
people seek others who are sinrilar to themselves in physical attractiveness for
fear ofbeing rejected by someone more attractive than themselves.

People tend to choose friends, spouses, etc. r,r,ho are similarto the selves.
When we are forced to be with someone who is either more or less attractive than
ourselves, the one who is less attractive Ls more ,Jissatisfied. The less attractive
person also wishes to be more like the attractive companion. The more attractive
partner may find the less attractive one a drag on his/her social life. Being
mismatched inphysical attractiveness is not arwals a happypartnership.

3.I2 CLOSE RELATIONSHIPS: FRIENDSHIP AND
LOVE

lnterpersonal relationships are attachments in which bonds offamily, or friendship,
or love, or respect, or hierarchy tie together two or more individuals over an
extended period of time. Children u,ho grew up in isolated environments without
other human contact or with no contact rvith other children do shorv interpersonal
deficit. In a classic study on monkeys. Harlorv ( 1959) raised rhesus monkeys
without contact with other monkeys. He used 'mother surrogates,-a wire mother
who dispensed food and a terry cloth mother who provided contact comfort.
when the monkey kids got frightened. they went to the Ferry-cloth mother.
I-ata,these monkeys showed difficulties in interactingwithothermonkeys. There
was fear and inappropriate social behavio ur. Animals kept in zoos do have problerns
in reproductive behaviour.

Every species needs others of the same species to develop in a healthy/
happyway

The need to belong-just as the need for food, oxygen, worth and safety-
exist; so is the need to bond. The need to belong is an evohitionaryone. Baumeister
and L€ary ( 1995) propose the follorving five criteria on the basis ofwhich relationship
can be understood:

(i) Evolutionary basis: Relationships help individuals and offspring
survive. This ensures the continuation ofthe species.

(ii) The need to belong: This is universar. Similar patterns would be
seen across all cultures, across the world.

(ur) It guides social cognition: This results in how we construe people,
situations and events. So forming close relalionships is essentiaifor
evaluating ourselves, suitably.



(iv) The need to aftiliate is satiable: Once close, warm, stable

relationships have been made, we no longer seek it in other contacts.

Only ifthis need to affiliate is left unsatisfied is there a motivation to
seek it elservhere.

(v) Consequences if the needs are not met: If the need to belong

is umnet profound negative consequences are bound to arise.

3.12.1Relationship among Relatives, Friends and Lovers

Fromthe Harlow monkeyexperiment, it canbe concluded that humans, just like

animals, have a strong need to belong, connect, and develop arichnetwork of
relationships. All relationships are based on our experiences ofinteracting with
someone who reminds us ofa friend, mother, brother, sister, grandmother, etc.

Anderson and Chen (2002) proposed the relationship selftheory to explain how
prior relationships shape our current feelings and interactions. The relational selfis

the beliefs, feelings and expectations about ourselves that derive from our
relationships with significant others in our lives. We could desire different relational

selves from our partners, parents, peers, authority figures, etc.

When we encounter someone who reminds us of one person or the other,

there is areactivation ofa specific relational self These then arouse certain feelings

and beliefs in us. These thereafter shape our interactions with the new person. So,

ifa teacher reminds us ofour mother, some ofthe earlier beliefs, feelings with our
parent would now be transferred to the teacher. This would determine the content

and nature ofthis new relationship.

Interactingwithsomeoneu,to resembles a significantotheraltersthe working

self-concept in each person. This determines, how we think about ourselves in the

present situation or time. So, ifa person describes herselflhimselfas irresponsible

at home with the parents; this trait is likely to reappear when someone resernbling

a parent is encountered. This explairm why many growt up adults display juvenile

behaviours when the parents are around. This phenolnenon also applies to our
emotional lives. So, the presence of certain people reminds us ofthe good times

one has had. This results in positive feelings being felt in the encounters with such

persons. Since bothbeliefs and emotions are activated, it follows then that they
would intluence our current interactions as well. Research evidence in support of
this phenomenon was established byAnderson et al. who proposed this theory.

Our relationship s with si gnifi cant others c an determine our self-evolution,

emotions and our behaviour in new relationship in the following manner:

(i) Relationships also help us organize our social worlds.

(0 We construe close others, as we construe ourselves.

(nD We share our construes with close others.

For example, ifa set ofpeople are introduced as single ormarried, thenthis

information is categorized as per the available information. We also tend to process

infonnation about close others, much the same way as we process information
about ourselves. For example, we are optimistic about a bright future for our close
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friends, just as we are optimisric for ourserves. A-ron andAron (rgg7)ca[ this asself,e4pansion ofrelationships. Here, we enter into and maintain close relationships
with people whose resources, experiences and characteristics resemble our ownself For exanple, people in love tend to merge their identities. people are inclinedto seeeach other very similarly.

Sharing social construes with close others
Afteryears oftogethemes; and closaness people seemto knowwhat theirpartners
are likely to attend,o uld remember in a particular context. This is seen in theintrrguingly similar details people recall about their experiences_hone)rmoon,
meeting parents for the fitt time, etc . wagoner et a[ called this Tiansactive ], i :mory
( I 991)' People who are closely related, iecall more than those who are unrelated.

Relationships have a powerfirl influence in our rives. They shape our thoughts
and feelings' ourneed to belong is satisfied in this context. Ifnot satisfied, it hasnegative consequence for our well-being. Relationships trelp us vierv and think ofoursocialworld.

The origin of how we relate to others

John Bowhy (1969),a pioneer in the study ofrelationships and an evolutionarypsychologist, advanced the notion that our early attachmeuts with parents shape
our relationships for the remainder ofour lives.

Attachment theory

our attachments, without parents acts as a template for all future rerationships inour lives

Unlike other mammals, the human infant is born with finer survival skills.The infant cannot flee, feed orprotect itself. The onlytraits uruilubL are smlesandvocalizations, besides charming features that are meant to evoke love anddevotion fromthe adults, around.

Babies try atthe.heart-strings ofparents to get attached, to ensure theirsurvival Baldwin et al. (l 996) *gg"rt th; as children form attachments to parents,they develop working moders ofhow relationships function. These models aredetermined by the child's experiences and how available their parents are, as wellas the extent of securitytheyprovide/or do not provide.

A sense of security

The sense ofsecuritydepends onmother's availability. warmth andsecurityshape
our future relationships. Ainsworth (1993) classified the attachment patterns ofinfants according to how children reacted to separations and reunions with theircare-givers. studies were done in the lab and aihome. Strange situations as theexperimental condition to assess attachment to caregivers were used.

An infant is left arone in an unfamiliar room after the caregiver leaves with astranger. The caregiver retums and the reunion is observed. DiF.rent attachment
styles were identified that are as follows:



(i) Secure-uttschment style: Feel secure in relationships and are

comfortable with intimacy and desire to be close to others during
times of threat or uncertainty.

(ii) Avoidant attachment style: Feel insecure in relationships, exhibit
compulsive-self reliance, prefer distance from others and during
threatening conditions are dismissive and detached.

(iii) Anxious attachment style: Lacks security in relationships, but seeks

closeness and worries about relationships, wishes to be excessively
close to others.

Attachment styles

Attachment styles are thought to be stable across life. According to Collins and
Feeney (2000), attachment styles exert considerable influence upon people's
behaviour within intimate relationships. Bowlby is ofthe opinion that a person
tends to assimilate a new person, a spouse, child, employer, to an existing model
and continue to engage with thenl as per the earlier template, even ifthe model is
inappropriate; for example, an authoritarian father who generated anxiety. So, a

new loss is also perceived similarly and reacted to negatively even though the
structure ofthe work environment is truly different from that ofthe home.

3.12.2 Romantic Relationships

People see certain others as potential sexual parbrers in a relationship. Then, it can

easily move from acquaintance and friendship to another level alto gether; then
arises the possibility of love. The following two different kinds oflove has been

described:

(i) Passionate love

This is that magical thing that poets sing about, artists venerate and people loose

themselves over. It is an overwhelming, all encompassing emotional state where
one is transported totally, thinks ofthe lover all the time, wants to spend all the
time withthe other, is lost to the world and is alrnost always, unrealistic about his/
her judgements about the other person.

Along with being in love, contact with other friends, etc., is reduced and
one isfbcussedandconsumedwithaboutthat single individual. Generally, thoughts
seemto be out of control. Theyare obsessive in nature and aperson experiences

heightened emotions. Some describe it as floating on cloud. It is an ary, light,
heady, duzy feelng, as rumy call it. Love is truly diferent from all other types of
thoughts and feelings. It is unique, special and intoxicating.

Hatfield and Walster ( 198 I ) indicate that three conditions are necessary

forpassionate love to happen. Theyare as follows:

a. A person raised in a culture that believes in the concept and teaches it
to young people through stories, poetry music, etc. In the state of
Haryana, falling in love is seen as evil and strictures are passed to
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prevent its happening. In the Muslim world, the concept itself is seen
as sffil. As a rule in India, only in recent trmes, is open to the idea of
love and it is getting to be acknowledged, thanks to mass media
influences. otherwise arranged ma'riages were the rule. Even in
Europe, in the Middle Ages, love was thought to be pure and holy and
unrelated to sexual interests.

b. For passionate love to occur there shourd be an appropriate love
object. This, for most people would mean, an appearing member of
the opposite sex. wth other sexuai orientations being acknowledged
in recent times, the object of love, could be different.

c. The emotionalexcitement in the presence ofthe object oflove. This is
generallyinterpreted, as love. various types ofarousal are descnbed
here. Romantic feelings, attraction, pleasantness, warmth, comfort,
and indeed sad feelings, all exist in different proportions during the
emotional state. The reinforcement model is used by Kenrick, cialdini
and Louder (197 9) to explain the phenomenon of love. The presence
ofthe opposite sex member is reffircing to the individual; any sense
ofattaction is due to the positive feelings elicited by that reinforcement.
The presence of a given person is inherently reinforcing; this is
passionate love (refer Figure 3.6).

Presencc ofa person of
the opposite sex rvho is
appropriate as a love
object in tenns of
attractiveness, age.
hr-iqht. etc.

Cultural background in
which person has
learned about love and
expects it to happen

Physiological arousal
that is interpreted as
love and given that
label

Fig, 3.6 The Three-Factor Theon, of passionate Love

(ii) Companionate love: A close caring friendship

It is possible for a relationship to begin in a fiery manner and nurture into
companionate love. This is a formof friendship that involvespositive emotions,
similarity ofbelieft, recfrocity in terms ofliking and respect. lt atso includes caring
and concern for the well-being ofthe person This makes lasting relationshipsl
possible. Here, two persons enjoy each other's warmth and affection. They vaiue



and respect each other's friendship. The weltbre of each and the happiness ofthe

other are important (refer Figure3.7).

Basic Love Styles Sample ltems Measuring Each SWle

l. Passionate love My lover and I were attracted to each other

immediately after we first met. My lover and I
becarne emotionally involved rather quickly'

2. Game-playing love I have sometimes had to keep two of my lovers from

finding out about each other. I can get over love

affairs pretty easily and qulckly.

3. Friendship love lr. t.tt kind of love grows out of a long friendship'

Love is really a deep friendship, not a mysterious,

mystical emotion.

4. Logical love It is best to love someone rvith a similar background'

An imporlant factor in choosing a partner is whether

or not he (she) will b. u good pu."nl_-___--.-
5. Possessive love When my lover doesn't pay attention to me, I feel sick

all over. I cannot relax if I suspect that my lover is

with sorneone else.

6. Selfless love I would rather suffer myself than let my lover suffer'

Whatever I own is my lover's to use as he (she)

chooses.

Fig. 3.7 Six Dffirent Types of Love Proposed by llendrick and Hendrick (1986)

3.12.3 Loneliness

If one desires close interpersonal relationships, but is unable to establish them,

then a person is said to be lonel,v. In the presence ofa host ofpeople one can feel

isolated and friendless.

Everyone has experienced loneliness at one time or another' Certain events

like moving fromone place to another, illnesses, etc. cause loneliness' These are

temporary-and one expects to overcome, them, but seemto never get over it' If
one;s interpersonal skills are poor, this eould also be a major cause of loneliness,

later in rc. nuUin (1982) indiiates that those with poor interpersonal skills tend to

display either aggression or withdrawal in social contexts'

There is a distinctionbetweenbeing alone andbeing lonely' Being alone is

by choice, while loneliness is forced isolation. Brennan (19S2) believes that

aiolescents are lonely because theyhave left home and have to seek relationships

outside. Iftheir social skills are poor, then loneliness and alienation could easily

resuh. Olderpeople also tend to be lonelybecause ofphysical constraints (nrcbiliry),

financialprotb*. (insufficient funds), and less energyand interest in life'

Lonelypeople generallyhave little interest in others. They are less skillful in

dealing with oihers. Lonely people have no topics to talk about or valid questions

to ask-others. They are also afraid ofsocial rejection. Due to their social ineptness,

they also expect tL be unwelcome by others. They also expect others not to like

them. This makes them anxious in their interpersonal interactions.

Self-disclosure is one ofthe ways to relate to others. Those who are lonely

are often seen to make inappropriate disclosures. They are either too personal or
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to each other (Hays 1 9 89) . They can also readily understand and infer what the

other person is thirking or feeling. They are also capable of describing each other 's

perso nality mo re accurately.

A close friend is valued for what he/she provides to the relationship and the

unconditional acceptance of each other.

CrmcrYouR PRocRESS

10. What is the downside ofthe use of stereotlpes?

11. What is sexism?

1,2. What is sexualharassment?

13. What are the psychological effects ofsexual harassment?

14. What is complimentariry?

15. What is the difference between being alone and being lonely?

Attitudes : Evaluating the
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3.13 SUMMARY

r An attitude is an evaluation ofan object of a person(s). It shapes our social

perceptions and behaviour and it can be positive negative or neutral.

. Attitude is consideredto be the centraltheme in socialpsychology. Generally,

it refers to an individual's evaluation about the social world; the extent to

which people have favotu'able or unfavourable reactions to any issues, ideas,

persons, social groups or objects.

o Attitudes are aroused by emotions, evenwhen the object ofaffect is not

wellrecognized.

o One lvoulcl expect a strong relationship to exist between attitude and

behaviour. i{owever, the link is at best a weak one. This explains whymany

ofus holcl certain attitudes, but do not always convert them into suitable

behaviour.

o Persuasion is needed in a variety ofmatters; for example, responsible driving,

meaningfirl parenting, honest businesses, trusting relationships, etc. Persuasion

is one ofthe most challenging oftasks.

. In cogrutive approach to attitude change, the role ofcognitronc ur bringing

about change is central.

o The peripheral route comes into play when motivation is low and abilily to

attend is poor. People also tend to use the peripheral route, when they are

distracted by other tasks.

o Dissonance is the struggle a person experienceswhen inconsistencies occur

between attitudes that we hold, or between our attitudes and actions.

Dissonance canbe seen as a motivational state.
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o Prejudice and discrimination are often used interchangeably in daily speech.
Yet, they are different. Prejudice involves a negative attitude towards the
members of some social gro up, merery because of their membership in that
goup.

o one ofthe most common outcomes offrustration could be lashing out at
people inthe vicinity.

o Prejudice is a deadlypoison that affects society. It drains the resources of
anygroup. lt is negative and unhealthy.

o Many societies have accorded legal rights to women, but this does not
rnply equal or comparable treatment with men.

o Sexual harassment is unqpeakable as a rule. So. most rvomen suffer it silently.
o Effects ofserualharassment canvarydepencling onthe individual, and the

severity and duration ofthe harassment. oft en, sexual harassment incidents
fall into the category ofthe 'merely annoying,.

o Interpersonal attraction is chieflybased on proximity, similarity and physical
atffactiveness.

o Affiliationmeets the words for approval support, friendship and information.
We also seek companyto allayfear or anxiety.

o Interpersonal relationships are attachments in which bonds of family, or
friendship, or love, or respect, or hierarchy tie together two or more
individuals over an extended period oftime.

o closeness can develop among family members, special friends, between
romantic partners, relatives, friends, lovers.

o close friends spend time together, interact with each other in a variety of
situations, have an exclusive relationship with each other and provide great
emotional support to each other.

3.14 KEY TERMS

o Attitude: Anevaluation ofan object ofa person

o subliminal conditioning: Refers to attitudes aroused by emotions, even
when the object of affect is not well recognized

o Successive approximations: Engaging in a series of steps ofeven closely
matched responses to the ultimate pattem ofbehaviour desired

o Modelling: Process in which information or behaviour is imparted by
example, even before direct practice is allowed

o Prejudice: lnvohes anegative attitude towards the members ofsome social
group, merely because o f their membership in that group



Superordinate goals: Goals that transcend the interests ofanysingle group

and that which can be attained only ifthe groups work together

Illusory correlation: An erroneous belief about a connection between

events, characteristics or categories that are not related at all

3.15 ANSWBRS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. The three components of attitude are affect, cognition and behaviour.

2. Social learning theory or SLI suggests that people learn new behaviour

through observational leaming ofthe social factors in their environment'

3. The processes underlying the learning of attitudes have been identified by

psycklogists and are classical conditioning, instrumental conditioning and

modelling.

4. Since language is also part ofthe evaluationprocess andnegative statements

ur.ornpuny negative reactions involving specific pgoup members, the verbal

.rrponr", are also acquired for tlescription. Thus, both language and

behaviour, besides thouglrts and feelings, are also learned'

5. The attitude-behaviour link is related to the following:

(r) The type oflearning (direct or indirect)

(O The extent ofvestedinterests involved

(ii| The eilent ofavailabilitY

6. The stren$h of the association between an attitude object and its memory

is crucial for the evaluation ofthe object. The stronger the association, the

more reaelilythe attitude is activateclandthe largerthe influence onbehaviour.

7. Beliefpoiarization hypothesis states that people would dismiss evidence

that is contraryto their existing attitudinal position and obtain support from

evidence tlrat is consistent rvith their views'

8. Discrimination is the unfair treatment ofmembers of a given group because

oftheir mernbershiP.

9. The three components of prejudice are cognitive component, affective

conrponent and behavioural component'

10. The downside of the use of stereotypes is that it occasionally involves

inaccuracies and erors.

Various forms ofgender discrimination in society are known coilectively as

sexism.

Sexual abuse that operates in the world ofwork and outside the home is

generally referred to as sexual harassment.

Some ofthe psychological and health effects that can occur in someone

who has beensexually harassed are depression, anxiety and/or panic attacks,

11.

t2.

13.
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3 . Explain the attitude-behaviour fink descrbing the attitude accessibility npdel Attitudes : Evatuotins the

Also, discuss the problems in attitude-behaviour link. 
sociat wortd

4. How can attitudes be changed? Compare the traditional and cognitive

approaches to attitudinal change.

5. Explain the various phenomena behind resistance to change attitude.

6. Describe the process ofattitudinal change that occurs due to dissonance.

7. FIov" is prejudice acquired? Describe the 'robbers and cave' experiment

and trace the origins ofprejudice. Suggest ways to reduce the conflict.

8. Elaborate upon the various factors of similarity.

9. Describe the reasons for loneliness. What are some ofthe ways to reduce

loneliness?

3.17 FURTHER READING

Baron, R.A and D' Byme' 1995 ' Social Psvcholog"' New Delhi: Prentice Hall of
India.

Gilovich, T, D. Keltner and R.E. Nisbett .2006. Social Psychologt.NewYork:

W.W. Norton.
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4.12 Further Reading

4.0 INTRODUCTION

In this unit, you will be familiarized with the concept of social influence. It refers to

the innumerabie ways in which people impact one another. You will also learn

about the factors affecting conformity and the bases of conformity. Conformity is

the process by which an individual's attitudes, beiiefs, and behaviour are inffuenced

b,r, what is conceived to be what other people might perceive. This influence occurs

in both small groups and societ-v as a whole, and it may be the result of subtle

unconscious influences, or direct and overt social pressure.

Cont*rmity also occurs by the 'implied presence' of others, or when other

people are not actually present. For example, people tend to follow the norms of
socictv when eating or watching television, even when they are at home by

thcmseh,es.

In thie unit. we will also leam why we need individuation and why we need

to c*ntrol minority influences along with compliance and obedience. The unit will
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introduce theprosocialbehaviourproviding help to others and will discuss the
ways to respond to an emergency.Apart from the mentioned topics, the unit will
explain the fir'e necessary cognitive steps for help, internal and external factors
that influence altruistic behaviour and role models.

108 Self-In.structional Moterial

4.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

Aftergoing throughthis unit, you willbe able to:
o Leam about social influence and conformity
o Know about the factors affecting conformity and bases ofconformity
o Discuss the need for individuation and control
o Understand about compriance, obedience andpersonality
o Leam about destructive obedience

o Describe prosocial behaviour

o Describe the characteristics ofthe victim
o Give explanations ofthe prosocialbehaviour

o Learn about empathy-altruism theory empathic joy and genetic selfishness

4.2 SOCIAL INFLUENCE

Social influence refers to the innumerable lvays in which people impact one another.
These include changes in attitudes. beliefs, feelings und b.t urlour. Allthese and
those that result from the comments, actions or even the mere presence ofothers
constitute social influence.

Social influence is somethin_e that everyone can relate to and has undergone.

!e are often targeted and are attempted to be socially influenced bypoliticians,
friends, traders, advertisers, etc. At the same time we are the agents of social
influence; for example, when we coax a friend to join a dance party or frown upon
others, etc. This means that we need to know how others irflu"r.. and how we
can create changes in others. We also need to understand how to resist some of
these influences.

In this process, conformity, compliance and obedience would be examined
in detail. There are the three tlpes ofsocial influences that are most cornmon.

4.2.1Conformi(v

conformitymeans change in one's betiefs or behaviour in response to some real
or imagined pressure from others. pressures can be implicit, liie when we decide
to have a new hair-sryle, or a dress, or an outfit; it can be explicit, as when members
ofour peer group encourage us to smoke cigarettes, or any other activity. Fashion
is an example ofconformitypressure in large-scale action.



It is important to studythe forces that create conformity. Agroup exerts a
powerful influence on the individual members. So, there is pressure to conform if
one member does not fall in line. Some ofthese are spoken, while the there are
ot!9rs which are unspoken or tacit. These rules are known as social norms. Some
ofthe rules are explicit, like respecting national synrbols, norrns ofexam taking,
etc., while others are implicit, such as speaking to strangers, telephone etiquettei,
etc. Whatever be the source, usually these noffns are obeyed.

conformity is required as without it, social chaos may occur. S.E. Asch,s
(19 57) in a classic study demonstrated group pl essure leading to agreements. we
do face situations when our judgements differ fi'om those-of the others in the
group. Then the question arises how they are resolved. Subjects inAsch,s study
had to report theirjudgements in terms ofwhich ofthe three compa.ison lines best
matched the standard line.

There were accomplices of the experimenter present, unknown to the
participants. On certain occasions, these accomplices offered answers that were
wrong. These people also gave their answers before the subject responded. The
participants then faced a dilemma; twelve out ofeighteen problems were given
wrong judgements.

A large number of the participants conformed to the judgement of the
accomplices. when the accomprices were absent, only 5 per ceniofthe participants
in the control groups made such errors. Some resistance was also noticed from
theparticipantsonsome occasions. - ---- 

I

Many people defr the evidence of their own senses when unanimous
judgements ofother persons are confronted. For example, when people do not
announce their judgements aloud, sharply it shows the distinction between public
compliance and private acceptance. Thus, we may conform to group pressure,
without actuallychangingour personal views ona given matter.

4.2.2 Factors Affecting conformity and Bases of conformity
Asch's experiment demonstrates the powerful tendency to conform. However, it
is heartening to know that this does not happen to the same extent all the time.
Manyvariables operate to determine the extent ofconformity, theyare as follows:

(i) cohesiveness: It is the degree of attractionthat exists among the group
members. we are more rikelyto be influenced bypeople whomwe rike.
when cohesiveness is high (strongly attached to the group and their
expectance is important), pressures towards conformityare much higher;
than when cohesiveness is low. we readily accept the irflr"r.. of friends
and those we admire, than from others.

(ri) Group size: It refers to the number ofpeople exerting the influence. An
ideal group size ofthree to four members is sufficient totduce conformity.
As the group size increases, the degree ofconformityremains unaffected.
This is because when large numbers appear to applypressure, some form
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ofconspiracyor_collusion is suspected. Further, as the number ofpersons
who are targeted increases; this also resurts in social influence.

(iii) social support: It broardrytalks about either the presence or the absence
ofsocial support or srpport from others. This impiies having an ally. when
the person facing group pressure notices an allywhei is defying conformity;
there is marked reduction in the extent ofinfluence. This is the phenome,on
ofbreakingthe influence. The earlya support occurs; the later the resistance.
Fven knowing about a dissenting view existing can help in conformity
lessening.

Bases of conformity

Resisting any opinion is possibre ifone speaks soon. It is however" interesting to
studywhydo people conform. c.A. Insko (i9g5) identified several neecls that
make people conformto group norrns. These needs are as follows:

o Desire to be liked: Being sirnilar to others in a group is an easy way to be
liked bythe soup. parents, teachers, fiiends and othfrs hke those who are
similar to them or agree rvith thern we confbrm with those whose approval
and acceptance is important to us. For example, a child conforms with his
parents' wishes. This is known as Normative Sociar Influence.

o Desire to be right: This called information social influence. In order to
validate our opinions and judgements, we turn to others. we use their
judgements and opinion as a social reality to verif,z our own positions. Since
we depend on the information provided by others. we evaluate the social
world according to their evaruations. peopre depend on others and view
and hear mass-media to know about issuei relevant to the group.

4.2.3 Need for Individuation and Control

Despitepressures to confornl sorne individuals do resist these tendencies. Two
key factors leading to resistance have been identified, they are as follows:

(i) The strong desire to be uniqur: or individualistic. w'e want to be like others,
yet not lose our identity as an individual. \\,e all have a neerl to be distinct
fromothers. This need helps in fighting the fbrces ofconrormity.

(if Another factor is the desire to maintain control over our lives that emerges
1ue to group pressure that takes awaythe personal lieedomand control.
This also leads to the reduction ofconforming to group pressure minority
influence. Historical evidences show that *ury..-*rriions have been led
bya smallgroupagainst the majority. Scientisis, thinkers artists, actMsts
are all example ofa small minorityinfluencing the rnajority.

Influence of the minority

Moscovici ( 1985) fourd that under certain conditions, rninorities can exert influence
over the majority. Some conditions are as follow.s:



(i) Members must be consistent in their deflance to the majority.

(if The minoritymust appear to be flexibly not rigid.

(O The minority position must be consistent with the general prevailing trends

in society; for example, in an open society, literal views can prevail.

(iv) Holding anerrphaticminorityposition; forexample, reservationofseats for

women in the Parliament in India. One group cohesivelywants the change'

If women and other caste factors are also included, it would become a

double minority and could weaken the cause.

Not all minorities can produce change; but at least the impact would be felt.

This in itselfcan be the beginning to ultimately foster change; for example, Indian

FreedomStruggle.

CrmcxYouR PRocRESS

1. What are the three most commontlpes ofinfluences?

2. What variables operate to determine the extent ofconformity?

3. What needs make people conformto group norms?
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4.3 COMPLIANCE

Compliance means acceding to requests from others. Advefiisers, friends, teachers,

parents, politicians and others request for some change in our behaviour, thoughts

and feelings. They wish and hope for conrpliance. Different techniques are used

for obtaining compliance and they are as follows:

(i) Ingratiation: This is based on the notion that if others like us, they are

rnore willing to agfee to our requests, than otherwise. This strategy then

involves efforts made bypeople to enhance their attractiveness to a target

person. Bycreating positive feelings inthose who are cruciaf favours can

be obtained; flatteryis one suchstrategy. This cantakevarious forms like

agreeing with the other person's views (the target's views), showing interest

in them, etc. This is shownthrough smiling, hanging around ther4 attending

to everything that is said or done by them, etc.

Yet another tactic includes efforts at self-enhancement as a mean to increase

one's appealto the targetperson. These are managedbyimproving one's

personal appearance, good grooming, clothing, etc. Enhancing can also

include good presentation and communication skills, display ofknOwledge,

etc. It is a suggestive ofintelligence competence and other desirable traits.

Other methods ofinfluencing others are as follows:

a. Association: It refers to expressing contact with events and people

whom the target person likes. For example, a religious belief or

environmental concem, etc.
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Others' Behaviour b. self-deprecation: It refers to the atternpt ofgiving some negative

information about onese[ with a viewio pi*ot"irg an image of
modesty for exanple, seridisclosure, vohrnteering information about
onesel{ etc. This is done for promoting a virtuous impression.
Ifthese tactics are used with shell and care, they are tit"tyto succeed.

(ii) Multiple requests: Everything that one asks for is not easilygranted. So a
useful tactic is to make more than one request. wb rnust begin with a request
that is really not required and then gradually move to t..he one that is of
inrportance. This can work at times. Some types ofmultiple requests are as
follows:

a. The foot in the door: In this type ofrequest, a small request is made
first and then a rarger request is made. often, this strategy is used by
salespersons. They start byrequesting for a srnall or trivial compriance.
For exanple, sales peopre visit a house and say that they are dismbuting
&ee sanrples, or wourd like to demonstrate the power ofa cleanin!
soap, etc. once, this is granted, theythen,nor. on to the request their
main purpose. Thus, it is called a .foot 

in the door, request.
This strategy does work under special conditions and with certain
groups of people. The basis for its *,orking is the targets serf-
perception. Ifwe agree to a sman request, then we may start viewing
ourselves as a helpfur person. It is this image ofus that leads to greatei
compliance, for later larger request.
The success ofthis method depends ifthe target person is prepared
to be consistent in terms ofone's image.

b' The door in the face: In this type ofrequest, the larger request is
made first and then the smaller one. This tactic is the oiposite ofthe
foot-in-door 

T.tlod. Here, the person seeking.oopmnr. begins by
asking for a big favour. when this is refusedlthey ask for a smaller
favour. For example, initiailypeopre ask us forbig donations, when
theyare refi'xd then smalhrpayments are arso indicate4 as wercome.
This tactic works because ofthe following conditions:

o The notion of reciprocar concessiou since the larger favour
was declined; agreeing to the lesserone is viewedasa concession
we as targets almost feer obliged to grant the second, sma[er
fivour.

o self-presentation; This is the second reason for agreeing. Ifwe
are thetargets, we do notwant to be seeninunfriourabL rigrrr.
so when the rarger request was denied but the smaller one was
accepted the justification is that our image did not suffer much.

Boththese techniques me usefirl for obtainingcompliance, but the
foot-in+he-door has wider applicability.

NOTES
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(iii) Sweetening the deal: It is also referred to as the 'that's not all'technique'

We often hear consumer product dealers making offers that tempt the

buyers.; for example, 'Buy one get one free', 'We would give free insurance

with every car, you buy', 'Tluee years of free service' . Then, they may put

an add-on and charge us for that, like a car stereo, etc'

This techniqtre works on the basis ofthe norm ofreciprocity" We feel obligated

when the other person is offering increased benefits. We should be on gUard

when improved deals are offered as con men usually exploit this tendency'

(iv) Complaining: Constant complaining could gain some conpliance' House

wives who complain of not getting anyheip for tasks around the house

know alltoo wellthat whena long list ofcomplaints are made, at least a few

them would get attended. This tactic has moderate success, but excessive

complaining could turn counterproductive . Conplaining to gain conpliance

is an integral part ofsocialbehaviour in close relertionships, like family, friends,

etc. This is also a means of commurication in these situations. Paying heed

to complaints is a valuable way to enhance the relationships'

In everyday life, several techniques are used for gaining compliance and the

frequency with which they are used are discussed in Exhibit 4' 1 '

Exhibit 4.1 kchniques of Social lnJluence in Everyday Ltfe

Tactic of Social Influence Description

Pressure Tactics Demands, threats, intimidation

Upward Appeals Statements to the effect that persons with
authority support the request

Exchange Tactics Promises ofreciprocal benefits for current
gompliance

Coalition Tactics Statements indicating that others support the

recluest

Ingratiating Tactics Efforts to put target in a good mood or enhance

the appeal ofthe requester

Rationul Persuasion Logical arguments and factual evidence

Inspirational ApPeals Emotional appeal based on values or i9eals

Consultation Tactics Involvement (by requester) oftarget person in

decision or plan related to request

Source: Based on information in Yuki and Falbe, 1990'
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4.4 OBEDIENCE: SOCIAL INFLUBNCE BY
DEMAND

Obedience refers to gaining cofipliance byorder. Parents, coaches, police personnel

and others use this method to obtain compliance from others. This form of
compliance is generally enforced by people in authority positions.

S. Milgrar4 1963, studies obedience in which the subjects were paid

volunteers. They were told that it was a studyto see how leaming proceeds' The
Self-Instruc tional Material ll3
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subjects were divided into teachers and leamers, and the learners were subjectsd
to shocks whenever the learning was poor. The shocks levels were graded on a
visible knob in the apparatus used. The learners and teachers were put in separate
roorns. Also, the learners were accomplices ofthe experimenter and had to act
out the pain they were receiving from the shocks. (They received no shocks at all.)
During the trials, u.hen the learners comrnitted .rro.r; th. experimenter urged the
teachers to shock the participants by moving on to higher lerels ofshocks with
every error. The teachers could see the learners suffering the pain and yeliing on
the other side.

when the authorities asked the volunteers topunish the learners, 65 per
cent ofsubjects in the experimental condition compried with the commands and
shocks as high as 450 volts were delivered. In the control condition, where no
commands were given, onlymild shocks were delivered.

Many subjects protested ofthe commands and wanted to leave. However,
y!r, orderedto proceed, the rnajorityofthe participants yieldedto the social
influence ofthe authorities and obeyed. This studyestablishld that obedience to
authority is common and that inhuman acts can be conducted under certain
conditions. Police, military prison and other similar settings could see such
happenings. However, there were some who protested and re-fused to obey.

4.4.1 Personality and Obedience

From Milgram's experiment, we learnt that some people obey and some resist.
Personality of an individual determines ifhe will resisi what iras been asked to
perform by the authorities or obey it.

The obeyers

Obeyers are people with apersonalitytrait ofsubmission to anyauthority. This is
a_tendencyto adopt a submissive, uncritical attitude towards uutt oritv(eaorno et
al, 1950). Persons with these trails tend to be more obedient, than others who are
low on these traits. These people also obey commands of inflicting pain on
themselves.

Rotter identified the external-intemal locus ofcontrol as another personality
factor, related to obedience to authority. Persons who are at the internal end ofthe
continuum believe that they are in control of situations. By and large their actions
determine theiroutcomes. Those at the external end believe that theyhave little
control over their outcomes. The outside or the external forces controls the
outcomes. Miller ( 1973) found that externals are more obedient to authority than
the intervals .FitzBock(1972) foundthat extremelyreligious people tend to be
more obedient to authority figures than those who are less relilors in their orientation
The proximity to the victim is another factor that couil impact the extent of
obedience. Another is the status ofthe authority involved.



personality characteristics as well as situational factors influence obedience

to authority.

Destructive obedience

Destructive obedience is the rnost disturbing part ofMilgram's study. The reasons 
I

why people obey authority are as fbllorvs:

(i) Tlre obeyers see the authority figures with respect and as people responsible

forremoving the suffering ofthe victims'

(i! persons in authoritydisplay signs/synrbols ofauthoritylike stars, stripes'

batons titles, etc. These insignia are reminders of status, power etc and are

oftenperceived as difficult to resist.

(iiD Initial suggestinns for obedience are small. It is only graduallytheybecome

more severe and objectionable; for example, the police initially only locks

protestors. then they use iathes or batons, then tear-gas and finally resort to

shooting.

Together, these factors merge into apou'erful force'

Resisting destructive obedience

Obedience that involves harming others must be fought back. Following steps

need to be taken by the people resisting destructive obedience:

(i) Sensitise those who obey authorities as uhimatety they and not the authorities

are the ones responsible for harming others.

(|} Individuals canbe made to realuethat obedience to authoritybeyond a

point is inappropriate. Exposure to disobedient models is one ofthe means

to achieve this.

(iif Individuals canbe told that the power ofauthority figures is not unlimited

and that it does not extend to unreasonable or harming actions' This could

have apositive effect in facilitating resistance to destructive obedience.

The power of authority figtlres is high, but it is not irresistible. Gender

differences involving the myth offemale conformitybeing higher, has also been

foundtobe illusory.

4.5 PROSOCIAL BEHAVIOUR: PROVIDING HELP

TO OTHERS

prosocial behaviorlr means that our actions benefit others, even though the person

helping out has no obvious gains fromthe activity; for example, helping a stranded

driver change tyres. An altruistic behaviour is described as an unselfish behaviour

for the welfare of others; for example, saving a drowning person. However at

times, boththese behaviour coulcl involve some risk for the people engaging in

them. Let us examine the factors that facilitate or impede helping behaviour. Also,
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let us seek to understand the motivations that lead people to undertake altruistic
behaviour.

4.5.1 Bystander Behaviour: Responding to an Emergency

There are good Samaritans who provide help and others who show apathy and
ignore the situation, even when rendering help is warranted. D.A. Lang lieszysimulated an emergency situation in a hotel loiby where six people *"r. ,itting.
He gave an example that a lady in a nearby seat is overheaid saylng that she is
feeling dbry.She becom es duzier as the conversation proceeds. He asked his
subjects what they would do under these conditions. Their responses fell into two
categories-helpful and unhelpful. Four ofthem said that they would help the old
lady and two said that they would not (refer EyJtlbit 4.2).

Exhibit 4.2 D.A. Lang s Analysis

$ix lertls of h*tpfulness_unhetpfulners

Helfdnerpor*ec

L Direcr lnrervention rrith a plan for Helping

{, Ccncral }lclp
3. lndirrrt Help or Reponing the lncident

4. Condirionat Hrlp

U*apfUeeryonr*

5^ !{o }lelp or Inrcracrion
6. Rc{usel to Help Alorrg wirh an Atrriburiorr

or Rationaliration -

"I'll gire htr tny r*ar, aud off*r tn 6et hrt * glax nf
water or r+ait wirh her.*

'I'll 6rr over and xh if strc,s ola1..-
'l'll rell sorntone at the horcl dcsk thar $e w{rman $n
the phone nceds asislance.-

'lf she ralkr around qrhcre I'm sirting an<l if shc loo*,r
realb sick and vrane my help. rhen t ii".*, fU frae frir.,

'l think I'll read rhis maga:i*e.-
"f-1-i1,11oinX to hetp h_er. The informadon probably
l3n t tmPorulni an)&?l:'

Source: Bosed on data in Lang, 19g7.

4.5.1.1 Five necessary cognitive steps for help

A five-step process was described by Latane and Darby, which was given by
Byrne and Kelley ( I 98 I ). At each step, one decision leads io help while the other
results in no-help. Attending to the emergency involves the following five steps:

. Step l: Notice that there is an emergency

. Step 2: Interpret the situation correctly
o step 3: Avoidfeelings ofembarrassment, ifthejudgement is incorrect
o Step 4: Riding on what others are doing or not doing-social conrparison
o step 5: Knowing what to do and having the skills for herping

All these decision, ifpositive, would resurt in herping behaviour. Exhibit 4.3
illustrates the five decisions that leadto prosocial behaviour or failure ofhelp.



Exhibit 4,3 Five Decisions that Lead to prosocial Behaviour or Failure of Help social Influence: changing
Others' Behqviour

,@
Strp 5

Doet tfi,e pe*on
mgage in the behaviorl

'*/ i
S@,

Pes &e Person
d*cide Bhai to do?

I
I
I
I
Ivs.ll I,Y\I

-.* t \ I
Step 3

Does the person
assume resPonsibilitY?

l\l
lrllrt

-\*ol,*/ \\lt.Ndl
\\l
*u\\ \ I\1ti- \ r I'i\* 

\No---- I \ +-* r --'i

StdP:
lr the;ituation

ine{prercd mflecdYl

,*/

SleP I
So€s lh€ Perso/t ildic€

thar ror*etiing is haPPeningl
-P- 

p-F---'+! Helpnolflivef, INoll
Lr 

- -**F

Source: Adapted from Blrne and Kelley, 1981'

4.5.2 Internal and External Factors that Influence Altruistic Behaviour

and Role l{odels

Study of helPers and non-helPers

The following factors influence altruistic behaviour:

(D Enpathy

(ii) Belief in a just world

(iD Social responsibility

(iv) Internal locus ofcontrol

(v) Lower levels of ego-centrism (self-absorbed, concern for others)

These five dimensions set the potential helpers apart from the non-helpers'

Role models

We all show helping behaviour, make contnbutions to charity when we see others

doing the same, even the sight ofpaper money and coins in the box encourage
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donations. Thepresence ofbystanders who are offering help also fosters helping
behaviour in others. This is the nrodelling effect, blood donations is another exanpli
of it. TV shows can stimulate altruistic behaviour as well, for example, when we
see a TV show that shows kindness to animals or older persons, even we get
impacted. TV can exert positive prosocial responses.

Positive and negative emotions affecting artruistic behaviour
Effect ofpositive and negative emotions or moods and their etfect on behaviour
have been well established in studies. Hower,er, the research on moods and prosocial
behaviour is complicatecl. people in a happy mood are not very willing to engage
in prosocial behaviour in an emergency situation (a road accident) u..u,rr.it *y
do not wish to spoil their present happy mood with unpleasant tasks (in this case,
taking a wounded person to hospitai, etc.). However, generaily those in a good
mood are willing to offer help more readi!1,-than those in a bad mood. This is the
effect ofthe positive emotion thevare experiencing. Positive emotions ca1help or
hinder helping other people (re fer Exhib it 4 . 4).

Exhibit 4.4 Pasitive Emotions c'an Hcrp or Hinder prosociar Behaviour

Positive
emotional

state

i i Greater helpfulness
"--+ i in ordinarv

Ambiguity about
need for hclp

Sense cfpox,er

I

l- - -

->l Le -qs

helpiulness
l_

I
I
I
I

Lrnp ieaia:il eoriieq'.:i..ricdi
ftX;it ri nr;1g11{ial

flnlsTassnlent c'r darrgsr

Negative emotions have a similar impact on helping behaviour. sometimes,
negative emotions increase helping behaviourb..uur. iiprovides relieffrom the
poor emotional state we are in. Also. being good to others makes people feel
good about themselves. people in mourning are often toltl to go out and help
children with their school work or organize picnics for senior citizens, etc. However,
ifwe are very angry or depressed then helping others is not going to help us feel
better. Helping behaviour as a way ofrelieving negative e.rnotions will occur in the
following circumstances:

(i) When the behaviour required is easy and effective.
(i| When helping would lead to more positive feelings.



(ii| When negative feelings are not very intense.

(iv) Whenthe ibcus is less ononeseHandmore outward.

When attention is directed to others and their misfortune, errpathy is aroused

this could motivate prosocial beluviour; for example, a strong motivation to donate

money or clothes to natural calamityvictinx.

Short-terms responses (accidents, flood-relief, etc.) are one set of the

conditions forprosocial activities. Long-term ones have a different set ofdyramics

at work; for example, AIDS volunteer work, etc. Snyder and omoto ( 1992) have

listed five motivating factors that contribute to such helping behaviour. They are

discussed in Exhibit 4. 5.

Exhibil 4.5 Snyder and Omoto Five Faclors that

Contribute to Motivating Behat'iaurs

Source: Based on data in Snyder ancl Ontoto, 1992

The main difference between those who quit after starting vohrnteer work

and those who continued is that people who continue to work were curiously

motivatedbythe need to enhance their self-esteem. Thus, when it comes to long-

term commitment, a selfish reason is required and it is this reason that makes us

deal with diflficult people. Another differentialwas that quitters felt the cost and

effort involvecl in longterm helping behaviour to be very high. They also reported

a stigmaeffect createdbyworkingwithgroups likeAIDSvictims, prostitutes, etc'

from others in the society. This is termed country stigma.

4.6 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE YICTIM

Ifwe see a man lying onthe street with filthy clothes and a liquour bottle beside,

we are not likely to help. However, ifwe see a smartly dressed person, lying with

a rvound and blood flowing liom it, we are more likely to offer help. An important

question here is why.

Motirmrion for Volunrecrirg to Hclp in ttrt AID$ Epidemic

!. fersnnal \hlrrer "Beratr:;* trf mv humanitarian obligalion ta help trthcrs

2. Dsirr t6 lncreas* underxtanding "Becarue I want to leam how ptoplr cr:p* with AlDs'

S, (hmmunity Conuern "Beeause Of m,l'eoatem end r+orrt abour the gay commuriq/

4, per*r:*al Deelopmenr *l want Lo chail*nge rnl,3elf and tmt my sLill*"

5. fnhancement of $*lf'Erteem "I ttnr t* feel better abour mytelf'

CrrucrYouR PRoGRESS

4. What is obedience?

5. What are the factors that influence the obedience to authority?

6. How is empathyaroused inPeoPle?

7 . Why do some people continue doing volunteer lvork and most of them

quit?
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There is a human tendencyto let those people handle their problems on
their own who have run into difficulties because oftheir own irresponsibility or
carelessness. Aperson who runs into debts, due to gambling is not going to find
manyhelpers. There is anger and disgust at the thought ofsuch people. So no help
would be forthcoming.

When we see a victir4 our own wlnerabilities to such happenings, threaten
us. Tlpically, two defence mechanisms are used for dealing with this threat, which
are as follows:

(i) Reprising, where one avoids or denies the threat
(i| Sensitization where one worries and intellectualizes the threat

Sensitizers are more Iikely to blame the victirq as compared to the repressors.
Repressors denythe threat byplayng down its reassurance and this..rrltr i, th.
suppression ofthe uncomfortable feelings associated with the threat. Sensitizers
do not deny or suppress, but frame the victim for what happened; for example, if
a college syudent is robbed ofallher money and another friend monetarilytrelps a
her, a typical sensitizer would think, 'She should not have provided her friend.
Why should a college student flaunt his r,vealth in an ugly way'l,

B. Thomton (1992) made a distinction between behavioural responsibility
andcharacterologicalresponsibilityassignedto rape victims. \4ctims sufferbecause
ofthe kind ofperson they are, or because ofwhat they have done.
Sensitizers assigned responsibility to the rape victims, while repressors assigned
less blame to the victirn Because the repressors deny, the threat is reduced. ihey
do not feel the need to blame the victim (refer Exhibit 4.6).

Exhibil 4,6 B. Thortonb Stud1, about Reprcssors ancl Sensitizer,s

, f!.rrt* !\h,'uql: nnrtl;,,qd64gn11., i

i rg.t,nrt th"t,ri,rr<iqrrt:'hl l+a.r l.

I r*,ppor,tr,'i*- lrr tne v,: irit 0r 1r r'lirr Ii---",,, ,.* ," ,...,- -.--."....j

t

{c

s$E{
ES*tJ5
oarJ
t

l4

xr* ,rake r.*y.s ddlniffi Efrej {.6&i& tqix
Be&aviora* Rrspoaribility: !,ictim War
fe*porr*iHe Seceurc ol l,tllret Shr Did

: S' !trS* rar*r& tU,$!dst FF,w *& wio
Chlraclerol*gical *.mp*nriirility: Xri*tirn

14'ar Re.p{rmiH( S€{.a** of th* Xi*d
of Persrin $fte !i

Source : Based on data in Thornton, I 992.



Attraction

The more attractive a person is, the stronger the possibility ofreceiving help as

compared to a less attractive person. It will be interesting to know who asks for

help. The victims also play a role in whether help is offered or not'

When help is sought, it is a clear and definite position. Shy, reserved people

find of difficult to ask for help. They also receive less help. Some people are

inhibited in seeking heS fromthe opposite sex member. There are also denngraphic

factors inthe request forhelps that are as follows:

(i) Women seek more helP than men.

(i| The elder$ seek more help than young adults.

(iif The higher socio-economic class seek more help than those in the

lower socio-economic class.

Reluctance to ask for helP

Some people believe that asking for help is a sign ofinconpetence. Ifthe potential

help seeker views the possible help giver as similar to him or her, there is reluctance

to ask for help. Similarity increases incompetence; for example school students do

not wish to get help from their classmates, others think that help seeking could

result in stigmatizing. This is the conflict betweendependence and independence.

So, asking for help suggests inadequacy. This also explains whythe low socio-

economic class are hesitant to ask for help; because it fits in with the stereotype of
this group being dependent, incomp etettt,lazy,etc. Help is not always sough; if
not asked, help is sure to be not offered (refer Exhibit 4.7).

Exhibil 4.7 Wctims'Response to Help Depending on LV'ho Helps

Characteristics of the helper
and the aid provided:
r Help by an eremy
o Help by a dissimilar stranger
r Help involving unimportant skills

Positive ernotional reaction liking
for helper and for aid
High tendency to seek help
Low tendency to refuse helP
Lorv degree of subsequent self-help

Seeking help from others affects one's self-esteem as well, so not every

helper is viewed positively, some are even disliked. Therefore, often when help is

required, it is nriss.t.g. This has implications when a young person sitting offers help

to an older one, iI .,*.,omen offer help to men. These are viewed as threatening to

ones self-esteem and the he$er is seen in negative terms. So the helper is effectively

drivenaway.
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4.7 EXPLANATIONS OF PROSOCIAL BEHAVIOUR

The heper sees prosocial behaviour in positive terrns. It is the right thing to help an

accident victim. The observer views it critically and explains the helping behaviour

as an attempt by the helper to create a good impression ofhimselflherself.

4.7.1 Empathy-Altruism Theory: Unselfish Helping

Empathy lnplies identifring and relating to the feelings of the other person. For

exampG, distress is understood with empathy by most people. Batson ( 1981)

propot.dth. empathy-aftruismhpothesis to explainprosocialbehaviour. Enpathy

L ,..n * the main motivator of altruistic behaviour. Empathy includes sympathy

and compassion towards the victim. When empathy is around, people tend to

help. Inthe absence of empathy, people escape fromhelping (refer Exhibit 4'8)'

Exhibit 4.8 Empathy-Altruism Theory to Motivate Prosocial Behaviotrr

t 
":H,l:::-1'-'* [ "Jtt':::Yf I

'. 6)rr\-/
ta

A high level of empathy results in prosocial behaviour and a low level of
empathy results in escape behaviour.

Egoistic theory

Helping others reduces uncomfortable feelings and negative moods find relief in

tretping Uetraviour. This implies that it is not enpathy, but selfishness that leads to

proro.iut behaviour as it provides relief from negative emotional states (refer

Exhibit4.9).
Exhibit 4.9 Cialdini Model-Negative State Relief as the

Motive of Prosocial Behaviour

ll.,"*A
I escape'l 

I

S, i Person is not I



The researchers state that along with negative feelings, sadness is also

aroused. It is proposed that with increase in sadne ss, helping was also found to

increase.

4.?.2 Empathic Joy and Genetic Selfishness

Empathic joy is seen as an alternative to egoistic theory. Prosocial behaviour is

motivated by the joy ofhelping someone and meeting some other persons' needs.

Here, help comes only ifthe reward ofjoy is possitrle for the help giver. When

help is given, positi'ue emotions are aroused. This is known as ahelper's higtr" This

increases the sense of self-worth. Thus, prosocial activitymakes one feel good

and hence, experience ofjoy is crucial for prosocial behaviour. For example,

teachers wish to know how their students did in a course, as the students were

coached by them (refer Exhibit 4. 10).

Exhibit 4.10 Comparisott of Enryathic Altrtisnt and Empathic Joy

Explanations of Prosocial Behaviour

Genetic selfishness-helping similar others

Genetic sslf;cl't1l,:rr]; is an evolutionary psychologists' explanation ofhelping. It is

proposed thai iielping is genetically determined. Behaviour that increases

reproductiveness, and fitness is favoured and that which is irrelevant is discarded.

The ggeater the genetic similarity between fwo individuals, the more likely that one

willprovide help lo the other. This is called the selfish-gene syndrome. This is

r,iotivateC bythe rlesire to pass on similar genes to future generations and ensure
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their survival. Eachperson wants to line longer and also enhance the reproductive
ability ofthose who are similar.

This explains the phenomenon of scams involving relatives, robotism in
selections, favouritism in granting benefits, privileges, etc. to persons ofour own
kind. Matrimonial preferences can also be accounted for by the notion ofa selfsh-
gene. Racial ethnic, regionaf linguistic, religious and otherbiases towards people
of the same kind are easier to understand, if genetic factors are seen as the
consideration for engaging in prosocial behaviour.

It is perhaps a farfetched explanation, but it is reasonable to assume that
people who have been raised in similar environments, develop certain traits. These
traits indicate formability and therefore comfort. So being with suchpeople and
wanting to help them/support thenl etc., seem likely, as comparedto people with
other traits, who are unfamiliar. Help giving ahd help seeking behaviour is largely
situationally determined. At times cultural values also influence help giving and
seeking.

CmcxYouR PRoGRESS

8. What are thetwo defence mechanismsused fordealingwiththreat?

9. Whydo some people not ask for help?

10. Whatisempathy?

I l. What are the results ofhigh and low levels ofempathy?

t2. What is helper's high?

124 Self-lnstnrctional Material

4.8 SUMMARY

Conformity is an attempt to influence an individual through group pressure.
The pressure can be direct or indirect.

The extent ofconformity is determined by cohesiveness ofthe group, size
ofthe group and the presence or absence ofsocial support.

At tirnes, minorities can also influence the majorily under ceftain conditions.

Compliance refers to accepting requests from others. Techniques used for
obtaining compliance are integration, self-enhancement and self-disclostre.
All these are aimed at making the target person happy and thereby obtain
compliance.

Other techniques are market driven; for example, multiple requests, foot-
in-the-door and door-in-the-face, and sweetening the deal, etc. All these
have some degree of success.

a

o



o Complaining is an attempt to win acceptance through cribbing. This has sociat Influence' ,f!;tr;:f,
moderate success Po ssibilities.

. Obedience is inffuence by dernanding. This is gaining conpliance by ordering.

This is generally enforced bypeople inpositions ofauthority'

. Obeyers are people with a personalitytrait of submission to any authority.

This is atendencyto adopt a submissive, uncriticalattihrdetowards authority.

o Destructive obedience is the most disturbing part ofMilgram's study.

. Obedience that invohes harming others must be fought back'

o Prosocial behaviour means that our actions benefit others, even though the

person helping out has no obvious gains from the activity'

c Effect of positive and negative emotions or moods and their effect on

behaviour have been well established in studies. However, the research on

moods and prosocial behaviour is complicated'

o The main difference between those who quit after starting volunteer work

and those who continued is that people who continue to work were curiously

motivated by the need to enhance their self-esteem'

o There is a human tendency to let those people handle their problelns on

their ownwho have run into dfficulties because oftheir own irresponsibility

or carelessness.

o Some people believe that asking for help is a sign of incompetence' Ifthe

potential help seeker views the possible help giver as similar to him or her,

there is reluctance to ask for help.

. Empathyrmplies identifying andrelating to the feelings oftheotherperson.

o Helping others reduces uncomfortable feelings and negative moods find

relief in helping behaviour. This inplies that it is not enpathy, but selfishness

that leads to prosocial behaviour as it provides relieffromnegative emotional

states.

o Genetic selfishness is an evolutionarypsychologists'explanationofhelping.

It is proposed that helping is genetically determined'

4.9 KEY TERMS

o Conformity: Refers to change in one's beliefs or behaviour in response to

some real or imaginedpressure fromothers

o Compliance: Acceding to requests from others

o Prosocial behaviour: Refers to actions that benefit others even though the

person helping out has no obvious gains from the activity

NOTES
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Social InJluence: Changing
others'Behaviour 4.10 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. Conformity, compliance and obedience are the three most common types

ofinfluences.

2. Variables that operate to determine the exterrt ofconformityare cohesiveness,

group size and presence or absence ofsocial support.

3. The desire to be liked and the desire to be right are the two needs that

makepeople conformto group norms.

4. Obedience refers to social influence by demand.

5. Personality characteristics as well as situational factors influence obedience

to authority.

6. When attention is directed to others and their misfortune. enrpathy is aroused

and this could motivate prosocial behaviour.

7. The main difference between those who quit after starting volunteer work
and those who continue is that people who continue to work were curiortsly

motivated bythe need to enhance their self-esteern

8. The two defence mechanisms used for dealing with threat are as follows:

(i) Reprising, where one avoids or denies the ttreat
(i| Sensitization where one worries and intellectualizes the threat

9. Some people believe that asking for help is a sign of incompetence. Ifthe
potential help seeker views the possible help giver as similar to him or her,

there is reluctance to ask for help.

10. Empathy rmplies identifying and relating to the feelings ofthe other person.

For example, distress is understood with empathyby most people.

I l. A high level ofempathy results in prosocial behaviour and a low level of
empathy results in escape behaviour.

12. When help is given, positive emotions are aroused. This is known as a

helper's high.

4.11 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

l. What is conformity'/Also, mention the frctors affectingconformity.

2. What are the conditions due to which the door-in-the-face tactic works?

3. How are personality and obedience related?

4. Who are the obeyers?



5. What factors lead to obedience?

6. What are the five stePs forhelP?

7. How do emotions affect altruistic behaviour?

8. What is the difference between sensitizers and repressors?

9. How are attraction and offering help related?

10. What is genetic selfishness?

Long-Answer Questions

1. There is a constant desire to conform, yet we all have an innate need for

individuation and control. Do you agree with the statement? Give reasons

to suPPort Your answer.

2. Discuss the techniques for obtaining compliance'

3. What are the reasons that people obey authority? Also, mention how to

resist destructive obedience.

4. Explain prosocial behaviour.

5. Describe the empathy-altruism theory.

4.I2 FURTHER READING

Baron, R.A. and D. Byrne. 1995. Social Psycholog,,. New Delhi: Prentice Hall

oflndia.

Gilovich, T., D. KeltnerandR.E. Nisbett. 2006. Social Psycholog,t.NewYork:

W.W. Norton.
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5.13 Further Reading

5.0 INTRODUCTION

We live in a world full ofviolence. Chilling accounts ofmurder, rape, anned conflict,

child abuse, and killings in the name ofreligion are reported all the time. There is a

lot ofdomestic violence and abuse. These are all manifestations ofaggression.
Simply stated, aggression is the intentional infliction of some form ofharm on
others and is far too comnon and disturbing to ignore.

Psychologists have sought to undemtand it fromthe historicalperqpective--
how we leam to be aggfessive, some of the determinants of aggression, personal

factors involved in aggression and the ways to control or at least manage

aggression.
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It is sad to recognize that human beings are the only ones to aggress and kill
needlessly. All the other species only attack or aggress when their food source or
rnating rights are tkeatened. Both these are survival oriented and to a large extent,
understandable. It is indeedpuzzlngto see the most evolved ofthe qpecies displaying
one ofthe most primitive ofbehaviour against their own members.

Scientists have been trying to find explanations for this inhuman conduct,
for centuries. Even today, the explanations are partial and the ability to present
aggression is fairly dismal.

5.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

Aft er going tluough this urit, you will be able to :

o Know about the theoretical perspective on aggression

o Understand the social determinants of aggression

o Learn about heightened arousal and the linkbetween emotion, cognition
and aggression

o Analyse the link between sexual arousal and aggression

o Discuss the issue ofalcohol and aggression

o Learn about gender differences in aggression

o Learn how to prevent and control aggression

o Describe groups and individuals and group task performance

5,2 THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON
AGGRESSION

What do we mean when u,e say that Charley is an aggressive person? Aggression
andaggressiveness have several diffa'ent meanings ineverydayqpeech--the acfions
of a brutal slayer or a successful salesperson-are we talking about the same
thing?

5.2.1 Aggression: An Innate Tendency and an Elicited Drive

According to the ps,vchological definition, aggression is any form ofbehaviour
directed toward the goal ofharming or ir$uring another living being who is motivated
to avoidsuchharm.

(i) Aggression as an innate tendency

According to this explanation-which is the oldest-human beings are
'programmed' for violence.

Wolence/aggression is biological

This explanation is also known as the instinct theory ofaggression, so it is part of
human nature to be aggressive. Sigmund Freud held the view that aggression arises



from a powerful 'death-wish' that exists in every person He called this as Thanatos'

the desire ofselidestruct is strong, but it is often directed against others' He also

suggested that this instinct needs to be released periodically, failing which it could

lead to violent outbursts. These hostile inpulses that exist in every person accumulate

over time. Freud's proposals were the result ofthe large-scale destruction that he

witnessed during woild war I. contrary to Thanatos, is his formulation of the

counter-concepiofEros. Eros is the wish to seek pleasure, love and procreate'

These two opposing forces are powerflrland exist side-by-side inhis their origins'

Therefore, G Urt U"t*een sex and aggression is verypotent and also noticeable'

Sex and aggression go hand-in'hand

Konrad Lorenz ( 1966) won the Nobel Prize for his theory of fighting instinct that

hurnan beings share with the rest ofthe species and that aggression arises from this

inherited tendencY.

Fighting enables population to be distributed widely and thereby get the

maximum utilization ofihe natural resources. Even in today's world, people are

aggressing over the resources of the earttr-oil, water, land, etc. Aggression is

af,I rehtedto mating behaviour. This ensures that the strongest and fittest would

pass on their genes to the next generation. Here agaln, humanbeings seemto be

ilreOwrongly.We canseethattlre worldis inhabitedbytheless fitandincompetent'

This group 6rms the bulk ofworld's population and they are also the most fertile'

R. Ardrey(1976) extends Lorenz'position flftherto suggest that early, in

humanhistory peoplewho 'attacked'survived, the others'staryed'andperished'

Therefore, he maintains that the human anatomy, physiology and psychological

sfiuchres and firnctions are explicitly suited for hunting. So, there is a strong tendency

to aggress and survive.

The sociobiologists, D. Barash (1977) D'M. Buss (1991) believe that

aggression as a social behaviour has its roots in evolution. This theory suggests

that those behaviours that help in passing on the genes to the next generation

would become more dominant in the species. This means that males, who are

firore aggressive, would be the winners in mate selection'

Aggression is in part an inherited biological ttait

There is no unanimity on the validity ofthese perspectives' The innate theorists

observe the prevalence of aggression across the world in support of their

formulations. Their opponentsuniformlyargue against theuniversalexistence of

aggression, all over G world. Violence rates vary greatly across the different

.Jiion. ofine world-Norway is the least, USA is eight times more andNew

Guinea, 800 times more.

If aggression is instinctual, such high differences in prevalence rates cannot

be adequale$explained. Therefore, many social-psychologists reject the theory

ofinnateness as ttre Uasis ofaggression. However, modern studies do indicate the

role ofbiological frctors, leading to aggressive behaviour; for example, violent
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crimes are associated with biological conditions. So biology is significant in
aggression, but this does not inply that aggression is a universally inherited instinct.
Thus, Aggression is not a universally inherited tendency in human beings.

(ii) Aggression as an elicited drive

This is known as the drive theory of aggression, proposed by Leonard Berkowitz
( 1988). According to hirn, aggression arises mainly from an externally elicited
drive to harm or injure others. So, extemal conditions like frustration, humiliation,
etc., give rise to a strong urge to engage in harmful behaviours. This is known as
the frustratiorr-aggression hypothesis.

Being thwarted or frustrated is common in everyday life. So people are
driven to being aggressive. Thus, this is crucial for aggression and not innate
tendencies, accordingto this theory. However, this theory also runs into difficulties
when we observe individuals who do experience frustration but do not always
display aggression. Theyhandle frustration in other non-aggressive ways. Thus,
we can say that frustration does not always result in aggression.

(iii) Aggression as a reaction to aversive events

The role of negative affect or emotions

There has been a clear link between aggressive behaviour and negative emotions.
often, unpleasant feelings and aggression have been seen to be correlated. we
can remember the times when we became aggressive and reco gnize the situation
that acted as the trigger. This notion is called the cognitive neoassociationist view
(Berkowitz). This theoryproposes that exposure to negative events (those one
wishes to avoid) causes unpleasant feelings. In turn these feelings activate a fight
and flight response. Aggressiveness could be dependent on several factors that
are as follows:

(i) How painfirlthe event is.

(if Thoughts and memories of similar earlier events.

(ii) The appraisal ofthe situation.

There are several instances in daily life where instigations for aggression are present.
If the above conditions operate, overt aggression could follow.

(iv) Aggression as learned behaviour

Atbert Bandura (1973) gave the social-leaming view ofaggression. This approach
considers aggressive behaviour is leamed, like any other form ofsocial behaviour;
aggression is largely the result of learning

This suggests that aggression is not innate. Aggression is learned tluough
direct experience (an earlier aggressive behaviour involved, a parent or teacher,
beating a child). Here, the child has suffered aggression as a victirn He also saw
the gains that aggression had, in the form ofcontrol for the adult. So, he learns the
type ofaggressionto be carried out and the payoffs that it provides. Furtheq he
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does not associate with any negative thoughts, as the parent/teacher is a venerated

significant person in his life. Such people can do no wrong. So, beating is not

piceived asbeing negative or undesirable. Thus, he learns how to aggress and

also that itis notwrong.

Another way in which aggression is learned is by observing the behaviour

of others (social models) who display aggressive behaviours' The models can be

real-life people-parents, teacher, friends, etc., or even those from fiction, movies,

TV, etc.

Bandura indicates that aggression is learned. Whether it would occur in a

given situation is dependent on the following:

(i) Past exPerience(s).

(i) The currentreinforcement for aggression'

(ii!) Sociavcognitive perceptions of appropriateness of aggressive

behaviour.

5.2.2 Social Determinants ofAggression-Frustration, Direct

Provocation and Exposure to Media Violence

Others' actions determining our aggression

This friend ofmine, that boss ofmyneighbour are the commonreason for getting

angry for what they have done or said. Something that other people do seems to

be the reason for our anger. Sometimes, it is also what others fail to do that could

trigger anger in us. Rarely factors like bad food or rainy weather affect our mood

or makeus angry.

Social conditions give rise to aggression

Buss ( 1 961) studied aggression in the laboratory using an ingenious device called

aggression.machine. Thtt" was a teacher and a learner (The learner was the

uJJomptic") while the teacher was the critical subject (whose aggression was

studied). The teacher was to punish or reward the subject depending on the answers

being incorrect or cotTect, respectively. The machine had knobs that were to

deliver electric shocks to the students, if an error was committed' These knobs

would indicate the level of shock that would be passed ifoperated' He got the

learner to make errors and studied the extent to which his participants were willing

to increase the levels of shock to punish the learner's mistakes. In reality no shocks

were delivered. The experiment has already been discussed in Unit 4' It is the

same experiment which was carried out by S. Milgram to study obedience'

The experiment was a good measure ofintent of aggression rather than

aggression i[itselfl The willingness ofpeople to harm others is reflected in this

study.

5.2.2.1 Frustration as the cause of aggression

Frustration can be understood as thwarting of goal-directed behaviour. Ifwe are

prevented from what we wish to get, frustration does arise' This could lead to
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aggression. children throwthings ifnot allowed to go out to play, some get upset
and irritable ifthere is some office probrem. All these u.. .oniitLns that upset orfrustrate a person and generate urg.. o, uggression in them.

The greater the frustration, more intense is the aggression. To explain thisphenomenon, Dollard er al. (1939) first proposed the frustration-aggression
hlpothesis' His earlytheories were sweeping generalizations. The conclusions of
the hypothesis are as follows:

(a) Frustration ahvays leads to aggression
(b) Aggression always stems from frustration

Both these conclusions do not arways hord. In real life, people always donot aggress when frustrated. Further, aggression can arise from causes other than
frustration as well Berkorvitz p.op"rrJ"d u revised version ofthis hypothesis. He
suggested that frustration does bring about negatire feelings. Urpleasant e4periences
maycause aggression.

Negative feelings lead to aggressive behaviour
Directprovocation appears to be areasonable explanationofaggression, especially
when frustration that seems illegitimate or unwarranted (someone,s whims, for
exarrple, boss derying leave urfrirly) produces strongeraggressiorl than frustration
as compared to expected ftustration, that is ,..* *, bg];rrate (for example, no
leaves because all the leaves have been exhausicd). tiiu p".rrrps in the former
instance, the negative feeiings aroused are stronger and this could trigger the
aggression.

_ ,E'en when negative feelings are generated, the aggressive tendencies are
modified bythe higher rerel cognitire pro..rr.r. accordLgto Berkowitz, people
would e'aluate their sifuation and then decide whether agiression is appropriate
or not. f{ence, frustration does not aluays lead to aggress"iin. Frustration maybe
one ofthe potential causes ofaggression. but it i. bvno means ths onry one.
5.2.2.2 Direct provocation

Saying something that really hurts or physically assauitinq a pcr:"n. are examples
ofdirect provocation for anger. Since one is alread5z the l,Ltim ofaggression from
another person, the victim could retaliate in an equal or even greater measure. This
is the mechanism for the upward spiralling ofaggression.

unreasonable behaviour, direct insurts, srander and the rike, top the list ofanger-provokers. However, even in the face of direct pro'ocations, the
interpretation assigned to the other person's statements could mediate in lessening
the provocation. In such contacts, aggression in a retaliatorfmanner maynot
occur at all.

5.2.2.3 Exposure to media violence

There is an abundance ofviolence to be seen and read about in the rnass_media.
Harming others is a typical fare in most movies, in shows and even televised sporting
events.



Let us stop and consider, does exposure to media-violence increase

aggression among viewers.

Bandrua" Ross and Ross (1963) carried out the classic study called Bo-Bo

Doll Experiment. one soup ofchildren were exposed to a filrn clip, where they

watched an aggressive irodel in action. Another group watched a non-aggressive

model, film clip. I-ater, in a free play situation, the group that watchedthe aggressive

model became more uggr.rrir., as compared to those children who viewed the

non-aggressive model.

The aggressive group of children not only displayed more aggression, but

acquired ne,f iuryu orulgr.ssing from the model in the clip. The levels of aggression

were also higher for the aggressive model viewing group'

Jacques Leyens (1975) carried out a field studyto observe the effects of

prolonged'media-violence on children in natural conditions. The resutrts confirmed

ifr*,frJ gr.ater the violence viewed, the greater aggression displayed.

Prolonged media-exposure to violence, results in higher levels ofaggession'

It was also found in another studythat those who were waiting in a line to watch a

violent movie, also scored higher on aggression scale, than those who waited to

see a non-aggtessive filrn. Further, those who had just viewed a violent movie had

a higher sci-e on the aggression scale, as compared to those who had just viewed

anon-violent movie.

Not only does viewing violence increase the tendency to aggress; but those

desiring to see violent *orl, alreadyhave an inclination for aggression' Thus,

viewinf ,iolent movies, increases the alreadyexisting tendencies for aggression'

\4ewing sports that have a large conponent ofviolence in thenl ftick boxing,

wrestling, *iby, ice hockey, soccer) also leads to increase in aggression among

fans andiieweo.. Thi" ,*ploi* hottile reactions like making bon-fires, stampedes'

etc. after certain games. In another clisturbing study, it wa1 found that the amount

of violence watchert during childhoocl is related statistically to their levels of

aggression as adults.

Taken as a r,llole, these findings suggest that there is moderate support for

media exposure to violence as contiibuting to the aggressive behaviours along

with other factors. Exposure to media violence can facilitate similar behaviour

among viewers. This is indeed disturbing'

The role of aggressive cues

A doll says play with me, feed me, dress me and be gentle with me, hy its

upp.urun... Ab;X indicates that it should be tossed, bounced, kicked, etc' Agrm

*gg"r,r shoot, using me. This could well be a case ofthe trigger pulling the finger'

Thl"presence ofaggressive cues could be one ofthe key factors in aggression'

Aggressive cues could elicit aggression The cues can lead to actual aggression

when u p..ron is angered or troubled or otherwise ready to fight or attack' A

study by Berkowitz and others found that angry or agitating weapons and other

.iorilu, LU3ects do act as aggressive cues to facilitate aggression.
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Aggression can come from within as well as from without

wehave alreadystudiedthat mediaviolence impacts aggression. Now, the question
that arises is why does it occur and how the impersonal media can have such an
efect onhuman behaviour. Several factors have been identified that me as follows:

(i) Viewing media violence weakens our inhibitions (there is a removal of
restraints).

(if Media exposure suggests to the l'iewers newer techniques forharming others.
(ii| After-viewing aggression that can prime aggressive thoughts and nremories.

The aggressive schemathat has beenactivatedcan increase interest inviolent
movies/actions.

(iv) Repeated expostre to violence can desensitize viewers to the consequences
ofharming others.

Mewing violence often lowers emotional sensitivity to pain and suffering.
Sexual violence viewing leads to further disturbing outcomes. Exposure to media
violence enhances the possibility ofovert aggression.

5.3 HEIGHTENED AROUSAL

The emotion-cognition-aggression link
when we are in a hurry and we experience a series of events that are further
delaying us (our car keys are misplaced, we need to fuel-up the vehicle and then
we run into anunexpected traffic jam) we may find ourselves irritated and our
anger mounting. This is known as heightened arousal and it could increase the
possibility ofaggression Zilfuiann(l 988) descnbed this with his excitation transfer
theory.

- . ,_A.ccording to this theory, whenever the human system is aroused
physiologically, the arousal takes time to get dissipated. So, stme ofthe arousal
that persists is carried over from one situation to another. Therefore, even a minor
lnnolanc€ couldtriggeramore intensereaction. than is warrantedbythe situation.
For example, flrpping at a small thing, which is otherwise minor. Such reactions
occur inthe following two conditions:

(i) The person is unaware ofthe residual arousal.
(if The person is aware ofthe arousal, but attributes it to curent events.

This also leads to the de-individualizationofthepersonwho displays reduced
awareness and therefore a decreased concern for the social norm ofthe given
situation. So, the external attribution helps in reducing personal responsibili[, for
the aggressive outburst.

Excitation transfer could enhance aggression

There is a complex interaction between emotion-cognition and aggression. The
relationship between emotions and thoughts and thoughts and ernotions have been
well established. So, we need to examine the connection between emotions,
thoughts and aggression.



In a study, one group received negative information about a teacher, prior

to their participating in an experiment. The other group received it after the

participation. A control group received no intbrmation at all. In all the thee

conditions, the teacher behaved rudely with the participants. Those who were

inforrrred before showed the least arousal while those who received no information

at all shorvedthe maximum arousal and those who received the details after the

experiment, showed interrnediate levels of arousal.

High levels ofarousal afect our thoughts about other's behaviotr and this

influences our tendencies to agree against them. So emotions affect our thoughts

and these two together determine the extent of aggression that would be displayed.

5.3.1 Sexual Arousal and .Aggression

Love and hate are the two sides of the same manifestation is a well known claim

Love is libidinal in nature and involves sexuality as a component. Passionate sex

includes a lot of aggression. This means when sexual feelings are increased, it

results in a state of intense arousal. The relationship between heightened arousal

and aggression. has already found enrpirical evidence. For example, the desire to

hurt one's lover or get hurt by the sexual partner-sadism and masochisrn-

represent the two extreme forms ofthese tendencies'

Several studies have explored this phennmenon of sexual arousal and

aggression. Mild levels of serual arousal caused by viewing or reading about some

mild passionate episodes" lead to reduced desire for aggression. Later, strong

levels of sexual arousals generated by explicit pomographic viewing have been

associated with increase in subsequent aggressive behaviour. This curvilinear

relationship hasbeenexplained byatwo-con4lonent model' suggestedbyZilhnann

According to this formulation, exposure to erotic stimuliproduces the following

two efFccts:

(l) Increased arousal.

(0 It influences curent afective states (emotions). that is, it induces positive

ornegative feelings.

Mild eroticmaterials enable mild levels ofsexualarousal. Theyare generally

pleasant in nature. So such exposures reduce later aggression. Explicit erotic

materials generate strong arousal levels. Further, manypeople evaluate some of
the passionate scenes viei,vcd as aversive or objectionable. This produces a great

deaiofnegative affect. This could give rise to increased aggression. There is a lot

of support feir the tu'o-factor theory of sexual arottsal and aggression' The

relationship b.:.iween sexual arousal and aggression exlsts clearly, but it is a conplex

one

Efteets of explicit displays ofsexualbehariourhave invariablyalot ofviolence

n j" ed ip it \fu'6"nc6 are generally the victims and they are shown to be brutalized,

tortured. ilI-treated, etc., in cruel ways. This type ofviolence viewing has ill-effects

and the conseciuences are otien dangerous.
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5.3.1.1 The effects of violence pornography

The following are the ill-effects ofviolence porno$aphy:
(i) It increases the tendency in men to aggress against women.
(if Exposure to violent pornography leads to the development ofan insensitive

attitude towards sexual violence.
(iif This callous attitude makes people view crimes such as rape, as less serious

and also have little sympathy for the victims. (Its makes many men believe
that women almost ask to be raped.)

(iv) It also suggests that these consequences can also occur even after watching
purely violent movies, where sexuality is not explicit.

Conclusion

It is the violent content (aggression against women), more than explicit sexuality
that is responsible for aggression. Since most violent movies have elements of
sexualitythrown in, and as most violence is against womeq it ispossible to predict
that violence against women is bound to increase with more.*porur. to violent
pomography.

Cnrcr Youn Pnocnrss
l. According to Sigmund Freud, what is the cause ofaggression?
2. What is frustration-aggression hypothesis?

3. what are the three factors aggressiveness could be dependent on?
4. Who carried out the Bo-Bo Doll Experiment?
5. what does the lever ofaggression in an adult depends upon?
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5.4 ALCOHOL AND AGGRESSION

Generally, alcohol and aggression are seen as a headymix. It is often seen that
those who drink within legar limits (as per nonns ofalcohol in the blood stream)
respond more aggressivelyas compared to those with less alcohol or no alcohol
at all in the body. Following two reasons are assigned for this increased aggression:

(i) Alcohol afrects the brain and those parts that control emotions and rage.
our emotions get free from control. They are simply no longer capable of
restraint.

(if Alcohol also lessens the inhibitions against aggression and sexual behavio,r,
to some degree.

In another study, it rvas found that when a situation is non-threatening, alcohol
intake does not increase aggression. However, confrontation could lead to
aggression. This explains rvhyprovocation or competition in a bar or pub produces



brawls, etc., readily. The picture ofalcoholand aggression is not decisive, but the

effect ofalcohol on aggression suggests the following:

(i) Alcohol consumption does not automatically increase aggression.

(tr) Many individuals are able to regulate their behal'iour, suitably.

(ii| Alcohol can increase aggression, ifappropriate social cues are present (e.g.

provocation by others, or aggressive role mo dels).

(iv) Alcohol can make people aggressive ifthey realize that the potential victim

has no means ofretaliation (e.g., women, children, seniors, etc.). Alcohol is

dangerous only under specific conditions.

5.4.1 Personal Causes of Aggression: Types of Behaviour Patterns

Some individuals are more prone to being aggressive than others. Some ofthe key

personal factors that promote aggressive behaviour can be categorized under Tlpe

A and Type B behaviour patterns (Glass, 197 7) (refer Table 5. 1 ).

Table 5.1 Type A and Type B Behaviour Patterns

Typ"e I ryPe B

1. Extremely competitive I Less competitrve

2. Always in a hurry i Not ul*uy. in a hurry

3. Irritable and aggressive I Calm and not aggressive

These two personality tlpes represent the two extreme ends of a continuum.

Generally, people can be categorized as belonging to one tpe or the other. Type

A people are competitive and therefore engage in aggressive behaviours. This is to

further their own goals. They are also more hostile and have been found to show

more child abuse or spouse abuse. These behaviours are not culture specific. Bus

drivers in the USA were comparetl with those in India, after being classified into

personality Tlpes ofA and B . Their onthe-job behaviour and their previous records

in terms of accidents were studied. The behaviours of Type A and Type B drivers

were similar in both countries (Evans. Pulsane and Carrere, 1987). The studies

are put together in Table 5.2.

Tshle 5.2 Behaviour of Type A and Type B Drivers in India and USA

Type-A drivers
1. Drive faster

2. Honk more

3. Pass other vehicles more

4. Frequenily stepPed on breaks

5. InYol-r=tii ie more aggressive encounters

6. l\dore gccident prone

Type-B drivers
Drive slower
Honk less

Pass other vehicles less

Stepped on breaks less

Less involved in aggressive

encounters

Less accident prone

In occupations lvhere stress and frustration are likely, it maybe wise not to hire

Tlpe-Aindividuals. The Type-B people wouldbe happier and less dangerous to

themselves and to others.
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5.4.2 Perceiving Evit Intent in others and Shame proneness

Anotherpersonalitycharacteristic is the tendencyto perceive hostile intent in others,
actions, even where none exists. This is termed as hoitile attnbutional bias. Individuai
differ in this attributional tendency by virtue oftheir personality.

Individuals, who see evil intent where none exist, are going to show great
aggressive tendencies. Those who perceive malice in otherfeople,s action-s are
bound to respond with greater aggression.

Shame proneness and aggression

Shame is a negative evaluation ofthe selfwhen a flaw in an individual leads to a
consequence and it is available for public scrutinli for exanrple, cheating someone.
Ifcaught it is a shameful deed because others get to know-of it, the self-worth of
the cheater is lowered. This is greater in a collectivistic society, like India. The
shame is experienced because others, who matter, got to know about it.

In contrast is guilt; here the person who commits a wrong act is aware ofit.
others rnayormaynot come to know ofit. So, guilt is a moral trLsgression. Guilt
is manifest in the form of an intra-psychic conflict. A conflict between a person,s
ego and the super-ego (moral-keeper) in Freud's psychic structure, shame is the
outcome ofintra-social conflict if societal norm is violated.

Both shame and guilt generate negative feelings. Stuclies demonstrate that
when people experience shame, they arso experience-hostility and anger. They are
angry at themselves for having behaved in a way that brought about the shame.
Theyalso view others as the cause for feelings of rhurr. inihemselves to occur.
This is because others are found to disappr&e ofthe particular behaviour and
cause humiliation. This leads to hostility being directed at others. Since shame is a
powerful emotion, the negative effect is intense, often disproportionate to the
triggering events. So, such people brame others tbr their o*r*.gutir. feelings and
become angry at them. Therefore. persons who are prone to shime are also-likely
to aggress according to Tangney, 1992 (refer Exhibit 5. l ).

Source: Based on suggestions by Tangney et al., 1992.

Studies do support such a foimulation. Shame is potentially harmful to the person
experiencing it and to others around hirn as well. Shame-prtne individuals are also

Exhibit 5.1 Shante and,4ggres.sion

I
Nrrlrtir irri

I



more likely to display aggression.

Value orientation and aggression: The Patri model

Orientation and CultureExhibit 5.2 Value

Vasantha R. Patri and Neelakant Patri, in the their book 'Essentials of
Effective Commtmication' ,havepresented the profile ofthe Asian/Indian people

as opposed to the Westerners interms oftheil value orientation (refer Exhibit

5.2). ilere, the shame orientation as compared to the guilt orientation is proposed

as a major behavioural control source for the Asian group. The collectivistic

orientation ofthe Asian societies also supports this formulation. IVIost ofthe people

in the W'estern society are regulated more by guilt and less by shame in their social

behaviours; while the dominant part of society inAsian societies'behaviour is

controlled more by shame and less by guilt. This in an indirect way also accounts

for the prevalence oframpant comtption in daily life inAsian societies.
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5.4.3 Gender Differences in Aggression

Legends and folklore suggest that males are more aggressive than females. Crime
bureaus also report more violent behaviour in males, than females. The research
evidence seems to suggestamixedresuh. Males displaya lot ofphlaicalaggression;
while females show alot ofindirect aggression (qpreadingrumoun, harmfulgossip,
psychological harassment, etc.). Females are more manipulative while males are
more direct intheir expression ofaggression.

Men are less guilty or anxious about their aggressive behaviours; while
wonren show concem about their own safety when thinking ofengaging in ageressive

actions. This is an attitudinal factor. Women and men differ in their willingness to
aggress in interpersonal situations. Is there a biological difference leading to this or
is it largelydue to socialization influences?

Role of hormones and sexual orientation

Though socialization does teach men to be more aggressive and women to be
more cooperative; the role ofbiologycannot be overlooked.

Several studies have identified the male hormone testosterone, being present
in high concentration in males and this is associated with aggression. This was also
found to be tnre ofboth heterosexual and homosexual males. In fact, it was observed
that the greaterthe levels ofconcentration oftestosterone in theirblood, the greater

the tendencyto engage in physicaland impulsive aggression. In females, higher
levels oftestosterone tended to decrease their tendencies to engage in different
types of aggression. Lesbian women however are reported to be less likely to
engage in physical aggression than heterosexual women.

Males by virtue oftheir biology tend to demonstrate more aggression than
females. This by no means suggests that males would show more aggression than
females under all conditions.

Interaction between hormones and personality (Testosterone and Type A
Behaviaur)

As higher levels of testosterone and Type A persons are associated with higher
leveis ofaggression, it was hypothesised that both these would inffuence aggression

The findings are sumnurized as follows:
o High levels oftestosterone: Aggressive behaviours
. TypeApersonality:Aggression
o T)pe B personality: Lowered aggression

o Lower levels oftestosterone: Decreased aggression

Males with T1,pe Apersonality and higher levels oftestosterone engage in more
aggressive behaviour. Also, we must note that aggression is inffuenced by learning,
experience, cognition and individual differences. All these fictors interact in bringug
about aggression.

Aggression
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5.5 PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF
AGGRESSION

There are various techniques to prevent aggression. Since aggression results from
ttre interplayofseveralfictors bke leaming, externalevents, cognitiorl and individual

differences; it raises the hope ofbeing able to manage or control aggression.

Aggression canbe prevented, or at least reduced.

5.5.1 Punishment

Since the dawn of civilization punishment has been used as a method to deter

violence. Most countries have established laws for handling severe crimes. In
some ways, these are effective in other ways, they have failed. Punishment used in

a scientific waydoes have some merit as an effective deterrent.

Conditions for punishment to be effective

The following are the conditions for the punishment to be effective:

(i) It must be prompt and follow the aggression as closely as possible.

(i| It must be strong; the magnitude ofthe punistunent must be sufficient to

render it highlyaversive, to the receiver.

(iif It must be certain to follow aggression. The punishment should be expected

to follow aggression (every time it occurs), Bower and Hilgard ( 198 1).

These conditions are rarelymet inthe crirninaljusticeproceedingsofmost countries.

In some countries like India, rarely are criminals apprehended, tried or convicted

on time. So punishment has failed to deter violence.

5.5.2 Catharsis

Cathmsis nreansblowing offsteamorriddingthe systemofthe aggressive impulses.

Many societies believe that ptrging the system ofviolent and aggressive tendencies,

does have the benefit ofreducing aggression/violence, etc. Catharsis means allowing

people an opportunity to participate in activities wherein they can give expression

to their anger and hostility. Such an environment must be safe, so that the anger

reductioncanoccur, even after it has been demonstrated. Such expressions of
anger and hostility have the following two benefits:

(i) Facilitate reduction ofemotional tension.

(i| Since the anger is expressed ina safe environment, the likelihood ofmore
dangerous forms ofaggression gets mitigated.

Some ofthe most commontypes of cathartic activities are as follows:

(i) Physically exhausting activities: These help in reducing arousal statistics

and thereby lowering aggressive tendencies. There are hard fought games

devised by every society that act as a catharsis; for exanple, soccer, hockey,

kabbaddi, athletics, etc. Not only do they instil a spirit of fair play and
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competition. but also help-inreducing aggressile impulses. However, these

have been foundto be temporary.

Some ofthe findings seem to suggest that catharsis can even lead to provoking

hostile inpulses. Viewingviolence incinerna, television, internet, etc., have

been found to increase these inlpulses. The feelings ofanger and hostrlity do

tend to reappear, after the energy-draining activities are over. Catharsis is

not effective in producing long-term reduction in aggtession.

(ii) Cognitive interventions: lt sometimes helps ifwe say 'sorry'' and give

explanations. Manypeople get angry for being let down or for being treated

unfairly, or taken for granted.

Being late forpersonal andprofessionalmeetings is one suchcase. Waiting

because ofdelay at the other end, is indeed annoying. As the waiting period

increases, anger could set in. One ofways to lessen such anger is to offer
sincere apology forthe delay. It has to be seen as genuine. Then, the delay

may be condoned and the anger may be reduced. Giving an explanation for
the delay couldbe added to the apology, for example, the car did not start,

there was some trouble getting the rnachine, got caught in an unexpected

trafficjanl etc.

Giving reasons would help further inreducing the anger felt. Ifthe reasons

are specific and reasonable, it would work, but ifit is an alibi forbeing late,

it could infiriate those waiting further. So, offering apologies and explanations

does have some effect in aggression reduction and preventing overt
aggression.

5.5.3 Other Techniques of Reducing Aggression

Some other techniques for reducing aggression, as given by Baron ( 1 983) are as

follows:

0 Use ofnon-compatible response strategy

(i| Training in social skills

(ii| Exposure to non-aggressive models

Two ofthe three techniques are described and are as follows:

o Exposure to non-aggressive models: Just as exposure to aggressive

models leads to leaming aggression, the counterpositionis that viewing
non-aggressive models should lead to a reduction in aggression. Non.
aggressive models demonstrate restraint in the face ofprovocation. Several

studies have been done to demonstrate that aggression can be reduced by
planting non-aggressive models in the midst of threateningly explosive
situations.

o Social skills training: We like ourselves better when others like us. One

ofthe major reasons for aggression in daily living is the poor or insufficient

social skills that we possess; for example, we do not knorn, how to respond



to provocations without blowing our top. People's flaming anger is often a

n".dl".t response to a remark or an action from another person. Often the

reactions are exaggerated. Again' we are unable to express our wishes or

fears to others, so that they are easily understood by others. Thus, there is

a lot offrustration or anger when our expectations me not nret. This happens

so oftenat home and at work, and it leads to needless show oftemper, etc.

Our emotional sensitivity to other people's feelings is also low. Therefore,

many ofus end up hurtnrg others or get hurt oursehes in tumbythe insensitive

remarks made by others. Insensitivity is another big reason for running into

interpersonal difrculties and getting angry. Social skill training can go a long

way in reducing interpersonal aggressioq hugely'

5.5.4 Cognitive Intervention and Other Techniques

Modembehaviouraland cognitive-behaviouralinterventions emphasize the role

of learning and adaptation to the environment both in shaping and maintaining

normal life functions and in the emergence ofmaladaptive symptomatology'

Some simple procedures .re as follows:

Teaching people to respond in a non-aggressive manno to any annoying

situation, by learning to belittle the situation or laugh at it'

To avoid overreacting to a frustrating situation, learning to be calrn and

composed, even ifthe situation is one that is irritating or troublesome.

To understand other people's feelings and reactions more accurately,

think about their emotions or responses in a given situation'

Such training can be given to children, young adults, colleagues, friends, students,

sports teams and also family members. There is bound to be a sharp reduction in

aggression and an increase in cooperation. Other specific skills could include the

fullowing:

o Recognizing other's feelings

o Selicontrolstrategies

o Dealing with one's anger in a non-aggressive wav

o Staying out offights, consciouslY

o Dealing with embarrassment

o Responding to teasing, in a jovial way

o Dealingwithfrihres

o Inconpatible response training (hurnour, enpathy in reqponse to aggression)

. Playingwithpets

o Helpingbehaviour, etc.

All these could result in a sharp reduction in aggression.
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Culture and aggression

There are some cultures which are inherently aggressive in their orientation, while

others are more passive. The aggressive cultures are also very supportive of
aggressive behaviours. Their socialization patterns also show that child rearing

practices favorr aggression These cultwes also view aggression as positive. Also,

cultures differ in terms ofhow their population deals with frustrations, e.g., in Sri

Lanka, quiet self-control is highly valued as a response to frustration. So, even in

the face ofprovocations, dignified restraint is visible. According to a study, Anglo-

Saxon cultures permit more aggression, when annoyed while the Hispanic cultures

diqplayeasy-goingtendencieswhenanger-provoking situationspresent thernselves.

In Japan, aggression is to be largely expressed within the family; while in

Israel, expression of aggression outside the family, is seen as appropriate. Such

belieft about aggression and their expressions also encourage in certain cultures

and discourage or deter in others.

5.6 GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS

A group consists oftwo or more interacting persons who share common goals,

have a stable relationship, are somehow interdependent and perceive that they are

in fact part ofa group, Paulus (1989).

5.6.1 The Consequences of Belonging

A group is not just a collection ofindividuals; there exist certain criteria ofevery
goup that are as follows:

(i) Members must interact, directlyor indirectly.

(i) Must be interdependent in some manner.

(lD The relationship must be stable for at least (weeks, months or years).

(iv) Interactions must be structured in some way.

(v) Members must perceive themselves as belonging to the group.

Belongingness to group b most important. However, it is interesting to know why
peoplejoingroup. Webelong to severalgroups-the familygroup, theprofessional

g"oup, the cardgroup, the music group, and so on. However, some ofthese group

memberships are vitalwhile the others are secondary; like familygoup is crucial,

the club group is secondary. Peoplejoin groups to meet theirpsycho-socialneeds.

Following arethe reasonswhywe need groups:

(i) The need to belong, for example, to a family, a nation, etc., gives some

anchoq pride, security.

(D To receive attention and affection (groupsprovide this opportunity).

(ii) Achieve goals in a group; '*'hich individuals cannot attain singly (personal

tasks like conducting amarriage, professionaltaskslike goalachievements).



(iv) To obtain knowledge and information (which would not be available

otherwise). For exanple, full members have access to privileged information

in a certain situation).

(v) For security reasons, strength in numbers.

(vr) To establish a positive social identity (prestige, pride, etc')'

All these could bolster one's self concept. Most people seek entry into some

group, during their lifetirne.

5.6.2 Nature, Function and Formation of a Group

Stages in group socialization leading to formation gloups are dynamic. People

enter and ieave groups and groups influence the members as much at the members

influence the group. This is called group socialization. Three noticeable stages are

present in all group formations that are as follows:

(i) Evatuation: People join and leave groups for several reasons. Most

members join a gfoup to achieve personal goals. Every member makes an

assessment ofthe rewards and costs involved injoining a group. This is the

process of evaluation. If the gains are greater than the costs, then the

ivaluation is positive and the decisionto jointhe group is easy. Ifthe costs

are prohibitG compared with likely gains, then the outcome is negative and

an individual may not wish to enter the group. Simultaneously, every member

could also evaluate other prospective groups that are open for consideration.

(ii) Commitment: Ifthe evaluation is positive, then the person shows interest

and greater involvement with the members. The person also takes interest

inthe activities ofthe group.

(iii) Role functioning: Once the memberhas entered a glven group then certain

role fi.rnctions become obligatory. Some are very casualwhile others take

on extemely serious roles. Afullycommitted persontakes onroles, assigned

by the seniors in the group and tries to execute them to the fullest.

How groups function

Not all members of a group act in the same way or carry out the same functions'

A considerable degree ofdifferentiation exists in the functioning ofmembers.

Different people work at different tasks and acconplish things for the group. These

are roles ihaf members are required to fuIfill. Sometimes roles are assigned in a

formal manner sometimes roles emerge in the course of group interaction; for

example, a leader may be assigned by designation or a leader can emerge in terms

ofthe task that needs to be accomptshed.

Within a group, two ffis ofroles have been described" viz., (i) task-oriented

roles, and (ii) relations-oriented roles. The former role focusses on getting the job

done, while the latter emphasises reducing interpersonal friction and rnaintaining a

harmonious interactionamongthemembers. Thesetwo medifferentiatedinfamiliar

terms as the role ofbeing a father and mother. Once the roles have been accepted,

people intemalize them.
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Roles

Individuals occupying specific positions within a group are expected to perform a
certain set of behaviour. For many people, the roles they perform define and
contribute their selflconcept, like Deputy commissioner, Heao ortne department,

-C!O, 
etc. Roles help in clarifting responsibilities and obligations ofthl persons

belonging to a group.

Roles also involve a way in which groups shape the thought and behaviour
ofthe members. Roles can also generate conflict. ror.^u*ptI, when members
have to take on more than one role at a point in time-a task master as well as a
pacifier. Another type ofconflict, as seen in personal life, is being a parent as well
as a professional.

At times, roles are clearly circumscribed and the boundaries are specified.
This could limit freedom; for example. a leader has to maintain a certain distance
from the rest (this does limit certain interactions). This is a limitation because roles
impose a stmcture and this could prevent flexibility in functioning.

Another dimension along which groups functions is status-the prestige
associated with a given role. Status is the social standing or rank that is seen
related to a role. Some ofthe measures of status are office size, size of table,
number of assistants, special privileges like assigned car, parking slots, travel
benefits, etc. status is significant in determining how roles are performed.

Norms

These are rules by which group members are regulated. There are two types of
lo_r.r, viz., prescriptive (how to behave) and postscriptive norrns (how not to
behave). Alrnost all groups insist on norm obedience from their members.

There are norrns that family members are expected to follour offlce noffns
control and specify hon' the office-goers must observe, like all members must join
for dinner (in a family), office begins at 9.00 am, lunch break l .30-2.00 pm (in
office).

Cohesiveness

cohesiveness is the force that acts to keep group members part ofa group. This
includes mutual attraction, interdependence, shared goals and so on. It is cohesive
ifthe members like one another verymuc[ strong$Jesire the goals that the group
is seeking, and feel that another group would noisatisry tneir rieeds. The opposite
ofthis situation is when the members do not like each other much, do not share
cofllmon goals and find that other groups could offer them more satisfactory
rnembershfts. The first condition would lead to cohesiveness, while the latter would
lead to disintegration of the group.

cohesiveness involves the following two distinct elements:

(i) Interpersonal cohesiveness: The extent to which members like each
other.



(ii) Task-oriented cohesiveness.' This refers to the extent to which the

rnembership provides for the achievement ofpersonal goals. For example,

beirrg a member of a sales team. The ultimate goal at the individual level

comes from the goup functioning; being in an assembly line manufacturing

grouP, etc.

When both these dimensions of cohe siveness are high, goo d performance can be

predicted. When tasks can be carried out singly, then task-based cohesiveness is

not critical. Sometimes high levels of interpersonal cohesiveness might interfere

with performance because members may spend time socializing rather than

focussing onthe task completion. Other factors that influence cohesiveness are as

follows:

(r) The extent ofdifficulty in gaining entry into the group (greater efi[ort, more

attraction).

(ii) The presence ofextemalthreats or severe conpetition, invasion fromoutside,

more uniVcohesiveness (fightng terrorisnr, etc.).

(iii) Size-small groups are found to be more cohesive'

All these jointly determine the influence of the group on members. Figure 5.1

illustrates an overview ofJanis' theoryon groupthinking.

..ouP rHI;[l
Collective 

I

rationalization illusion Ib
/

Fis. 5.1 Grottpthinking: An Oven'iew of Janis' Theory

CrmcxYoun Pnocnnss

6. Defineguilt.

7 . What is catharsis?

8. What are the techniques for reducing aggression?

9. Whydo peoplejoin grouPs?

10. I-ist the three stages ofgroup formation.

I 1. What are the two tlpes ofroles described within a group?

12. What arethetYPes ofnorms?
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5.7 GROUPS AND TASK PERFORMANCE

There are both benefits and costs associated with working in groups. One of the

advantages includes socialfacilitationbased on drive theoryand distractionbased

in conflict theory. Simply put, often some people work better in groups. One of
the disadvantages is social loafing among members ofthe group. One ofthe most

conprehensive models to explain social loafing is that ofthe colle,ctive etrort model

The perception offiimess andjustice within the group can also affect its nrembers.

Additionally, advantages and disadvantages to utilizing groups canbe seen

during the decision-making process. The advantages are that by pooling the

expertise and knowledge oftheir members, and by avoiding extreme courses of
action, groups usually come to better decisions than individuals. The disadvantages

are that groups may develop group polarization and groupthink, making poor

decisions of extreme nature and then sticking with those decisions even in the face

ofoverwhelming evidence that the decisions are bad.

5.7.1 Benelits and Costs of Working with Others, and Social
Facilitation

There are tasks which are best carried out when one is alone; for exarnple, studying,

creative work, etc. In a Broup, most ofthese tasks are done with others, or inthe
presence ofothers. This oftendoes impact ourperformance.

It is interestingto know ifgroups are more efficient or less efficient in carrying

out tasks as compared to individuals.

5,7.1.1 Performance in the presence of others

Sometimes, the presence ofothers improves one's performance; for example, a

veteran musician finds an audience highly encouraging to put out his best

performance, or to a new debater. the presence of an audience might make him

nervous and reduce the effectiveness ofhis/her delivery. Such two completely

opposite phenomenacanbe explainedthLroughthe drire theoryofsocialfacilitation.

The presence ofothers acts as a source of arousal. This theory ofRobert
Boles law Zajonc (1965) suggests that the presence ofothers produces increments

inthe level ofarousal The excitement experiencedbyhaving an audience generally

suggests arousal This arousal affects performance and it has been explained through

the following two aspects:

(i) Increnrents in arousalenhance the occurrence ofthe dominant rery)onse,

these are most likely to be given by a person. As the arousal increases,

the tendencyto give the dominant response also increases.

(n) The dominant response maybe the correct one or the incorrect one.

When others are present, there is arousal. When the arousal occurs,-the

dominant response is most likely to occur. Ifthe dominant response happens to be

the correct response then the performance would get facilitated in that situation.
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If the dominant response is an incorrect one, then the arousal would impair

performance in that situation.

presence ofothers would facilitate the performance ofstrong well leamed

response, but it could interfere with the performance of a new yet-to-be-mastered

response (refer Exhibit 5.3).

Exhibit 5.3 The Drive Theory of social Focilitation: An Overview

Source: Based on suggestions by Zajonc. 1965

Sometimes, the situation is a high pressure one, like scoring a penalty strobe goal,

which would decide the championship; the audience induced pressure would be

almost unbearable. Under such conditions, eventhe most seasoned player may

wilt andperformpoorlY.

There are several researchers who proposed that social facilitation largely

arises from evaluation apprehension. This is concern over being judged by others.

It involvesanelement ofself-presentationalso, like appearing goodinthepresence

of others. There may be other factors and not the mere presence of others that is

crucial in determining perfofinimce. Other researchers found that the mere presence

ofothers facilitates performance, whenthere isjust one task. For complextasks,

the presence of others was not very helpful. Thus, simple tasks are performed

better in the presence of others while complex tasks are performed better when

one is alone. This contradictory finding has been sought to be explained withthe

help of the Distraction-conflict Theory by R. s. Baron et A1. ( 1 986).

The presence ofothers causes arousal to be heightened. Such an arousal

stems from the following two sources:

(i) The tendency to pay attention to the taskto be performed

(i| The tendencyto pay attention to the others present

There is a conflict of interest here. The conflict.occurs due to competing

tendencies. This, in turn, increases arousal. The arousal enhances the tendency to

perforrn--the dominant response. Ifthe dominant response is correct, perfoffnance

L enhanced; ifthe dominant response is incorrect, thentheperformance suffers.

Exhibit 5.4 illustrates the distraction-conflict Theory'
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Exhibit 5.4 Distraction-ConJlict Theory
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So urc e : Based on suggcstions by R. S. Baron, I 9 g6.

There are activities where directing attention to the audience does not come into
conflict with some task demands; then social facilitation will not occur. When
paying attention to the audience conflicts with task denrands, then social facilitation
occurs. When individuals have little reason to pay attention to others, social
facilitation fails to occur.

When the task is a simple one, the focus on the relevant cues becomes easy
for task achievement. For complex tasks,'where several cues have to be attended
to simultaneously, the presence ofothers could be hampering. Here, there is no
need to post an arousal notion. So, the modified clistraction conflict theory explains
social ficilitationinterms ofthe limits imposed byinformationprocessing capacrty
ofindMduals. This is a promising explanation.

Leffing others do the work in a group

In everygroup-ahclme, office, connnunity, etc.--+rot allpeople contribute equally.
There are some hangers on. Some people work hard. while others loaf In additive
tasks, the contributionofeach person is not easyto identifyclearly. The group
effort is the final output. The following points must be kept in mind:

(i) As the group size increases, each person purs out less eflc"t. This is due to
increasing lack ofcoordination. coordination is cntical in larger groups.

(ii) It occurs in all cultures and in both gcnders.

(O It happens in both cognitive tasks as well as physical tasks.

Reducing social loafing-some techniques

Social loafing indicates that some people will do less than their share ofwork in a
group. some usefultechniques to counter social loafing are as follows

o Make the output or effort of each person clearlv identifiable.
r Get members corrnitment to the task increased:
o Provide members with an opportunity to evaluate their orvn contributions



o Increasing group cohesiveness.
o Provide the rnembers with a standard against which to evaluate their

contnbutions.

Reactions

The following are tlre reactions:
. Anger, resentment, and annoyance
o Wthdrawal from the group (being unfair)
o Social compensation; making up for kiafing men-ibers

5.7.2 Social Facititation and Social Loafing

Bandura ( 1 980) proposed r,i r heoff cailed self:cfficiency theory to explain social
facilitation and social loafing, which are the t,,vo related phentmena. This is an
individual's motivation to a task. It is based on the following two types of
expectanc:es:

(i) self-efficiency expectancy: Self-efficiency Ls one,s beliefofa capacity to
perform a task.

(ii) outcome expectancy: outcome expectancy is the expectation that a
specific behaviour or level ofirerformance would yield aparticular result.
Individuals tend to work hard when theybelieve that they can perform a

task well and that dogg so wouid prcduce desired outcomes, for eiample, a
manager. High self-efficiency, but low outcome expectations would not lead to
much effr:rt, like a clerk.

Stlcial facilitation is reflected in the frst case while social loafing is seen in
the second instance. Social loafing would also occur when there is high ,Jlf,"ffi.*y
expectancy, but low outconrc expectancy.

when self-efficacy is hig[ then some withdrawal was observed as compared
to r.vhen working alone (working with others was rervarded). This occurred
because the individual efforts rvere not clearlyobservable. wir.n self-efficacy
was low, theyperformed better when working in a group than alone and prefers
working inthe presence of others. (others would *ti.. theirpoor efficLncy).
These suggest that sccial facilitation and social loafing can be unie.stood in terms
of self-efficacy expectancies and outcome expectancies.

5.8 DECISION.MAKING BY GROUPS

Groups perfbrm a variety of tasks the world .ver-hanesting, assembly line
functions, ctustructions, surgical procedures, etc. one ofthe most important
activities of a group is decision-making. Government, military corporations,
educational institutions (even families) are allrequirecl to take decision*. grorrp..
Most ofour laws and policies are decided by groups.
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5.8.1 Decision-Making by Group and Decision-Making processes

we all believe that groups have pooled expefiise, group decisions tend to be less
extreme and several inputs are possible. Therefore, we think that group decisions
are better and ah,vays tend to seek them.

Group decision-making process

we will discuss how people move towards consensus. when a group starts
discussing anytopic, it begins with a variety ofassumptions and rpirrionr. Aft",
some discussions, there could be a deadlockAnd finally a decision is made. There
are a number ofprocedures by which the members arrive at a decision. They are
as follows:

(i) Mojority wins rule: This means the position adopted bythe majorityof
the group members, becomes the decision. Here, discussion strengthens
the most popular point ofview.

(ii) The truth-wins rule: The correct solution or decision on a given issue is
adopted as the decision.

(iii) Two-thirds majortty rule: lf fi,o-thirds ofthe members ofa group endorse
aparticular decision, then that prevails.

(iv) First-shijl rule: Adecision that is consistent with the direction ofthe fust-
shift in opinion indicated by a member.

Generally, these processes seem to be sufficient for aniving at group decisions.
Wherever opinions are involved, the majority position is favoured. In intellectual
tasks, the truth-wins rule is adopted as most suitable.

Procedures determine decisions

The methods used fcr arriving at a decision often influence the decisions. Some of
the methods are as follows:

o straw pol/.' This is more in the form ofopinion seeking from among the
members. Members are therefore free to change their views. Here, each
member expresses his/her opinion sequentially. Members express their
preferences in a non-binding vote. This can lead to significant shifts in the
positions held and then the decision is reached as a group.

o Deliberation style: This refers to the rnanner in which members exchange
information about their individual views. Two styles have been identified
that are as follows:

(i) verdict driven: Here, rnernbers first arrive at their own personal
decision and then discuss the decision with other members.

(t\ Evidence driven: Each piece ofrelevant information is examined by
the group first, and then individualdecisions are made
In verdict driven deliberation style, the personal decision is discussed
and in evidence driven deliberation style, each piece ofdata/information



is discussed. For exarnple, the waythe financialfrauds are discussed,

involving the various groups; sometimes the panelists express their

opinions, in others the data is analysed.

(n\ Coniunctive decisiore: Taking the example provided, ifthe members

conclude that there was clear intention to swindle, then they will decide

to find those involved in the fraud. This is conjunctive decision.

(w) Disjunctive decision: Again, taking the example just discussed, ifthe

criteria ofa fraudulent conduct is analysed according to data available

and then the <iecision about the guilty is rnade, it is one of disjunctive

decision. So, the style of deliberating on an issue has an impact on

decision-making.

5.8.2 Nature of GrouP Decisions

Does it produce moderation or polarization? Rarely do individuals take decisions

on important matters. Even dictators and monarchs have their advisors. The

parliament orthe senate inademocracyis a decision-makingbody. Qualifications,

training experience, etc., all involve those who would be entrusted with decision-

making. This is superiorto individual decision-making.

Group decision-making

In a studyby Stoner (1961), students had to playthe role ofadvisers to persons

who had to choose between the following two altematives:

(i) Highly paying job- Corporate job

(ii) Lowpayingbut securejob- Government job

In the first part ofthe study, the subjects made individual recommendations, about

the job. Then, they met in small groups, and discussed the matter, until a unanimous

agreement was reached.

Surprisingly, groups recommended the high-risk jobs. However, in later

studies with larger groups, it was found that the group decision tended to be more

cautions. This contradictory finding was explained on the basis ofthe concept of
Group Polarization, i.e., gloup decisions tended to become more extreme and not

necessarily more cautious or more risky. Group decision enhanced the existing

positions held by the members. So ifone held a cautions position initially, it became

stronger after the group discussed choice ofjobs, or vice-versa.

Social comparison and persuasive arguments are two explanations offered

for group polarization. The social comparison approach holds that before a group

decision, people believe that their view is the better one and that their views are in

the right direction. After the group discussion, they are rudely awakened by the

realization that their views are nowhere as far above the average as that ofthe

group. So, they shift their position to an extreme degree.

Persuasive arguments provide a contrasting explanation for polarization.
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After group discussions, individual members slowly convince themselves ofthe
correctness oftheir initial views, and thus, come to adopt them even lnore strongly.

This results fromthe shift to anextremeposition. Most ofthe irfornrationpresented

by group members are in support oftheir ou,n position.

Polarization has important irnplications. Group decisions could become
extreme after discussions. The decision to escalate the Vietnam\\'/ar (USA), the
dissolution ofthe Soviet Unio4 hiberation ofBanglades[ etc., are irrportant polarized

decisions inthe world, inthe last few decades ofthe 20th century.

5.8.3 Group Decision-Making: Some Pitfalls

Some ofthepitfalls are as tbllows:

o Polarization is a serious matter for accurate decision-making to happen.

However, there are other disadvantages also ingroup decisions. Groupthink
is one such potentially harmfirl way for groups to decide a course of action.

o Another is the inability of group members to pool their expertise while
discussing any issue. They do not discuss information not shared by all
members.

Groupthink represents too much cohesiveness. Generally; high cohesiveness is

expected to produce highly desirable outcomes for a group. Tiris is true up to a
point. Janis ( 1 982) proposed the term groupthink where high levels ofcohesiveness

exist withcertainotherconditions that are as follows:

(i) Provocative situation - a group is fighting fbr survival against external
adversaries

(i) Structural and procedural fiults (lack ofmeans for resolving intemal conflicts)
These conditions could lead to groupthink.

Groupthink is a mode ofthinking that rnembers of a group are locked into. Here,
the main thinking is concurrence seeking. This is the overreaching nrotivation. All
courses ofaction are evaluated with this in mind. Groupthink therefore involves a

shift from the concern ofmaking the best possible decision to that ofreaching and

maintaining consensus. Once groupthink sets in, unhealthy decision making could
follow

Some o fthe pitfalls of groupthink are as fo llows :

o Members vier,l'themselves as inr,ulnerable (theypossibly cannot make
amistake).

o They engage in collective rationalization (discrediting or ignoring conffary
po sitions/information).

o They feel that their group is not only right, but morally, superior (all
those who do not share these views are evil).

o Once groupthink develops, pressure on members to go along with the
group stated view becomes intense.
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r Members, who have sorne doubts, engage in sorne form ofself,censorshfu;
othem'ise theyare quicklysilencedbythe othergroup members. To top it
all, the mind-guards (selflappoirted) shield the group fromextemal sources

ofinformation that is inconsistent'*,ith the group's position

Result

A powerful illusion takes hold ofthe group into believing that the group is correct
ard is infallible and has no dissent (refer Figure 5. I ).

Sonre research studies on groupthinl however, does not fully support Janis's
position when applied to decisions made in the international context. However,
the phenomenonofgroupthink does exist. How powerful and how often it comes
into play is in some doubt.

Countering groupthink: Managing the effects of groupthinks
o Groups shouldpromote open inquiryand scepticism among members.
o Leaders must encourage careful questioning ofeach alternative.
o As a rule, play the devil's advocate.
o Fonn subgroups to consider different aspects ofan issue.
. Subgroups are freer to engage in sharper discussions and can halt possible

consensus happening too soon.
. Offer second-chance meetings. Those with lingering doubts have an

opportunity to express themselves. This can reduce pressures towards
conformity.

o Encourage new ideas and open oneselfto criticisms in a non-defensive
manner.

o Always avoid premature closure ofany issue.

All these could counter tendencies towards groupthink.

Sharing information

often group mernbers tell each other rvhat they already know; rarely do they tell
what others do not know Group members only discuss that information what
others already know. So where is the pool of infonnation? Then how is group
decision better then individual decision? Do groups get the benefit of expertise
and knowledge of individual members? To test the validity ofinformation sharing
in a group discussion studies were carried out using the information sampling
process. Here, theinformationthatwas most$mentionedduring goup discussion
was examined. It was found that information that was most discussed was the one
available already to most members. Thus, members tell each other what they
alreadyknow.

This means, the unshared information is often withheld. Ifthe members
recognize that the unshared informationiscrucial fora correct answer ordecision,
then perhaps this new input would be offered. Ifmerely reaching a consensus is
the focus, then the value ofthe unshared information would be minimized.
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The hidden profile of infomration would be needed ifa good decision is to
be arrived at.

Conclusion

Groups are always better at re-hashing information that is already known to
members. Groups must be made aware that the unshared information is important
for coming up with the correct decision. This would increase the possibility that
group members will uncover and discuss unshared information. Unshared
information prevalent among groups is found to enhance the qualityofdecisions, if
given and discussed.

Cuncr YouR PRoGRESS

I 3. What are the two types of expectances according to Bandura?

14. Why do we seek group decisions?

15. What arethe two forms ofdeliberation style?
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5.9 SUMMARY

o According to the psychological definitioq aggression is any form ofbehaviour
directed toward harming or injuring another living being who is motivated to
avoid suchharm.

o Konrad Lorenz won the Nobel Prize for his theory of fighting instinct that
human beings share with the rest ofthe species and that aggression arises
from this inherited tendency.

o Sayurg something that really hurts or physically assaulting a person, are
examples ofdirect provocation for anger. Since one is alreadythe victim of
aggression from another person, the victim could retaliate in an equal or
even greater measure.

o Whenever the human system is aroused physiologically, the arousal takes
time to get dissipated.

o Some individuals are more prone to being aggressive than others. Some of
the key personal factors that promote aggressive behaviour can be
categorized underTypeAand Type B behaviour patterns.

o Shame is a negative evaluation ofthe selfwhen a flarv in an individual leads

to a corsequence and it is available for public scrutiny; for example, cheating
someone.

o Legends and folklore suggest that males are more aggressive than females.
Crime bureaus also report more violent behaviour in males, than females.

o There are various techniques to prevent aggression. Since aggression resuhs
from the interplayofseveral fictors like leaming, external events, cognition,



and individual differences, :t raises the hope ofbeing able to manage or

control aggression'

o There are some cultures which are inherently aggressive in their orientation,

while others are more Passive.

. Belo.lgingness to a gloup is most important. Howeveq it is interesting to

know whypeoPle join grouPs.

o Stages in gfoup socialization leading to forrnation groups are dyramic' People

enter and leave groups and groups influence the members as much as the

members influence the goup. This is called group socialization.

o Individuals occupying specific positions within a group are expected to

perform a certain set ofbehaviour.

o Cohesiveness is the force that acts to keep group members part ofa gfoup'

This includes mutual attraction, interdependence, shared goals, and so on'

o There are both benefits and costs associated with working in groups' One

of the advantages includes social facilitation based on drive theory and

distraction based in conflict theory.

. There are tasks which are best carried out when one is alone; for example,

studying, creative work' etc.

. Several researchers have proposed that social facilitation largely arises from

evaluation aPPrehension.

c In every gloup-a home, office, community, etc.= not all people contribute

equally. ih*.. are some hangers on. Some people work hard, while others

loaf In additire tasks, the contribution ofeach person is not easy to identtff

clearly.

. Bandura ( 1 980) proposed a theory called self-efficiency theory to explain

social facilitation and social loafing, which are two related phenomena'

o One ofthe most important activities ofa group is decision-making.

o Groupthink is a mode ofthinking that members ofa group are locked into'

Here, the nlainthinking is concurrence seeking'

o Often, group members tell each other what they already know; rarely do

they tell what others do not know. Group members only discuss that

information what others already know'.

5.10 KEY TERMS

o Thanatos: The death wish that exist in every person, as explained by

SigmundFreud

o Eros: The wish to seek pleasure, love and procreate
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Shame: Negative evaluation ofthe selfwhen a flaw in an individual leads to
a consequence and it is available forpublic scrutiny

cohesiveness: The force that acts to keep group members part ofa group

5.11 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS,

I . Sigmund Freud held the view that aggression arises from a powerful .death-

wish' that exists in everyperson. He called this as Thanatos.

2. According to Leonard Berkowitz, " aggression arises mainly from an
extemallyelicited drive tc harm or injure others. So, externalconditions like
frustration and humiliation give rise to a strong urge to engage in harmful
behaviour. This is known as the frustration-aggression hypothesis.

3. Aggressiveness could be dependent on several factors that are as follows:
(i) How painftlthe event is.

(O Thoughts and memories of similar earlier events.
(ii! The appraisal of the situation.

4. Bandura, Ross and Ross (l 963) carried out the classic studvcalled Bo-Bo
DollExperiment

5. In a study, it has been found that that the arnount ofviolence watched ,i*ing
childhood is related statistically to their levels ofaggression as adults.

6. G*ilt is a moral transgression. It manifests in the form ofan intra-psychic
conflict. Aperson who commits a lvrong act is au,are ofit.

7. Catharsis rneans allowing people an opportunity to participate in activities
wherein they can give expression to their anger and hostility.

8. Some ofthe techniques f,or reducing aggressis-'rn are as follows:
(i) Use ofnon*compatible response strategy
(i! Training in social skills
(iii) Exposure to non-aggressive rnodels

9. People joingroups to meet theirpsy."cho-socialneeds.

10. The three stages ofgroup formation are evaluation, commitment and role
flmctioning.

1 1 . wthin a group, two types ofroles have been descnb ed,itz.,(i) task-oriented
roles, and (ii) relations-oriented roles.

12. There are two types of norms, viz., prescriptive thow
postscriptive norrns (how not to behave).

to behave) and

13. The two types of expectances aceorcling to Banclura are self-efficiency
expectancy and outcome expectaney.



14' we believe that groups have pooled expertise, group decisions tend to be Aggression
less extreme and severar inputs are possrot. rn oro,', *. it int that group
decisions are better and always tend to seek them.

15. Two forms ofdeliberation styres are (i) verdict driven, and (ii) evidence
driven.

s.tz QUESTIONS AND EXERCTSES

Short-Answer euestions

I ' Why do many psychologists reject the theory of innateness as the basis of
aggression?

2. What is the cognitive neoassociationist view?
, 

ffiffi:rro*" 
of the key personal factors that promote aggressive

4. what are the reasons assigned for increased aggression when it comes to
alcohol?

5. Slrat is the difference between shame and guilt?
6. What are the two t)lpes ofbehaviompattems?
7. what is the role ofhormones and sexuar orientation in aggression?
8. What are the conditions for effective punishment?
9. what are the benefits ofexpressions ofanger and hostilitf

I 0. Briefu explain the techniques for reducing aggression. Also, give some simple
procedures for the same.

11. What is the importance ofrole in a group?
12. What is cohesiveness? What are its elements?
13. what are the advantages and disadvantages offorming a group?
14. what are the various methods adopted to arrive at a decision?
15. How do procedures determine decisions?
16. Why does group polarization occur?

Long-Answer euestions
l. Examine the various theories ofaggression.

2. Describe the various social determinants ofaggression.
3. Discuss heightened arousar as a form of sexual arousar and aggression.
4. what are the processes involved in learning aggression? Describe with the

help o f suitable studies.

5. Discuss the reasons that cause difference in male and female expression of
aggression.
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6. Discuss the most common q/pes ofcathartic activities.

7. Describe the nature, function and reasons forjoining a group.

8. Explain the three stages ofgroup formation.

9. Write an explanatory note on social facilitation and social loafing.

10. Discuss the various group decision-making processes. What are some of
the problems in group decisions?
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